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Ohio Power Siting Board
) would like to address the more than 14,000 abandoned wind turbines currently sited in the US. There 
are at least 3 abandoned project sites in California and 5 in Hawaii, with more scattered throughout 
many other states. The wind companies promise at the beginning to have a bond to cover 
decommissioning and removing turbines that are no longer viable, but after many sales to different 
Investment groups, that promise is not being kept and these eyesores are what the residents need to 
live with for years to come, possibly decades.

The bases of these turbines are 25 -30 feet deep. They need to blast through bedrock to build the bases. 
What is that going to do to our aquifers and wells? I have read testimony from people living in other 
areas with turbines and they have stated that it has affected their wells, sometimes the water is almost 
black. Living in the country, we only have our wells to bring clean, fresh water into our homes.

For the past 20 years or so, Seneca County has been actively trying to reintroduce the bald eagle into 
this area. And we have done a terrific job! We now have dozens of nesting pairs. Wind companies like to 
say that cats kill more birds in the US than turbines and I'm sure that's true. But cats kill robins, 
sparrows, starlings and other small birds that are not endangered. Cats do not kill eagles, hawks, owls 
and other large birds. Turbines also kill bats, which are beneficial to our area farmers, and even family 
gardeners, so they can use less and spend less on pesticides. Seneca County has many nature preserves 
for the very purpose of providing habitat for a variety of native wildlife and plants, and at least 2 of 
these are in the footprint of the turbines. All those years of nurturing these birds will be for naught.

Many rural areas of our county are zoned for agricultural, residential and some commercial use. What is 
the purpose of local zoning laws if Industrial use turbines are allowed on thousands of acres? 1 can 
assure you, none of the people living in these areas ever thought they would be living in an industrial 
zone. Some people have mentioned the Whirlpool facility in Findlay, Hancock County, Ohio and the fact 
that they have half a dozen or more turbines. Whirlpool is already zoned industrial and their turbines 
are half or less the size of the ones proposed for our mainly agricultural townships. And the people in 
that township have since voted against more turbines being built. Thankfully, they had that choice.

And none of the above points even addresses the fact that It costs more in ores and minerals and other 
production costs to produce each turbine than will ever be produced in electricity. None of the wind 
turbines would be economically viable without government subsidies. These turbines are not the ^en 
dream or savior that they are made out to be.

D ^
Please consider all of these points, along with others made here today, and decline to aporoye the]5^ 

industrial wind turbines in Seneca County. ^
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My name is Lori Riedy and I own Russell’s Flowers, Garden Center & Gifts at 9910 St. Rt. 269, 
Bellevue in Erie County. I am here to voice my absolute opposition to the wind turbines that are 
slated for Sandusky, Seneca, Erie & Huron Counties. All four counties that surround the city of 
Bellevue.

There are many reasons why I am against them. The bats, the eagles, the bird migration, the 
infrasound, the shadow flicker, the fact only the land owners that have them on their actual 
property are the only ones that will benefit financially from them, but my biggest concern is the 
effect they will have on this very sensitive region that we live in known as the Karst Region.

Bellevue has the largest sinkholes in the state of Ohio by perimeter, area & volume. We have the 
most extensive Karst Region and this has been documented. My business involves using tens of 
thousands of gallons of water being pumped fi'om our well to water 8 greenhouses full of plants, 
mum plots, etc. Without our well we would be out of business. Not only are they trying to put 
wind turbines here but they want to erect the largest ever built, 655’, two which are to be located 
directly behind my property within less than a quarter of a mile. The amount of excavation that 
will have to be done to later pour hundreds of tons of concrete in for the bases to hold these 
turbines is just unbelievable. There is absolutely a very high probability that greater sinkholes 
and solution cavities will be disrupted or filled in. Underground streams and drainage that have 
formed through our limestone layers will be irreparably damaged. Our wells may be 
contaminated if not destroyed all together. There was a report done after the 2008 Flood in 
Bellevue which closed down our State Route 269, where my business is located, for more than 3 
months. I cannot imagine what would happen if these turbines are allowed to be built. This was 
designated as an EPA protected area because of the sensitive region that we are located in. Why 
would we allow anyone to come in and disturb our area for something that has already proven to 
have negative effects and no quantitative benefits? They have no idea what type of area they are 
dealing with and then add to that they want to put the largest turbines ever constructed on top of 
it in an area with high population. They have slated a very high concentration of turbines in a 
very populated area which makes no sense.

This whole process will have a negative effect on many of the people who live in this area and I 
would plead that they not be allowed to locate here in Bellevue.

Thank you.
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Any sound decision is made by conducting an impartial cost-benefit-anaiysis. The factors to be 
analyzed in considering these local wind farms fall into two categories: 1) Environmental 
Considerations and 2) Economic Impact.

The Environmental analysis centers on the undisputed amount and location of karst in our region. In 
its simplest terms, karst’s unstable terrain allows for high connectivity between land surface and the 
water table. What does this mean? Pollution. Of our wells. Of our drinking water. Of our Lake. 
Because they promote major nutrient loading from farm chemical runoff creating a direct route to 
Lake Erie and causing the notoriously harmful algae bloom in the lake. ODNR independently 
documented and discussed these at length in a 2013 publication which concluded that Bellevue’s 
karst sites are the largest in the state. This report was conducted years before the influence or 
pressure of the ‘wind farm craze’ and cautioned of the ‘high susceptibility of pollution’ and 
instability of erecting structures in karst regions. Yet, interestingly, windmill proponents now offer 
their own, self-fiinded “reports” to assure us there is no risk to local water sources.

But with windmills exerting more than 1,000 pounds of pressure per square foot - what if they are 
wrong? What if ONDR’s was right? How will a polluted water table serving entire communities be 
remediated? Who will residents call for assistance the day it happens? Who will shoulder the cost? 
There is no cheap or easy fix if these fragile subterranean features are damaged.

The environmental risks may pass muster in our cost-benefit-analysis if they were outweighed by the 
economic benefit. But to be blunt, it isn’t even close. To summarize:

- These windfarms do not result in more energy choices to consumers
- These windfarms do not result in lower energy costs to consumers
- Only a handful of local property owners stand to benefit from land leases
- By their own admissions in their application - these windmills are expected to generate only 

41 permanent jobs
- And what’s most telling - the economic projections themselves were filed under seal. Why? 

Because they simply don’t make economic sense for the citizens of our area, but rather line 
the pockets of the developers and lease holders

Finally, we must consider safety in completing our analysis. In 2014, legislators took note of the 
noise and dangers of much shorter wind towers and approved HB 483, which set the distance of 
blade tips 1125’ from a property line. Now, in the frenzy to promote and approve much taller 
windmills, proponents seek shorter distances and want to measure from a structure as opposed to a 
property line.

Step back and run the analysis: Irreparable environmental harm to local residents, including flooding 
and the contamination of our drinking water; further pollution to Great Lake Erie; Safety concerns of
reduced setbacks........weighed against a non-profitable private business venture, which generates
few permanent jobs and results in no direct benefit to local residents. I encourage you to deny the 
pending application.

Respectfully submitted,

Casey Didion
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Your Honor,

My husband Joe and I live in Eden To\A/nship in rural Seneca County. We oppose 

the construction of RepublicWind.

IWTs here are so wrong on so many levels. There are many facts and much 

anecdotal evidence that you will be hearing today-tonite from others for this 

conclusion. I am asking that when you listen, please listen also with your heart.

There are trade offs when you live out of town out in the country. Those who live 

in the country have traded pizza delivery, cable TV, and reliable ceiiphone-WiFi 
service for fireflies at dusk, eagles in flight, starry night skies and barred owls in 

the woods. We have longer distances to schools, work, grocery stores, doctors, 
and church but shorter time in actual traffic. One tractor and one car is a traffic 

jam in the country. WeVe traded the nonstop noise of the city for the throaty 

growl of our neighbors' tractors at planting and harvest. We've learned to sniff 
the air or check which way the breeze blows before hanging out laundry. We have 

sky "scapes" instead of skyscrapers, and we like it that way.

To us, a wind farm project is NOT a farm. We know farms. This is an Industrial 
project that is systematic organized vandalism of our beloved rural area.

The proposed IWTs *here* make us fear for our health, our homes, our 

community ethos, and the rural beauty that surrounds us.

IWTs *here* would be monstrous metal structures testifying to short sightedness 

and greed. OKing construction of this wind project oks destruction of this rural 

area.

AND THAT IS NOT OK. OR JUST OR FAIR.

Thank you,

Diane Hudok 
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September 12, 2019

My name is William Seaman. I am a resident of Lyme Township in Huron County. 
My family has farmed, owned property and lived in Lyme Township for 172 years.

Lyme Township is adjacent to Seneca County and Sandusky County, and I reside in 

the view shed of the Republic Wind project and also the Emerson Creek Wind 

project.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak at this public hearing today.

My comments today are directed to the seven voting members on the Ohio 

Power Siting Board - Sam Randazzo, Dorothy Pelanda, Lydia Mihalik, Laurie 

Stevenson, Amy Acton, Mary Mertz and Gregory Murphy. These are the 

individuals who ultimately will approve or deny APEX's certificate for the Republic 

Wind project.

I am not a young person, so hopefully the many years I've lived have given me 

some wisdom.

In my 39 years of employment with the Federal government I have seen, up close 

and personal, public policies that are destructive, unnecessarily expensive and 

downright wrong. And often these public policies start out with the best of 
intentions.

First and foremost, we can all agree that we want Ohio to be a better place to 

live. We want an environment safe for ourselves, our children and our 

grandchildren. We want our natural resources protected. We also want our 

economy to grow and prosper.

For the record, Ohio has the 7*^ largest economy in the United States, and the 27*^ 

largest in the world.

The backbone of our robust economy is our electrical grid. Reliable, robust 
reasonably priced electricity is essential to keeping businesses currently based in 

Ohio here, and attracting new businesses from other parts of the US and 

overseas.



The arrival of big wind to our area - with projects in Seneca, Sandusky, Huron and 

Erie County - does NOT make our electrical grid more reliable, more robust or 

cheaper.

A study released by the University of Chicago in April 2019 shows that states with 

renewable portfolio standards inevitably have higher rates for electricity. Higher 

costs for energy reduce Ohio's ability to attract businesses. Companies expand or 

come to Ohio, in part, because we have a reliable electrical grid. Intermittent 
energy sources are not what Ohio needs.

Every single watt of power produced by an industrial wind turbine must be 

backed up by another power source - nuclear, natural gas, coal, etc. This doesn't 
sound like a recipe for simplicity.

Germany, despite 29,000 operating wind turbines in a nation the size of Montana, 
has not reduced its carbon emissions at all. There is growing resistance to wind 

development in Germany - with installations down 80% this year. How does 

Germany handle the shortfalls from wind? They fire up their coal powered plants 

and are building a natural gas pipeline to Russia. Their cost of electricity is the 

highest in Europe, and two and a half times higher when compared to the United 

States.

This does not appear to be a sound energy policy.

The arrival of big wind to our area also endangers human health, animal health 

and our environment.

Setback distances, under currently Ohio law, are grossly inadequate. The 

operating manual for one model of turbines states the minimum safety zone 

around an industrial wind turbine is 1640 feet, which is several hundred feet 
longer than our current setback rules. In Hillsdale County in Michigan, the 

regulation is 1 mile from any home. The French Ministry of Health recommends 

4,291 feet setbacks. In Bavaria, the setbacks are 10 times the height of a wind 

turbine. [In the Emerson Creek Wind project that would make the setbacks 6,550 

feet. In the Republic Wind project that would make the setbacks 5,860 feet.]

In addition to the threat of being struck bv ice throws or various parts from a wind 

turbine because of inadequate setback distances, our state health officials should 

be concerned about the cumulative negative effects of noise, shadow flicker and



infrasound from industrial wind turbines. Has this topic been discussed or 

researched at the Ohio Department of Health? If it has not been studied or 

discussed, why not? There is substantial data already there due to the extensive 

history of wind power in Europe.

By now we should all be aware to the threats to our water, by siting wind turbines 

in areas where the karst is prevalent, which is smack dab in the Republic Wind 

project, and also in parts of the Emerson Creek Wind project. Lake Erie must be 

protected as a top priority by the Ohio EPA. Siting wind turbines in the most 
fragile Great Lake, and siting wind turbines in the karst does not sound like sound 

public policy to me.

Despite mounting contra evidence around the globe, however, we continue to 

see more wind development in Ohio. There is money to be made, and federal tax 

credits to be received by crony capitalists who live nowhere near a wind turbine.

At the heart of this is the marginalization of the rural residents in Northwest Ohio. 
If these projects were anywhere near Indian Hill, Madeira, Powell, New Albany, 
Upper Arlington, Hilliard, Maumee, Shaker Heights, Hunting Valley, Chagrin Falls 

or Hudson they would be dead upon arrival. Wind developers hope our 

marginalized rural communities do not have the energy or means to fight.

These projects are not wanted, despite what APEX Clean Energy (an ironic title) 

says. For example, in Huron County only 38 families in five townships will 
potentially host a wind turbine in the Emerson Creek Wind project. I am sure the 

numbers are similarly small in Seneca and Sandusky County.

38 families

should not be allowed to set public policy for the 60,000 residents of Huron 

County. And if you are keeping track, only 1 person out of those 38 families is 

an elected official, a township trustee in Lyme Township, who should resign his 

position due to a clear conflict of interest.

38 families are not my rulers, any more than people from New York and California 

get to tell me who will win the next presidential election.

Please deny the certificate for the Republic Wind project, and send a message of 
sound energy policy and common sense to those who would desecrate our rural



landscapes and threaten our economy, our environment and our health. Protect 
all the citizens of Ohio, not just those who live in our suburbs and cities.
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Public Hearing Testimony 
Republic Wind 17-2295-EL-BGN 
September 12, 2019

Jim Feasel
1121 East County Rd 16 
Tiffin, Ohio 44883 
Seneca County

I am opposed to this project being built in Seneca County for public safety reasons.

The seven voting members of the Power Siting Board will determine whether Republic Wind 
receives a certificate to build. Yet, for the most part, these voting members are insulated from 
the details surrounding the project. On the off chance that the voting members will hear my 
words today I would like to address my remarks directly to them.

By now, everyone on the staff should be aware of the fact that wind turbines, already built in 
Ohio and surrounding areas, have experienced failures, throwing several pound blade 
fragments, hundreds of feet farther than the setback distances used in the design of this 
Republic project. The evidence of this is on file at the Siting Board's office. This evidence is 
signed and stamped by professional engineers.

This evidence proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that many of the turbines in this project are 
far too close for public safety. On average 3,800 wind turbine blade failures occur each year. 
These include, three BRAND NEW turbines in the US(1), that have suffered catastrophic 
failure already this year, and 2 more new turbines this year in other countries, proving that 
NEW technology is still NOT reliable, and cannot be counted on to solve the safety problem. 
Yet the staff report makes no mention of the safety risks designed into this project.

Also on file at the Board's office are safety manuals for the turbines proposed to be installed. 
Although deemed proprietary information, it is widely believed that the safety distances 
recommended by the turbine manufacturers are far greater than the setback distances allowed in 
the design of this project. Whether this is true or not true, it is inexcusable that this 
information be withheld from the public who will be directly exposed to any possible hazards. 
The safety recommendations in these manuals can be made public without exposing trade 
secrets. There is absolutely no excuse for not doing so.

The process that the OPSB staff is using to approve wind projects shows complete and utter 
disregard for public safety. And this disregard comes with the full knowledge of the staff, and 
hopefully by now, every voting member on the Board. It is not a matter of opinion. It is 
not a matter of lacking information. It is not a matter of misinformation. Rather, it is a
matter of the complete failure of this agency to adhere to its number one directive, that being 
to protect public safety.



Being the judge over whose property rights are most important is NOT what this Board was 
created for.
Judging the safety, and need, of energy projects IS what this Board was created for.

Determining whether more tax money for local schools would be a good thing is NOT the duty 
of this Board,
Making determinations on public safety IS the duty of this Board.

Deciding whether some more income for leaseholders would help their financial condition is 
NOT this Board's job.
Deciding how best to protect public safety IS this Board's job.

Protecting the world against climate change is NOT in this Board's mission statement 
Protecting Ohio citizens by properly locating energy projects IS this Board's defined mission.

I could go on but it should not be necessary.

I ask that every voting member on this Board think long and hard about your decision. You will 
live with your vote on your conscious for a long, long, time. Can you live with supporting a 
project that you know will put public safety at risk?

I ask the members of the Board to remember when deciding, that, as a society, we only accept 
risk to safety if there is an offsetting benefit that cannot be attained by any other method with 
lower risk. Every benefit this wind project purports to bring can be attained with lower risk by 
other methods. Solar, would be one such alternate method.. Your vote, will become part of 
your permanent legacy. It COULD be used to help guide the renewables industry towards safer 
and more sensible projects, while protecting public safety at the same time. If I had a vote, 
that is how I would use it.

Perhaps, in the near future, local citizens will obtain some control with a vote in these projects, 
by gaining the right to a referendum on them. At that point WE, the public, can decide if any 
benefits that may come with a wind project are worth the costs and risk of turning our area into 
a heavy industrial zone. In some areas they may well be. In others they will not. Only the local 
residents can make that decision correctly.

When local control is re-established then, WE, the local public, will undoubtedly be VERY 
motivated to watch out for public safety. It is our safety that is on the line here, and that of our 
families, and our children, our neighbors, and our loved ones. Until that time comes, and the 
ills of this process are healed, we must rely on YOU, the voting members of this Board, to 
protect our safety. I respectfully ask that you DO NOT LET US DOWN.

(1) as per Wind Power Monthly, a wind industry newsletter.
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FOR FULL DISCLOSURE, I MANAGE LAND LEASED TO APEX, and THERE IS ZERO PROBABILITY

THAT WE WILL EVER SEE A TURBINE ON THIS LAND.

OIL AND GAS LEASES HAD BEEN A FACT OF LIFE IN THIS AREA.

LEASES HAVE AND CONTINUE TO PROVIDE SOME STABILITY TO FARM INCOME AFFECTED BY

WEATHER AND MARKET CALAMITIES.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY WILL PROVIDE SOME ADDITIONAL STABILITY TO RURAL COMMUNITIES.

THE WIND PROJECT WILL BENEFIT LANDOWNERS, SCHOOLS, TOWNSHIPS, AND COUNTIES.

ALL OF THE ARGUING ABOUT WIND LED US TO TAKE A ROAD TRIP TO THE VAN WERT -

PAULDING AREA LAST YEAR. WE ARE ALL DIFFERENT. PERSONALLY, I WOULD RATHER SIT

ON MY PORCH AND WATCH THAT SLOWLY SPINNING TURBINE BLADE THAN LOOK AT CELL

TOWERS OR THE NEW POWER POLES ON 224 EAST OF TIFFIN .

WHILE WALKING UNDER TURBINES NORTH OF PAULDING WE FOUND NO DEAD BIRDS.

I HAD TO ASK MY WIFE IF SHE COULD HEAR THE BLADES TURNING.

TRAFFIC 2 MILES AWAY, THE FARMERS GRAIN AUGER 1500 FEET AWAY, EVEN THE BIRDS

AROUND US-ALL MADE MORE NOISE THAN THE TURBINE.
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My name is G^ Moyer, and I reside at 3040 South State Route 67,
Tiffin, OH 44883, Bloom Township, and have lived there since 1981.1 was 

and raised in Bellevue, Ohio where I met my husband, Keith, who grew 
r ^ up in Flat Rock, OH. We were married in Ebenezer United Methodist 

y Church in Flat Rock, and owned property in Flat Rock when the application 
for the Republic Wind Farm was originally initiated.

I would like to state that I am opposed to the proposed Republic Wind Farm 
for many reasons including excessive noise levels, harmful levels of shadow 
flicker, harmful effects from infrasound, dangers of ground water impacts 
and well water contamination due to karst in the area, negative impact to our 
local airports. Life Flight service, property values, nature preserves, local 
bald eagles and other wildlife, the siting of a wind turbine very close to Flat 
Rock Children’s home, and the overall improper siting of the over 600 foot 
tall industrial wind turbines in a densely populated rural environment.

However, today I will focus my remarks on Ohio Administrative Code 

4906-4-08 Health and safety, land use and ecological information,
Section 4 Land Use Plans, Part (d) which states: assess the compatibility of 
the proposed facility and the anticipated resultant regional development with 
current regional plans. I am basing my remarks on the Seneca County 
Comprehensive Plan Update 2001 and the Sandusky County Comprehensive 
Plan Update 2013.1 have a written copy of excerpts from these documents 
as well as a copy of my statements concerning these excerpts to give to the 
court recorder.

The Comprehesive/Regional Plans are long-range plans used to guide 
growth and development according to Ohio Revised Code 713.23. They are 
statements of development policy for the counties and work best with public 
support and understanding, as well as far-sighted leadership by public 
agencies to support the vision and goals of the respective plans. All 
decisions should be made in light of the strong history of private rights 

enjoyed by citizens of our country. Sandusky and Seneca County residents 
have chosen to allow most land-use control to be exercised at the township 
level in order to ensure that these controls are responsive to the needs and 
wishes of residents. The plans do not advocate the expansion of these 
controls at the expense of property rights or the reduction of local authority.



In order to promote positive economic growth countywide, there should be a 
co-operative understanding between all agencies, citizens, and public 
officials so that all parties can be involved in new industry proposals.

Economic development must be considered within a land use framework in 
order to have maximum benefit on the regional and local economies while 
having minimum negative impacts on the environment, service capacity, and 
character of the area. Furthermore, the use of economic development 
agreements through intergovernmental coordination should be promoted.

Sandusky County’s housing goal is to ensure adequate supply of housing to 
meet the diverse needs of Sandusky County households, promoting housing 
developments in a safe, quiet environment that is healthy, convenient, and 

attractive, ensures stable property values, and affords opportunities for all 
citizens.

Sandusky County desires to establish conservation, restoration, and 
preservation methods to assist in the retention of natural amenities and 
scenic beauty and encourage site design that protects the natural terrain and 
groundwater, preserves or restores significant vegetation and scenic views, 
and protects areas that are sensitive to change: wetlands, riparian corridors, 
other environmentally sensitive areas and habitats. One such area is the 
Shelley Wetland located at the intersection of CR 177 and York Twp. Rd, 
292, less than 1 V2 miles from a proposed wind turbine over 600 foot tall.

Seneca County provides an example of the value of open space and natural 
resources to its residents. Throughout the County’s past, the natural 
environment has played an important role in defining Seneca’s identity. 
Seneca County prides itself on its rural character and agricultural resources. 
Citizens want to maintain the rural character of the County by preserving 
farmland and other natural features.

^ ^Oi'cei



To protect the County’s rural character, growth management techniques 

need to be used to encourage compact development in existing urban areas, 
plan ahead for growth, and prevent further environmental degradation of the 
land. We need to encourage growth that builds upon existing municipalities 
and supports new residential, commercial, and industrial growth only within 
identified urban growth boundaries where public infrastructure is available.

We need to preserve prime farmland recognizing agriculture as a viable 
economic resource. We need to develop and implement an aggressive 
program to preserve agricultural uses in those areas identified for permanent 
agricultural preservation. Citizens and officials alike acknowledge that the 
encroachment of development on farmland is a critical county issue.

We need to protect sensitive environmental areas such as wetlands, 
woodlands, steep slopes, endangered species habitats, native species 
habitats, and flora and fauna from the impacts of developments. We 
need to restrict development in critical resource areas such as in the 100 
year flood plain and in perennial stream buffers. We need to maintain and 
preserve natural open space corridors that are important to wildlife and 
plant life habitats.

Again, these ideas are not my original thoughts. They are all part of the 
documents that were accepted as guides for the Seneca County Regional 
Planning Commission and the Sandusky County Comprehensive Plan. They 
can be found on their websites. These plans were created to advise elected 
officials on actions relevant to growth and change.

I request that the Ohio Power Siting Board reject the application for license 

to erect an industrial wind farm submitted by Republic Wind, LLC, OPSB# 
17-2295-EL-BGN as it is NOT compatible with the current Seneca County 
Regional Plan or Sandusky County Comprehensive plan and will negatively 
impact our farmland and airports, and decimate our rural open spaces and 
sensitive environmental areas.

Thank you.
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Dennis Schreiner Testimony at the Public Hearing cunducted by the Ohio Power Siting Board - September 12,2019

Republic Wind Project 17-2295-EL-BGN

My name is Dennis Schreiner, I live in Groton Township of Erie County.

My comments will primarily address Margin of Safety:
Due to the lack of local control under current Ohio low, I will offer testimony showing the 

need for the Ohio Power Siting Board to place public safety as a top priority when 

considering projects such as these. It should be incumbent on the wind project developer 

to prove their equipment is safe, not for the public to show it is not safe!

The OPSB is charged (in part) with promulgating regulations to ensure the safety of all 
Ohioans.
Reductions in Safety

A. Reduction in Physical Personnel Safety. Setbacks should be established so as to minimize 

any increased risk of an undesirable event due to the proposed Industrial Wind Generating 

Facilities.

There have been Industrial Wind Turbine Accidents - incidences of turbine blade failure 

here in Ohio

• Timber Road II (Paulding Wind Farm) April 24^^ 2012 - Turbine in service for about 2 

years. This was a Manufacturing Defect - The developer; stated in their May 14the 

2010 application that project setbacks between turbine sites and permanent residences 

(min of 914 feet) and property lines (minimum of 505 feet) should protect the public 

from the already minimal risk of blade throw. In the Incident Report, Turbine 

Manufacturer Vestas, established an emergency clearance distance of 500 meters (1649 

feet). In summarizing the blade damage, Vestas reported that the largest fragment they 

"recovered" was more than 6.6 pounds and was found 764 feet from the tower base. A 

Van Wert County Hoaglin Township Trustee documented fragments 1158 feet and 1561 

feet from the tower.
• April 4, 2018 - Hog Creek Wind Farm in Hardin County - Blade Shear. No report filed - 

reporting of incidents are not a requirement. Speculation is that high wind and 

lightening caused the blade failure.
• August 25th, 2018 - Blue Creek Wind Farm in Van Wert County - a 10-foot section broke 

and traveled 825 feet. Safety systems failed - continued to rotate for 10 minutes then 

separated. Debris was thrown 300 feet further than the property line setback distance.
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It is a matter of Public Safety and non-participating Property Owner Rights that IWTs be no 

closer than the Manufacturer required 1640 feet or the distance calculated in a credible 

Blade Throw analysis, whichever is the greater. Please do not allow Ohio to become the 

laughing stock of the Nation and World with respect to setbacks since virtually everyone 

is increasing setbacks to address the effects of blade failures, noise (especially low 

frequency noise) and shadow flicker. Setback distances of a mile or more from an 

occupied structure are not uncommon.

B. Reduction in Ecological Safety
The extreme disruption of the subsoil in and around Karst features alone should give the 

OPSB reason to pause and ask what controls will be in place to protect our drinking water. 
There is also a concern with the dissolution of carbonate rocks exposed to slightly acidic 

groundwater in the Republic Wind Project. 1 urge that independent 3'''^ part reviews be 

conducted by persons agreeable to both the State of Ohio and the developer if the project 
moves forward.

C. Reduction in the Level of Safety provided to Preserve and Protect or Wildlife

The Republic Wind project is within the range of the federal and state endangered Indiana 

bat and federal and state threatened northern long-eared bat. The primary threat to these 

bats is a collision with an operational industrial wind turbine. The Applicant has proposed a 

curtailment regime to minimize impacts to bats and other avian species in the project area 

during operation of the facility. The OPSB Staff believes that the Applicant's proposal may 

be inadequate and inconsistent with the recommendations of past wind projects. The 

Seneca project site and adjacent parcels encompass habitat with confirmed use by listed 

species. The Applicant expects collision risk to bats in the project area "to be consistent 
with other wind energy projects in agricultural landscapes in the Midwestern U.S." and 

estimates 1,039 to 2,332 bat deaths per year. However, the ODNR anticipates the 

mortality rate may be greater as this site has approximately four times the amount of 
forested area as other operating projects in agricultural landscapes in Ohio. The OPSB Staff 
report details alt of the actions and if the project is approved, I believe that some sort of 
verification is conducted. If needed, enforcement actions should be provided with 

sufficient financial penalty to ensure literal compliance with Staff Recommendations.

D. Reduction in Political Sustainability due to Loss of Local Control
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Ohio Law removes local control over the siting of Green Energy industrial Complexes in 

land zoned for Residential/Agricultural use bypassing local zoning procedures for facilities 

under OPSB control. The short sightedness of preventing local control has divided our 

communities. The Ohio Chamber of Commerce states a local referendum sets a dangerous 

precedence. In this age of information; continually telling people their opinions do not 
matter or they do not deserve a seat at the decision-making table will be politically 

unsustainable. Politicians are elected to serve the people. Elections and referendums 

allow the people a voice with their vote!

E. Other Reductions in Margin of Safety
• Intermittent wind generation disrupts the entire electrical grid resulting in Blackouts 

as evidenced in Loss of Power in Chicago, New York, Washington State, and Texas.
• Chemical Hazards exist with IWTs such as the 450 plus gallons of lubrication oil in the 

unit that often leaks.
• With the current setbacks - road safety is reduced in Ohio. Maybe the roads should 

be Posted as being hazardous to travel!
• The margin of safety is reduced for EMS and other Emergency services. IWTs interfere 

with "lifeFiight", weather radar, the reception of Emergency broadcasts and other 

radio signals. Autonomous farm vehicle navigation systems can be affected if within 

2.4 miles of an Industrial Wind Turbine.
• Lacking IWT Incident Reporting Criteria and Rulemaking - the assurance Public Safety 

Margin is reduced. Turbine Failures are not Rare or Isolated Incidences with little to 

no consequence. IWT failure rate is 1 failure per turbine per year. One in 20 turbine 

blades will experience a blade failure or separation during their lifetime. Five Industrial 
Wind Turbines have suffered catastrophic failure and subsequent collapse so far in 

2019. What reasoning can the OPSB apply that would allow the construction of these 

much taiier IWTs in Ohio without knowing that the cause has been determined and 

that corrective actions have been taken to prevent recurrence?

Conclusion

The Responsible sitingof IWTs would preclude Seneca and Sandusky County as a host county.
I recommend denial of this project for the reasons specified above.



Kip Siesel

lUOE Local 18 Business Representative 

2412 S. Reynolds Rd Toledo Ohio 43614

On behalf of the Operating Engineers Local Union 18, I am here to support the 

approval of the Republic Wind Farm project.

The members of Local 18 and the state of Ohio have benefitted greatly from the 

wind farm projects built in Northwest Ohio over the past several years. There have 

been several phases and years of work for our members as a result of these projects, 
and the Republic Wind Farm will help contribute to the creation of jobs. In turn high 

paying wages, health care benefits and training programs can continue to grow 

because of the wind industry.

The areas in which these projects have already been constructed have seen 

numerous benefits in the Townships and the Counties involved. If approved the 

Republic Wind Farm will not only create jobs but you can expect an economic 

impact, additional tax money, and clean energy for Ohio as a result from the project.

The members of Local 18 have the experience to build this project safely and on 

time from their involvement on the other wind farm projects. They also have been 

provided the proper training required to build a project of this size safely and on 

time. The ongoing maintenance of the Republic Wind Farm would also continue to 

employ our members during the project’s existence.

We encourage the Ohio Power Siting Board to support the jobs of the Men and 

Women of Local 18 by approving the Republic Wind Farm application.
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My name is Jim Schumacher. I am a resident of Venice Township and within the proposed 

Seneca Wind Project area. My family has been a member of this community for over 57 years, 

have been involved In farming all my life. I strongly support the Republic Wind project.

This project will:

Help provide economic boost to our area especially, our schools, our libraries, our county and 

Local communities. Our schools will get a much-needed funding to continually improve the education of 

our students. These students are the future. We should give them what is needed for them to excel in 

the world today. This economic boost to our schools could help relieve the financial burden that our 

homeowners and property owners are asked to bare. This Is a win win for everyone.

This project will help provide clean energy and diversify our electric energy needs. We cannot 

just depend on energy sources of the past. We have a natural resource of abundant wind In this area 

and we should use this resource for help in our electric energy needs for the future.

Many people In the area will benefit with jobs during construction and operation of the Republic 

Wind Project. These are jobs that will help many families and businesses.

This project will produce clean energy that does not pollute the air or contribute to global 

warming. We all need to protect the environment for future generations.
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Being a resident of Thompson Township, in Seneca County, I oppose the development of the Republic 

Wind Project.

I am recently retired. My husband and I built our house 41 years ago. We raised our family in the 

peaceful countryside, not far from Bellevue. Our home is an investment In our future. Or so we 

thought. We have maintained and improved our house and property. We never assumed our home 

could be devalued due to our dose proximity to Industrial Wind Turbines. Nor did we imagine that 
our health and safety may be compromised by the development of these projects. We do believe that 
landowners should be able to do what they want with their property, as long as there is no potential 
to compromise the well-being and safety of others.

I have been involved in education for 43 years, having been an early childhood teacher for over 30 of 
those years. I do know the negative effects that light flicker and constant, as well as intermittent 
noise can have on children. Some children, especially those with sensory disorders (whether 
diagnosed or undiagnosed) maycry, scream, hit, complain of headaches, cover their ears and/or 
crawl under a desk or table - trying to get away from the sight or sound that is making them 
uncomfortable in their own skin. These behaviors that 1 have witnessed over the years are real, not 
imagined. It has been shown that living with noise pollution can have adverse cognitive as well as 
behavioral and emotional effects on children.

As an educator, it was my obligation to help provide a safe learning environment in my classroom by 
acting to reduce known stressors on my students. I provided soft lighting, in order to minimize the 
use of overhead fluorescent bulbs, i utilized paper towels instead of air dryers. If needed also 
encouraged students to wear headphones to lessen effects of nuisance noise. By supporting the 
health and welfare of all students I was enabling each to work and grow to their full potential.

The same basic theory holds true for adults. In order to live a healthy productive life, stressors need 
to be eliminated or greatly reduced, not enhanced. Industrial wind turbines situated in close 
proximity to residents are known to produce negative health and safety concerns resulting from the 
swoosh and hum of blades and engines, infrasound, vibrations, shadow flicker, and ice/debris throw. 
No longer can it be said that noise pollution and shadow flicker are mere annoyances. These can, and 
have adversely impacted the health and safety of people. That is why in many parts of our 
country, as well as in Europe and Canada, discussions are taking place recommending more restrictive 
setbacks from industrial wind turbines in order to reduce the chance of ill-effects.

i sought out and continue to seek information regarding wind turbines to better understand what Tve 
become a part of. One difference that holds true for me is that I am still pursuing information both 
pro and con; while most wind turbine lease holders were pursued. I'm not bound by a gag order 
prohibiting me from expressing my thoughts and concerns. With regard to wind turbine projects, can 
there ever be an accurate report on citizen health and safety impact due to wind lease agreement
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holder's code of confidentiality; their inability to express adverse health, safety, and property 
concerns without the possibility of negative ramiftcations being taken against them?

Industrial wind turbines do have the potential to be devastating and cause damage that can be 
harmful and costly. It is not acceptable to allow a wind turbine project in an area based on the fact 
that fewer people are at risk due to rural areas being less populated than urban areas. Nonetheless, 
these areas are populated, it is not acceptable to consider the well-being and safety of some citizens 
as a major priority, but not value all citizens the same. Atrade-off of quality of life should not be 
justified.

Members of the OPSB, you have the means to promote safety measures. Ifs time to update the one 
true safety measure of industrial wind turbines. That is setbacks. You have the means to greatly 
increase setbacks to reduce negative impacts for the health and safety of all life, especially non- 
participating residents residing in and near proposed wind projects.

Please err on the side of caution for the health and safety of all living things.

Respectfully,

Jane Fox
8236 St, Rt. 269 N, 
Bellevue, Oh 44811

Thompson Township 
Seneca County
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My name is Sally Norman. I live at 6647 Young Rd., Lyme Township, Huron County, Ohio. I do not live in 
the Republic Wind Project, but I do live across Route 269 South of Bellevue and am about Vt mile away, 
and my property abuts Emerson Creek Wind.

I have many reasons to voice my opinion against these Industrial Wind Turbines, but I will keep it short 
and to a minimum.

At this hearing I would like to address the effect this project, if approved, would have on the well water 
surrounding the project. Due to the Karst, which originates in Seneca County, any disruption of the 
Karst could have disastrous effects on the well water of the area I live in. We rely on our well as the 
sole provider of our water supply as do many others in our area. What will happen if our wells are 
destroyed or contaminated by the building of these giant industrial wind complexes. I refuse to call 
them wind farms, because they are about as far from being a farm as they could be. Will the developer 
or subsequent owners of the project guarantee our future water supply at no cost to us?

We built our dream home about VA miles to the south of Bellevue on 3 % acres of land. We did so for 
the beautiful, quiet, rural residential area, after living on Route 20 in Bellevue for 20 years. We did not 
sign up to be surrounded by these monstrous 600 to 655 foot tall wind turbines, which is what will 
happen if these projects are approved.

I often take pictures of the beautiful sunrises and sunsets from my back yard, which will no longer be 
possible with the landscape covered with 600 foot turbines to the west and 655 foot turbines to the 
north, east and south of my home. Many sleepless early mornings, I look to the east and I see the 
beautiful starlit sky above rows of our blue spruce and pines. The constellation Orion Is so beautiful.
But with the flashing red nighttime lights on these gigantic turbines, those sights will be forever lost.

Our home is one of our most Important investments, and despite the claims of the wind companies, 
we will almost certainly lose value in our home and property. Will the wind companies and their 
successors guarantee our home values?

Industrial turbines may have their place, but it is NOT in populated rural areas and situated so closely 
to homes.

I ask that the Ohio Power Siting Board not approve any of these projects. Let them be located in areas 
where no one lives for miles and miles.

Thank you.

Sally Norman 
6647 Young Rd.
Bellevue OH 44811, Lyme Township, Huron County
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To the Ohio Power Siting Board: Thank you for offering 

residents to speak, i Am -h ikp j^rojec^-

For those of you that remember the TV show “The Golden Girls”, I would like to 

borrow from Sophia Petrillo, one of the four main characters. Picture it! Downtown 

Columbus, summer of 2019. Traffic. Shops. Tall buildings. Traffic. Restaurants. Busy 

sidewalks. Traffic.

You decide to spend part of your lunch hour in a brisk walk to help you meet your 

daily goal of 10,000 steps. You have enough time to walk 4 blocks. You enjoy the sights 

as you walk and do a little window shopping on your way. Suddenly, at the end of your 

4-block walk, you are confronted with a 60-story ... machine!! 4 city blocks away!

Picture it! You are a citizen of rural eastern Seneca County. The current setback 

for wind turbines from property lines is approximately 1330 feet, which, according to a 

conversion chart at “convertunits.com”, is 4 city blocks (for Midwest U.S). You now are 

facing this real possibility—^an Industrial Wind Turbine is planned for 4 city blocks from 

your property. Easy walking distance.

You are not a country bumpkin and realize that machines break down. What 

happens when a 60-story machine breaks down? You know how to do quality research 

and discover that when these machines break down, it’s not a pleasant scenario. There



have been documented blade throws of varying distances, as some of your neighbors 

have shared. Some, like one in Ontario, have flown the equivalent of 5.6 city blocks.

You are not a hayseed. Other neighbors share the information they found in their 

research that shows that these machines catch on fire. (You have watched the episode 

of “Dirty Jobs” where Mike Rowe goes up in a nacelle to clean out all of the 

accumulated grease and oil, to help prevent such fires. Sadly, you learn that Mike Rowe 

will not be a part of any wind turbine in Seneca County.) You know that these massive 

machines could be located in fields of potentially dry crops near or around your 

property. You also know that your local fire departments, as wonderful as they are, have 

no capability to fight a 60-story fire.

You are not a rural rube. You know that machines can make noise, and you 

figure that a 60-story machine 4 city blocks away with turning blades could do just that. 

One of your neighbors finds a recording of turbine noise from a homeowner living near 

an actual turbine, and you hear the actual, unpleasant noise they make. The World 

Health Organization has determined safe and unsafe decibel levels. Sadly, there will be 

homes in this project in the unsafe levels due to the location of the turbines near them. 

Others do excellent research on the sound you can’t hear—infrasound. One neighbor 

does his research at the National Institutes of Health, where he looks into Soviet 

research in the 70’s on infrasound. He then travels to Germany to talk with a scientist 

whose research he studied. Another neighbor translates an article written in German 

about the dangers of infrasound. Rural rubes indeed!

Because you did not check your IQ at the county border when you moved to rural 

Seneca County, you surmise that 60-story machines could interfere with aircraft. More



research supports this. These machines have prohibited crop dusting in some areas. 

They WILL prevent Life Flight from being able to land in some areas—^for the ultimate 

effect on your health and safety.

Because your neck did not turn red the minute you moved to your rural area, you 

theorize that 60-story machines will have some effect on your property value. Several 

neighbors have looked into this and found that property values in areas overrun with 

these machines have gone down, in some places, anywhere from 12% to 55%. You 

start to question now why you are asked to make such sacrifices, when all you wanted 

to do was live out in the country in Seneca County.

Because “hick” is not a word that describes you, you marvel at the combined 

research conducted and knowledge gained and wisdom shared by all of your neighbors 

in the same boat as you. And you realize that not once—not ever—at any meetings 

where you all have gathered, has anyone ever said, “Let’s spend these untold hours
ojcrk

and hours of time away from our families and daily lives in researcf\because we want to 

prevent our lease-holding neighbors from making extra money.” It is all about—and has 

always only been about—protecting the health, safety, and property values for you and 

your neighbors.

You realize that you cannot remain silent. You must speak, and share and share 

and share. The sacrifice you are being forced to make, against your will, is too great. 

You need to be heard.

And so, in closing, I ask one thing. Please hear us. Really, really hear us.

Thank you for this opportunity to speak tonight.
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Figure 1 - Scenic photo of Bowen Nature Preserve's vast prairie and 

wetland areas

My name is Chris Aichholz I am a life-long resident of Seneca County and I would like to talk to you today about one of 
the major reasons I am in opposition of the Republic Wind Project as proposed. As Eagle Scout, an avid outdoorsman, 
and advocate for conservation I was appalled to see Republic Wind's plan to completely inundate Bowen Nature 
Preserve with 600 foot tall industrial wind turbines. According to the coordinates that APEX/Republic Wind submitted to 

the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), they plan to put 21 IWTs within 2.5 miles of Bowen Nature Preserve (see 

Figure 2).

Per the website "Birding in Ohio" their description of the preserve Is, "The Bowen Nature Preserve is a 65-acre nature 

preserve with 58 acres of restored grassland/prairie, a restored wetland, hardwood and pine woodland areas, abundant 
wildlife, a variety of wildflowers, picnic tables and resting benches, and a combination of 2.7 miles of hiking and 

equestrian trails.

The preserve became a reality in 2007 with a gift of 58 acres of land from Jonathan E. Bowen. In 2008, six acres of 
woodland was donated to the park district through his parents, Yvonne J. and Norman Bowen.

The Bowen name was well known in West Lodi because Jonathan's great-grandfather was Dr. Adalbert Bowen. Jonathan 

lived on this farm in his early years with his parents and grandparents. After his grandparents, Merle and Louise Bowen, 
died, he acquired the farm. As manager of this property, Jonathan developed the grasslands and reinstalled a wetland to 

encourage the development of wildlife."

Also listed on the Birding in Ohio website there Is a section where qualified birders note 42 different bird species some 

of which include: wood duck, great blue heron, turkey vulture, coopers hawk, red tailed hawk, yellow warbler, and 

yellow-rumped warbler. This shows this preserve is highly attractive area for birds.



I also think the definition of a nature preserve should also be noted as well which is, "A nature reserve is a protected 

area of importance for flora, fauna or features of geological or other special interest, which is reserved and managed for 
conservation and to provide special opportunities for study or research" {Source #1)

As mentioned earlier Republic Wind looks to place 21 IWT's within 2.5 miles of Bowen Nature Preserve. Of these 21 

IWT's 17 of them are within two miles of the preserve, 13 of them are within 1.5 miles of the preserve, 10 of them are 

within one mile of the preserve, and last but not least there are 8 industrial wind turbines planned to be sited under 
2700 feet of the nature preserve.
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Figure 2 -Map of Bowen Nature Preserve and Republic Wind's proposed 

IWT's locations



this is completely unnecessary and defies all logic when it comes to safe and sensible siting of industrial wind turbines.

If this project is allowed to proceed as proposed the Ohio Power Siting Board would be egregiously going against almost 
every core reason for establishing a nature preserve such as Bowen nature preserve. This is why I believe the experts at 
the Seneca County Park District have come out in opposition of these proposed IWT locations. The Seneca County Park 

District is Intervening in the Republic Wind Project all in an effort to try and protect our preserves. They have asked for a 

more than reasonable 2.5 mile buffer to protect this preserve from being completely rendered useless.

The Seneca County Park District also submitted a letter as well (Source #2) that was written by Park Director Sarah Betts 

it states that, "less than 10% of Seneca County exists as natural areas, which are found in fragments across the 

landscape of the County. Adding industrial sized turbines in close proximity to nature preserves would cause additional 
extreme vertical fragmentation of the landscape and further fragmentation of habitats on a landscape and macro
landscape scale (for wildlife migrating through from Canada to South American countries). Protecting nature preserves, 
these natural gems, and safe corridors between them Is crucial for the wildlife that use them for access to their most 
essential components of life; food, water, shelter, and space."

She also says, "We have been entrusted by the public with the care of Seneca County Nature Preserves, and are bound 

by our mission statement to act in the best interest of the parks, wildlife, and patrons. Therefore, we feel it is our duty 

to request a minimum turbine-free buffer of 2.5 miles to be Incorporated around all SCPD Nature Preserves for any 

industrial turbine project proposed in Seneca County. We believe this proposed buffer zone allows both SCPD and the 

industrial wind turbine projects to meet the needs of their respective stakeholders, and strongly urge you to consider 
adopting this proposed buffer zone.

This preserve was entrusted to the County Park District by generous individuals to care and protect it, it has been taken 

care of by countless volunteers and Park District Employees, the preserve has been enjoyed by the people of not only 

this area but out of area visitors, and finally the preserve Is home to many birds, insects, animals, native grasses and 

flowers, and it would be an absolute shame if it was not protected from completely unnecessary and reckless siting of 
many industrial wind turbines.

In addition this preserve and all of our preserves under The Seneca County Park District are funded by the taxpayers and 

property tax. In November 2016 the Park District was able to pass their first tax levy to help support and build/grow our 
existing preserves. After voters approved the county's first ever parks levy big changes have happened for the park 
district. They previously managed their 10 parks with a budget of less than $50,000 per year and had only two part time 

employees. The rest of the parks needs and operations were covered all by volunteers. The Park District used to operate 
out of a small office in the basement of a downtown Tiffin building. With the levy they now generate around $571,000 

per year for the district. Lee Martin who was co-chair of the levy said when the levy passed that, "those funds are 

transformational" and "they're going to really allow us to become the park district that we would like to be." Since the 

passing of the levy the district has since been able to hire a Director, a Natural Resource Coordinator, a Naturalist and 

Naturalist Assistant, a part-time pre-school teacher, a part-time business manager, and a seasonal maintenance crew, 
(source #4)

The reason I bring this all up is that I also would like to highlight another risk to our County Park District. The Republic 

Wind Project will negatively impact property values in the area. This in turn will negatively impact the amount of 
funding that the park district is currently receiving.

This project aims to place 600 ft tall IWT's as close to 1330ft to non-participants homes. Set-aside the fact that the Ohio 

Power Siting Board has documented cases of blade failures in which a wind turbine has thrown chards of blade over 
1800ft there are many negatives with living close to these massive industrial wind turbines. There will be many people 

who will see a dozen or so IWT's within a two mile radius of their homes. This will lead to excessive sound levels.



shadow flicker amounts, the negative impact to their area nature preserves, potentially unsafe hazards from wind 

turbine failures, how could anyone question that there would not be some level of negative impact to peoples home 

and property's value. Republic Wind will employ many so called "experts" on this topic that without a doubt has little to 

no experience with Seneca County. Republic Wind has cited studies that have little specific relevance to what we are 

facing here In our county.

I on the other hand have spoken with several real estate agents in the area who own or are employed by some of the 

area's most premier real estate agencies. These folks are without a doubt experts on the local real estate market and 

therefore their insights are far and away more relative to this topic than the people Republic Wind have and will utilize. 
They have contacted me personally and through our Seneca Anti-Wind Union Facebook page regarding the proposed 

IWT projects. They wanted to know where certain properties fell in the IWT projects, how close their clients would be to 

the nearest IWT, and other information regarding leases and good neighbor agreements. Several of them made it 

abundantly clear that their clients did not want a home that would be anywhere close to the proposed IWT's. These are 

local real-world cases that already prove that these potential IWT projects are already having a negative impact to reai 

estate values.

For the purposes of my testimony today I have asked two separate area real estate agents to provide me with a few 

remarks regarding the negative impacts that they have seen already and what they expect to see should the Republic 

Wind Project be built. To protect these individuals they have both asked me to refrain from using their names or 

agencies. However, should the OPSB Staff or Administrative Law Judge request that information I am sure they would be 

happy to provide their remarks privately to you.

The first real estate agent's statement said, "As a local Real Estate Agent I see no positive impact on the Real Estate 

Community if wind turbines are to become part of our landscape. We, as Realtors, must do our due diligence when 

showing properties in these areas by letting our clients know of the potential upcoming projects. More times than not 

buyers do not want to take the chance of purchasing a home that may lose its value and have an obstruction to look at 
each day. A home is supposed to increase in value, right?

1 would have a hard time selling a property or even a lot if there were huge turbines hindering the beautiful landscape 

that we have here in Northwest Ohio. Not to mention selling a lot only to find that they can't build due to restrictions of 
the turbines. Imagine....purchasing your dream lot prior to the turbine proposal and then by the time you save money to 

build you can't because of turbine restrictions! Curb appeal is a big selling factor in homes, do you not agree? If you 

drive by a home you look at the surroundings to see what you will look at each day, right? Homes that sit by large power 

lines and railroad tracks have a harder time selling. Do we really want to add another deterrent into this equation? And 

then let's think of the future when these are not the most viable source of energy, what happens to the turbines and 

the landscape around them?

Because of this proposal Sellers are holding off selling their homes in this area. Why? Because they know that because 

of this proposal they may not get what the full value their home could offer. We currently have a shortage of homes 

already in the area and could use these potential Sellers homes.

We do need sources of energy, this I will not disagree with, but I don't feel this is the way to go. We have been given a 

gift of our beautiful land, let's keep It that way."

My second statement comes from an owner of one of the area's premier real estate agencies who said, "In regards to 

your question of the proposed wind turbines affecting home values in our area we can speak to the following. The 

current market situation favors the seller and even with the scarcity of homes many of our home buyer clients are very 

reluctant to, or are not willing at all to look at homes that would be close to any of the proposed wind turbines.



Although it's too early to put a percentage or dollar figure to the effect this has on a seller's home value, it stands to 

reason that limiting the potential buyer pool for a seller's home would have a negative effect on the home's value. If a 

purchaser client is looking for a home in one of the proposed wind turbine installation areas this is one of their 1st 
questions. How close would they be to one of the projects?"

In addition to these actual real estate agencies statements I have had around ten people contact me about certain 

properties or homes wanting to know how dose IWT"s would be from them because they did not want them near them. 
I have sent several people maps and even links to OPSB case files. This again is just further proof of the negative impact 
the Republic Wind project will have on homes and properties in or near their project's footprint.

APEX/Republic wind has cited the Berkeley National Laboratory studies in relation to IWTs impact to property values. 
This study is very biased and useless when comparing the situation the people in the Republic Wind Project footprint 
will face.

The main problem with this study is that it only 10% of the total sales transactions that they used had any view of IWT's. 
Of that 10% only 2.1% of the homes used in the study had a view that they rated greater than minor. This study was 

highly dominated by home sales that had no IWT's near them. There may be tons of homes utilized in this study but 
hardly any of them are even important or relative to Seneca County and homes in the Republic Wind project. I think it is 

critical to compare apples to apples.

Ben Hoen who authored the Berkeley Study that Republic Wind has cited said the following regarding IWT's and his 

study via an interview in 2009, "You know we are very cautious about what happens close to the turbines. We really 

don't know what's going on there {e.g., 1,250 ft from turbines). I just spoke in Illinois about this. You might know about 
a Property Value Guarantee. It's a dicey situation and complicated, but! think homes that are very close, there is just 
too much unknown right now; that seems reasonable. I think one of the things that often happens is that (wind) 
developers put our report forward and say look property values aren't affected, and that's not what we would say 

specifically. On the other hand, they have little ground to stand on if they say we won't guarantee that. I think for 

homes that are close we have a lot more ambiguity and real issues. If we are talking about views that's one thing, if we 

are hearing It or shadow flicker that might be really regular, the kind of things that happen at night....

"I'm not a lawyer and I'm not the developer, these [PVGs] are just options in the tool kit. I don't know whether it's 

reasonable to put together, I have looked at one, I don't know If there is a better way to write it or whether the one I 
read from Illinois is good or bad. They have to be thought about, they all probably have cost implications, so the 

developer is not going to give away the house if they were too generous; on the other hand If they are not generous 

enough they don't have any impact. That's just one of the tools available, there are neighbor agreements that may be 

more applicable whether folks nearby get compensation, if they are not a participating land owner. One of the things 

I've always hoped is somebody would offer one or the other and see what landowners would do." (source #3)

The Republic Wind Project has many fatal flaws in my opinion many of which I did not even broach in my lengthy 

testimony today. Above all APEX/Republic Wind has been very deceptive to the people of Seneca County and our 
leaders. They have been incorrect too many times in their representations for it to be accidental.

Among many other things they have worked to publicly discredit me and others. They have tried to convince local area 

leaders that anything I say should not be "given much weight". Dalton Carr of APEX/Republic Wind scorned me in an 

email for taking interest in the Republic Wind project because of where my home was located in relation to the projects 

footprint. He said, "There may also be some confusion here - Apex is developing the Republic Wind Project, which is 

more than 7 miles from Mr. Aichholz at its closest point. I'm sensing some frustration regarding Republic Wind and Its



support; but Tm hard-pressed to give much weight to an outside source." He then went on to say, 'Tm not sure of the 

interest Mr. Aichholz has in regard to the Republic Wind community." Mr. Carr was right that my family's home is seven 

miles from the project area but I wasn't aware that prevented me from having interest in one of the largest industrial 
projects that has ever been brought to our county. The local leaders on this email where Mr. Carr laid out allegations of, 

"political hostility", "induvial threats or bullying" was quite substantial. The mayor of Tiffin, County Commissioners, top 

personnel where my wife is employed, and others were all included and saw this email that went against me personally. 

This email is available for the members of the OPSB or its staff should you need it.

Another example of this type of behavior goes back to April 2018 when I sent a list of questions about the project to my 

County Commissioners and one of the Commissioners at the time Holly Stacy forwarded it on to John Arehart III (APEX). 
She stated, "I know this is not your project, I just wanted you to see a sampling of what we are hearing/receiving from 

the activity of "Seneca Wind", S Power, whatever their project is called, and Mr. John Moran." She then continues on 

about the dysfunction of the Seneca Wind project.

In a reply to her John Arehart III starts off by saying that "we are not happy with how this project (Seneca Wind) is being 

handled either". He then says, "In the meantime, I know of Mr. Aichholz and he is working with Mr. Zeman. The 

questions he asks are the same as they proposed on our project. The same I've answered for them multiple times and 

dispelled multiple times. Unfortunately, this new project is not making my job easy. I am happy to answer any of the 

questions that he poses as they are largely unfounded and an effort to create unrest."

Prior to this email I had NEVER sent any email to my Commissioners or anyone from the wind industry. I had never met 

Mr. Zeman like Mr. Arehart alluded to nor did I know Mr. Arehart even though he claimed to "know of me". This is the 

type of behavior that many of us local people have come to see from Republic Wind. As previously mentioned I would 

be happy to send these emails to the OPSB and any members of your staff should you request them.

In closing today I would like to state that the Republic Wind Project as proposed is an all-around bad deal for Seneca 

County, its residents, the County Park District, The Bowen Nature Preserve. Therefore I am asking the Ohio Power Siting 

Board to deny Republic Wind's application and asking you to NOT grant them a Certificate of Environmental 

Compatibility and Public Need.

Thank You

Sources

1. Wikipedia - Nature preserves - https.7/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nature reserve
2. Seneca County Park District's Director Sarah Betts Letter - 

http://dis.puc.state.oh.us/TifFroPDf/A1001001A19A29B02558A00289 l.pdf
3. Ben Hoen interview - httPs://www.wind-watch.org/document$/ben-hoen-on-need-for-propertv-value-guarantee/
4. https://www.wtol.com/article/text/news/seneca-county-approves-first-ever-parks-levy/512-fb05164d-49ae-4ddb-85a0- 

0fb21649608d



PlD,
Wfth respect to the Ohio Siting Board, I would like to start by reading your mission statement

"Our mission is to support sound energy policies that provide for the instal
lation of energy capacity and transmission infrastructure for the benefit of 

the Ohio citizens, promoting the state's economic interests, and protecting 

the environment and land use."

That is a strong powerful statement, "protecting the environment and land use". If you permit 

these wind turbines to be built over one of the most expansive karst in the state you will fall short 

of your mission statement.

There are many reasons to oppose the proposed wind turbines in Seneca, Sandusky, Erie, and Hu

ron counties. 1 have not separated the counties because the karst that underlays those counties 

are one and the same.

According to the American Geological Institute, "Karst areas are among the world's most diverse, 

fascinating, resource-rich, yet problematic terrains. They contain the largest springs and most pro

ductive groundwater supplies on Earth.many critical processes in karst occur underground, re

quiring monitoring of groundwater flow and exploration. They are also the landscapes most vul

nerable to environmental impacts. Their groundwater is the most easily polluted.

Karst regions require special care to prevent contamination of vulnerable groundwater supplies 

and to avoid building in geologically hazardous areas. Living in karst environments may result in 

destabilization of the delicate equilibrium between surface and underground components of karst 

resulting in alteration of drainage patterns and increasing incidents of catastrophic sinkhole col
lapse, particularly in areas of unplanned urban growth. "

One of the best resources is our own Department of Natural Resources, which have studied the 

karst regions in Ohio and especially the four county area where the turbines are proposed to be 

built. The ODNR have multiple resources available to the public to learn about the karst area .If 

that were not enough, they have done a remarkable job putting an interactive karst map on their 

website that shows how extensive the karst area is.

There are hundreds if not thousands of articles explaining that building over a karst can be cata

strophic. (I have brought two different resources for your viewing pleasure.) They explain the fra

gility of a karst system, how the aquifer system works within the karst system and the high risk of 

collapse and contamination to an ecosystem.

The aquifer that is within the karst area directly flows into Lake Erie. We already have seen the 

algae blooms that is what happens when farm chemicals, animal waste, and other pollutants 

make their way into a very delicate ecosystem.
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Above is a screen shot of ODNR's interactive karst map. This screen shot includes Seneca, Sandusky, 
Erie, and Huron Counties. Underneath all those dots are either a field verified karst, suspected karst, 
and natural springs. This map is wonderful, as it shows the magnitude of the karst area that covers 

our four counties. Apex would like them to be divided by area but that is impossible because the 

four county area is one big karst! The next page shows one dot of the many dots above.

With the interactive program, from the ODNR, you can see that each dot has the potential to be mas
sive. Each dot is interconnected in ways that you can't see from a dot on a map.



Interactive Karst Map from the ODNR
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0 Approximate location for 3 of the proposed wind turbines. ^ Indicate private wells that draw off 
the karst above. The gray and brown areas are a screen shot of ODNR's interactive karst website. 

As you can see from this photo above the karst is extensive. Most of the karst is unseen from the 

surface. The aquifer system connects to other karst in the area.



This area is directly over the karst from the previous page. The surface water is a much 

smaller part of the actual karst. The blue dot also on the previous page reflects the location 

that these pictures were taken. The road closes yearly because of rain, this brings in some 

pretty amazing birds and has become an eBird hotspot for birders. Eagles have been spotted 

visiting the karst/aquifer area.

Sinkholes
Groundwater dissolves 

soluble rock, creating 

fractures and caves.

Dissolving continues to 

form larger caves and 

fractures.

Dissolution greatest 
in fractured rock

(a)

—Govern 
roof

supported
by

groundwater

Fractures enlarged 
by dissolution

You can visually see in the illustration above the fractures in the karst and how the underground 

aquifer system works. You can also visually see what makes our area so unstable.



The following are excerpts from the Fremont News Messenger article that was written by Daniel 

Carson and published Aug. 1, 2019.1 have enclosed the article within this packet. Ms. Montague, 

APEX Clean Energy spokesperson, was interviewed via email and she stated that a "series of 

steps were laid out to detect karst and avoid groundwater sources." Had APEX checked with the 

ODNR they would have found extensive research regarding the karst region and how the ground 

water is affected when the karst is disturbed.

"APEX is developing projects in the Oklahoma and Texas that have karst features." Kenneth S. 

Johnson, William J. Bangsund, Neal A. Hines published an article regarding the risk in siting wind 

turbines in Blaine County, Oklahoma. "Catastrophic collapse of a wind turbine is clearly unac

ceptable, and minor settlement could also be a risk. Differential settlement by even 3 cm across 

a 15-m-wide turbine foundation could lead to the turbine tilting out of tolerance..."

1 have done extensive research on the "developing projects", that is stated above, but have not 

found one turbine located over a karst in Oklahoma. There were some that were planned in 2017 

but have never come to fruition. APEX is welcome to correct me if 1 am wrong.

"If a turbine location is determined to be in a potential karst area, additional testing is conduct

ed,"

Our Ohio Department of Natural Resources has done an outstanding job of mapping Ohio's karst 
areas. I have enclosed in your packet a copy of the ODNR publication. As you can see by that pub
lication, karst have been studied In Ohio since the 1980's. There is so much information on karst 
that I was able to gain multiple government sources stating that building over a karst can be cata
strophic! Why would Apex choose one of the largest most vulnerable areas in Ohio to place 600 

feet turbines on?

"The typical and expected foundation of the turbine models under consideration in northern 

Ohio wind projects extend to a maximum depth of approximately 10 feet, which she described as 

not significant enough to impact groundwater. Turbines are intentionally sited away from wells 

and other water sources."

Well Ms. Montague you do not understand how a karst and aquifer work. The soil filters the 

groundwater, it then filters through the karst into the aquifer system. ODNR states, "The many 

passageways formed in karst terrain allow for high connectivity between the land surface and the 

water table". The pilings that Apex will have to put in to stabilize the turbine can be up to 30 feet 
deep with multiple pilings on one turbine. Imagine the damage that will do to the karst system 

and aquifer system. You visually can see by the illustration provided what will happen if you start 
disturbing the karst and the aquifer system it supports. Also, existing turbines are 400 feet tall, 
ours will be 655 feet tall, you cannot compare foundations or make the claim the same type will 
work. That is physics, when something goes up the foundation must be larger.



Our own Department of Natural Resources has wonderful information for all of us. All academia versed 

in karst specifically mention how unstable the limestone is and how easily it is to destroy or contami

nate an aquifer system. We have some of the best experts in the country, specifically the ODNR, 

versed in karst and aquifer systems and yet we are not listening to them. Sinking pilings into the 

ground will only fracture the karst even further and compromise the drinking water by letting ground- 

water go directly into the aquifer. You see how massive our karst is and it supplies fresh drinking water 

to thousands of residents with in the four county area. How much will it cost to repair the damage that 

these turbines will do to the aquifer system? Once an ecosystem is destroyed you can not bring it back. 

This is a project that is so massive that it is beyond my comprehension, how this has even gotten this 

far in the process with the locations that they have proposed. This is much bigger than just putting up 

turbines this is our homes, our water sources, you can not put a monetary amount on that. We are 

talking the entire four county area is at critical risk. It's concerning to me that we are taking something 

that could be detrimental to our quality of life, water, and compromising its integrity. It's also concern

ing that we are talking about the money this project will bring. What will the cost be if hundreds if not 

thousands of wells are contaminated? What will the cost be if the 600+ turbines subside? ! guarantee 

it will cost the state more money than these wind turbines will ever contribute to the great State of 

Ohio.

I respectfully ask that you deny the application of 17-2295-EL-BGN, Republic Wind Farm for the reasons 

stated above.

Deborah J. Didion 

6040 County Road 113 

Bellevue, Ohio 44811
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Holloi My namo'is Valerie Myers^ and-i^ husband and 1 own approximately 150 

acres of farmland In Thompson Township, Seneca County. This farm is within one 
to two miles of four of the proposed wind turbines and within 3-5 miles of another 
seven turbines. All of these turbines, along with several other Republic Wind 
turbines, sit in the.Bellevue-Castalia Karst Plain, an area that is characterized by 
underground aquifers, caves, and sinkholes. The ODNR karst map identifies 12 
areas of karst depression on our farm alone, and as the owners since 1974, we can 
verily the presence of several sinkholes.

The main problem of farmland that has sinkholes is that in extremely wet 
conditions, the water from the underground aquifers rises up through the sinkholes 
and creates areas of flooding. We have one particularly large, depressed area with 
two sinkholes that would for years flood during spring rains, then dry up in time for 
planting, or, at worst; cause the loss of 1-4 acres that remained wet, something that 
only happened 4 times in the first 20 years.

Before we understood the nature of karst terrain, my husband contacted the Seneca 
County Soil and Water Conservation District and asked about whether there was a 
way to plug some of the sinkholes to prevent the rising water from flooding our 
property. He was told that plugging sinkholes was something he definitely should 
not do...that it was an unacceptable soil and water practice, so we never plugged the 
sinkholes!

Unfortunately, as construction of various facilities around the area has occurred, 
sinkholes have been plugged to prevent flooding on these new building sites. One 
particular building complex north of our property was allowed to plug several 
known sinkholes. Since that construction, the flooding in our sinkholes has gotten 
much greater than we had ever seen before, including the loss of about 95 crop 
acres last year, and, with the extremely wet conditions experienced this spring, all 
150 crop acres.

To understand why this happens, consider an analogy provided to me by an ODNR 
karst expert. The karst plain is like a sponge. The aquifers that flow underneath the 
ground are like the channels in the sponge. If you put pressure on one end of the 
sponge, the water is going to travel through the other channels and escape through 
the surface openings. Think of washingyour car. After you've dipped the sponge in 
the water, you squeeze on the sponge to force the water out. If sinkholes and 
aquifers are plugged in one par^f our karst "sponge," the water will be forced out 
the other sponge channeljff^nicn a*re the sinkholes that exist all over our area.

A large percentage of Republic wind turbines are to be built into the karst plain. 
According to Apex's geotechnical report from Hull Engineering "karst areas may 
include sinkholes, solution cavities and cave systems. These voids may need to be 
grouted in order to provide adequate foundation support”



That is. Apex will be plugging sinkholes and aquifers that flow in and around the 
turbine foundation. Thus, our karst “sponge" may be “squeezed” in several turbine 
sites, causing higher surface water in areas already containing sinkholes and 
potentially decreasing water flow in aquifers into which wells have been dug. This 
has potentially serious consequences for our farms and for the city of Bellevue, 
which is already subject to flooding.

We need the OPSB to take into consideration the unique terrain that our farms and 
towns are built on and to ensure that the water systems that underlie our land are 
not disrupted. This is notjust a property rights issue. The impact of turbines that 
disrupt our underwater aquifers is a critical issue for the whole community of 
people who live on the Bellevue-Castalia Karst Plain!
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My name is Evelyn Snavely and I'm a Landowner of this area. We are 

not going to receive a Wind Turbine on our farm, but there will be 

several in our Area.

I am a supporter of Republic Wind. 1 feel that the Schools, County, and 

Townships in our Area will benefit greatly from this Wind Project, and it 

will be an Economic Boon for Seneca County.

I also don't have a problem with the look of the Turbines. 1 think they 

are awesome to look at and know that our safety will be first in 

construction of these Turbines.

Vote YES, approve this permit, and bring this great project to Seneca 

County.
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September 12, 2019

Hello,

I am Kim Root and I live in Thompson Township In Seneca County. I am here to 

support the Republic Wind Project, i believe just as our ancestors gave to us the 

progress of automobiles, phones, electricity, running water and so many other 

conveniences that we have at our hands now this is a time for us to give and 

prepare for our future generations that will be coming after us. The wind turbine 

project is only preparing us and future generations to have another secure 

resource in addition to our fossil fuels for energy.

1 am sure there was opposition back in the day when automobiles, phones, 
electricity, running water, etc. came into existence at their birth but think about 
taking all those things away from us now. Where would we be if our ancestors 

didn't have the foresight to see into the future the things we now take for 

granted? I believe wind turbines fall into this same category. Where will we be if 
the wind project is not able to go forward?

And in all reality aren't we seeing history repeat itself. The windmill to generate 

energy is not a new idea. Our ancestors actually came up with it.

Thank you!

Kim Root

Property Owner in Flat Rock, OH

Owner of 100 acre farm

Not receiving a wind turbine on our property



September 12, 2019

I live within the Republic wind Farm in Seneca County. My property has been in 

my family for generations. I've lived here 75 Years now. This wind project has 

been in development for at least 10 years.

I've been here for all of it, and I'm ready to see the project built. I know what this 

wind farm will do for the community.

This community means everything to me, - my livelihood, - my family, and we are 

here for the long-run.

There are many reasons why my family and I support the wind turbines, but one 

of the reasons for my being here today is to express my absolute detest for how 

the opposition has dismantled Apex Clean Energy's,// and my family's mission 

not only to provide additional income to my family farm. But I feel this project is a 

vary positive change for our county. Not only will the turbines bring in money to 

our suffering economy, but it will provide jobs to residents, who will spend that 
money right here in this County.

Please seriously consider granting this permit and help bring this money to our 

area.

Thank you

hhWynn Schubach 

5921 North Township Road 169 

Green Springs, Ohio 44836 

Seneca County, Adams Township 

419-618-1584



My name is Barbara Baldosser. I am a resident of Adams Township. I am here in support of the 
Republic Wind project. My husband's family has lived and farmed In this township for 80 plus years and 
the care of the land has always been a priority as well as the welfare of the township.

Adams Township is an entity without any Industry and relies solely on Rea! Property taxes to 
fund our schools. This wind project is an opportunity to fund the education system for our children and 
our grandchildren without adding a greater financial burden on the tax payers of this township, be it a 
farmer, landowner or house owner. It also provides an opportunity to upgrade our infrastructure.

Yes, landowners, who are not alt farmers, will recognize some financial compensation if they 
have a wind turbine on their property or are signed Into the project as a neighbor. This is how 
capitalism works. Is It wrong for a landowner to determine how the property which he owns and 
controls is to be used in a way he or she desires? We are talking about a renewable fuel in a time when 
It is becoming clearer across the globe that It is necessary to have renewable fuels to benefit to our 
community.

I have researched wind turbines and find many studies that are sited, but not scientifically 
proven to be accurate, that are being used to support arguments against this project. It's interesting 
how we pick and choose to ignore studies by reputable University's and scientists because they don't say 
what we want them to say.

I find a wind turbine more estheticaiiy pleasing to look at then say a cell tower or an electric 
tower. As for setbacks, extremely tall electric poles have been erected on right-of-ways along a major 
highway in this county. There is no setback for these poles and if a storm happens that is strong enough 
to bring down a wind turbine it more than likely it will bring down these poles also, and they are very 
close to many homes and buildings.

If you are a person who has had the benefit of travel in the U. S or abroad you know that wind 
turbines have been around for a long time across the world and they have not affected the ability to live 
a long and good life.

In summary, I do support the Republic Wind project for the good I can see it doing for our 
schools, the good for our community, the good for our township, and the good for our overall economy. 
This is a clean source of energy for all.

Thank you for listening to my point of view.

Barbara Baldosser



My wife and I live inside the proposed project area and we are in opposition of Republic Wind 
Farm (Case No. 17-2295-EL-BGN) for several reasons. Infrasound, constant sound levels, blade 
throw, and shadow flicker are some of our reasons. These are health and safety issues that will 
decrease the quality of life of those living within and around the footprint of this project. The 
World Health Organization has deemed constant sound levels above 40 dB will lead to 
diminished health.

What else could ruin the quality of life for residents? Well contamination would most certainly 
ruin quality of life and our property. Regarding turbine foundations the OPSB staff report 
states, "An alternative that could be used is a rock anchored pile-supported foundation. Also 
the report states, "The Applicant has noted that 27 of the proposed 64 wind turbines are 
situated in areas exhibiting karst features. Where the Applicant conducts future geotechnical 
studies that identify Karst features, those areas would be avoided for siting wind turbines." So 
why is it ok for 27 turbines to be sited on top of karst and not 28 or more? To the logical person 
it sounds like siting turbines on karst is a problem. Karst is not stable ground and therefore 
APEX would likely have to use their alternative foundation method of anchored pile 
foundations. Using this alternative method could cause wells in our area to be contaminated.

Driving piles to anchor turbines in the Chatham, Ontario region which lies just across Lake Erie 
is believed to have contaminated wells there. In July of this year charges have been filed 
against industrial wind companies, the environment minister, and his staff. The Ontario Court 
of Justice in Chatham-Kent determined there were "reasonable and probable grounds" for 
these charges.

According to Chatham Daily News, a group of citizens banned together after the announcement 
of a wind farm being constructed in their area back in 2018. Many of these citizens expressed 
concerns that the vibrations of the construction and operation of the wind turbines would 
cause damage to private water wells in their area. Sounds familiar doesn't it? Well, more than 
a year later, it seems that this may have been the case. Hopefully our group of citizens don't 
have the same fate. It is simple for us not to face the same fate as our neighbors to the north. 
You the Ohio Power Siting Board can deny APEX's application for this industrial wind farm. We 
ask as Seneca County residents that you deny APEX's application.

Jason & Marsha Bowers

Republic, Ohio

References:

https://windsQr.ctvnews.ca/eDa-charges-tied-to-chatham-kent-wlnd-proiects-l.4524947

https://www.narcitv.com/news/ca/on/canadian-wind-companies-charged-for-allegedlv-contaminating- 
drinking-water-ln-onta rio
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My name is Melissa Clapp. I live in the area where the proposed Republic 

Wind project is and I oppose Republic Wind. Currently where I live if the 

Republic Wind project is approved 1 will have wind turbines across the street 

and wind turbines behind my house. The Ohio Power Sitting Board's mission 

statement is to support sound energy policies that provide for the 

installation of energy capacity and transmission infrastructure for the benefit 

of Ohio citizens, promoting the state's economic interests and protecting 

the state's environment and land use. The OPSB website states wind farms 

must be designed to avoid unreasonable adverse shadow flicker at non 

participating residences within 1,000 meters of any turbine. What do you 

consider unreasonable shadow flicker? I personally consider any shadow 

flicker unreasonable.
Also the OPSB website says that non participating residences within one 

mile of the project boundary must not exceed nighttime average sound 

levels by five decibels. According to a sound study submitted to the OPSB in 

June this year there will be homes that experience sound levels considered 

dangerous by the World Health Organization. How can you guarantee that 

the sound levels be kept within safe limits? Also there is a high probability 

Ohio residents living near wind turbines can become ill from the unsafe 

noise levels. 1 believe that non participating residences should not have to 

listen to any sound noise from wind turbines.
Bellevue and it's surrounding area is situated on karsts. Even if wind turbine 

foundations do not go down into the ground to disturb the karst, the pilings 

that will stabilize and support the wind turbines will go down into the karst 

levels. There is a high probability the pilings for the turbines will ruin some 

people's well water. If this happens how will this be for their benefit? There 

is also a high probability the wind turbines can cause sinkholes to form and 

cause flooding. How can public safety be maintained if this happens?
OPSB there is proof in your files of wind turbines having blade throw and 

what the safety setback distance is for wind turbines. Knowing this 

information, how can you allow this project to go thru knowing this project 

does not follow public safety protocols for blade throw. How can the high



probability of blade throw damage to animals, humans and property benefits 

Ohio citizens? If damage occurs to my property from wind turbines, who will 
pay for this? Most insurance companies do not cover damage from wind 

turbines.
Life flight has limits on how high in the air they can fly and how close to a 

wind turbine they can land. There is an intersection a 1/2 mile down the 

road from my house where there have been accidents and even someone 

killed. The wind turbines would be located between my house and this 

intersection. How can the public safety of Ohio motorists be guaranteed 

when life flight has limits on how close they can land to a turbine? The 

OPSB also states that it's mission is to protect the environment. If this is 

true how many birds and bats have been killed by wind turbines? If the 

OPSB wants to protect the environment how can you allow turbines to kill 
any wildlife.
There has been a study showing the possible side effects on children who 

are exposed to continuous noise. The study shows that children who are 

constantly stimulated do not develop all their brain vessels, which then 

causes developmental delays. This issue is personal to me since I am a 

mother to young children. I have two girls, one is six the other is two. Both 

of my girls were premies and born six weeks early. Both of my girls had 

issues with their breathing when they were born. My older daughter has 

overcome her breathing issues while my younger daughter still struggles 

with it. My youngest has been diagnosed with reactive airway disease. She 

gets bronchitis very easily and was hospitalized last Christmas when she 

had pneumonia and rsv at the same time. My older daughter has trouble 

with her eyes floating and los«'5 her vision. You see my children do not 

need to be exposed to anything else that can hinder their development or 

put their health at risk.
Recently there has been a cardiologist in Iowa who has shown there is a 

possible connection between wind turbines and affecting the 

electrophysiology of the heart. My dad had congestive heart failure and 

atrial defibrillation. If he was still alive he would be living near these wind



turbines. I would not have wanted him to be exposed to something that 

could possibly give him heart disease or worsen it. If all the possible issues 

in this speech are not enough to be concerned about, I also have to live with 

the fact that the wind turbine issue is personal. You see I have family 

members and friends who have signed lease agreements with the wind 

companies. I also have family members who are for wind turbines. This is 

issue has caused heated discussions, unpleasant and uncomfortable 

conversations, strife and division in my family.
You are forcing wind turbines on us without giving us a say. OPSB how can 

you support any energy policy without protecting the citizens of Ohio first. 

Every member of the OPSB has family and friends who are precious to them. 

How would you feel if your family and friends were being forced to live near 

unwanted wind turbines. Before you go to vote I want every member of the 

OPSB to picture their family and friends, then decide would 1 want my family 

and friends to live with wind turbines knowing the possible negative effects 

caused by them.
How will shadow flicker, turbine noise, blade throw and pilings driven into 

the karst benefit Ohio citizens? OPSB if you care about supporting sound 

safe energy that benefits Ohio citizens, protecting the environment and 

protecting public safety you will not allow these turbines in Ohio! The 

answer to wind turbines is NO!
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Testimony for public hearing for Republic Wind LLC case 17-2295-EL-BGN

I am Dominic Miller, I live at 1582 St. Rt. 4 Bellevue, Ohio, Huron County, Sherman 

TWP.

I do not live in the footprint of Republic Wind, but I do live in the footprint of 
Emerson Creek Wind, and am within 4 miles of the nearest Republic Wind turbine.

Tonight, I am going to talk about weather radar interference from Industrial 
Wind Turbines. This information was taken from an article written by Anthony 

Watts on April 29, 2018, titled "NOAA/NWS document: wind turbines affect 
weather radar, create false storm impressions"

HOW ROTATING WIND TURBINE BLADES IMPACT THE NEXRAD DOPPLER
WEATHER RADAR

Rotating wind turbine blades can impact the radar in several ways. Wind 

turbines can impact the NEXRAD radar base data, algorithms, and derived 

products when the turbine blades are moving and in the radar's line of sight 
(RLOS); and, if turbines are sited very near to the radar their large nacelles and 

blades can also physically block the radar beam or reflect enough energy back to 

the radar to damage the radar's receiver hardware.

Turbines in RLOS can reflect energy back to the radar and visually 

contaminate the reflectivity, velocity, and spectrum width data. Forecasters look 

for certain "signatures" in the data that indicate the severity of the storms. The 

wind farm clutter can sometimes look just like showers and thunderstorms, or can 

alter the appearance of a storm such as hook echoes. This visually corrupted data 

adds uncertainty to the analysis and could cause forecasters to delay or miss a 

severe weather warning or to warn unnecessarily.

The base reflectivity, velocity, and spectrum-width data are also used by 

many algorithms in the radar processor to detect certain storm characteristics, 
such as mesocyclones, relative storm motion, hail, turbulence, etc. Corrupted 

base data can cause the radar algorithms to generate false alerts or to miss alerts. 
The radar also generates many additional products using this base data, such as 

wind profiles and rainfall estimates. Wind turbine clutter can impact the accuracy 

of these derived products.



You may wonder why we can't filter out this clutter since we know where 

the wind farms are located. The NEXRAD has a sophisticated clutter removal 
scheme. Since weather is usually in motion, the scheme was designed to filter 

returns that have essentially no or very low motion. This is effective for removing 

the returned signals from terrain, buildings, and other non-moving structures. 
However, the radar sees rotating wind turbine blades as targets having motion, 
hence processes these returns as weather. At this time, there is no filtering 

scheme available to identify and remove wind turbine clutter while preserving 

real weather returns.

Wind turbine clutter has not had a major negative impact on forecast or 

warning operations, YET. However, with more and larger wind turbines coming on 

line, radars in some parts of the country will have multiple wind farms in their line 

of sight. Cumulative negative impacts should be anticipated - which, at some 

point, may become sufficient to compromise the ability of radar data users to 

perform their missions.

Most, if not all of us, that live in the footprints of these Industrial Wind 

projects live in rural areas that do not have any tornado warning sirens they can 

hear. We rely on TV, radio, or cel! phones to get warnings for severe weather. Any 

delays or inaccurate forecasts could prove to eventually have deadly 

consequences. The more Industrial Wind Projects that are built in an area will 
cause a bigger area that has scrambled signals and blocks the area behind the 

turbines from radar. We have the possibility of being in the midst of Republic 

Wind, Emerson Creek, Emerson Creek West, Buck Springs, Seneca Wind, and 

Honey Creek Wind projects. If all these are built, the weather forecasting for the 

entire area will be thrust back to pre-Doppler era accuracy.

This falls back into the hands of You, the OPSB, that are required to site 

these projects in a safe manner. This and all the other issues brought up here 

tonight all end up in the same overflowing basket of Public Safety. If you were to 

site these projects it would make a large part of Ohio, not a very safe place to live. 
This part of Ohio is OUR home. It is where WE live. We have all worked our entire 

lives to make our homes and this area a place that we are extremely proud of. 
Please do not destroy it. Please do not approve Republic Wind or any other 

project in this area. Thank you for your time and listening to my opinion.
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OHIO POWER SITING BOARD PUBLIC HEARING

FOR REPUBLC WIND # 17-2295-EL-BGN

My name is Dennis Alt, I live at 1448 St. Rte.4, Bellevue, Ohio. I live on the 

Seneca - Huron county line, and will be within several miles of a Republic Wind 

Turbine.

I would like to thank the OHIO POWER SITING BOARD members present 
today for the opportunity to address my concerns of the Republic Wind project.

My concerns are the negative effect of Noise and the effect it has on public 

safety. Noise is measured in dba (decibels) and has a wide range as to our hearing 

the noise. Some people can hear very low audible sounds, and some people 

can't, while others can hear all of them. You might ask why, and this has to do 

with exposure to certain noise levels at extended periods of time. Also all 
individuals have small but different anatomy structures, so this explains some 

differences in noise tolerance and recognition of different noise levels.

The great State of OHIO doesn't have a State Plan, which means not a plan 

approved by the Federal Occupational Safety and Health Agency. This means 

Ohio follows Federal safety standards for private sector workplace employees, 
but not State workers, they have their own standards. The standard of noise 

decibels starts around 10 to 15 decibels all the way up to 140 and above, noise 

can and will damage your ability to hear sounds. Also according to CDC noise can 

harm more than your ears and the ability to hear sounds, it has conducted studies 

and found links to exposure to loud noises or high decibels, can affect your other 

body systems. It has found links in 14% of hearing loss individuals to have higher 

blood pressure and cholesterol levels. Both of these conditions are some of the 

leading causes of deaths, strokes, and heart attack in the USA. This has also been 

found to be true by the World Health Organization (WHO), especially with long 

continuous exposure time. The longer the time exposed the greater the chance 

of doing lasting damage. The federal Standard with regard to this is not more than



eight hours of continuous exposure, at 90dba, which is city traffic. Most people 

don't want to hear city traffic noise in the country. The higher the number, 
decibels, the shorter the exposer time allowed. This means your body needs a 

longer time away from the noise to undo the harmful effects. Apex's new model 
turbine has listed as making 110 dba of noise, and this could be continuous for 

days.

How does one escape the noise, build a wall 30ft. deep and 10ft. tall and 

insulate it, as one study suggested, not feasible. This makes as much sense as 

pulling down shades to block flicker.

In Apex's application for sound propagation they show numerous houses that will 
be impacted by decibels of 35dba to 55dba and because a turbine will not shut 
down after eight hr. run time, these houses will be impacted beyond the WHO 

limits for health safety.

The people of Germany have found the noise generated by Industrial 
Turbines to be a health risk to the people around them. Max Planck a leading 

independent researcher came to find long exposure to continuous noise levels 

leads to sleep disruption, which causes stress, which leads to hypertension and 

other heart related problems. You might ask why this is so important, Germany 

was on the leading edge of Industrial Wind Turbine farms and development. They 

have been able to collect the data because of the number of Turbines and also 

the years in use. Germany is also heavily populated, much like the area of the 

Republic Wind Farm. Max's research has found that the noise travels much 

farther than suggested, and that the more Turbines the greater the distance, they 

amplify the sound.

In the USA, Number Three Wind, has been told to comply with The WHO 

recommendations, in noise. IT has been suggested they change setbacks 

standards to 1.5 miles from residences, and to shut down the Turbines for the 

entire night if conditions warrant.

Will Industrial Turbines be shut during the night so affected people can get 
a good night's sleep, or will they be forced to become midnight shift workers 

without being asked, I hope not! Will the State of Ohio make Wind farms follow 

Federal standards on noise, they call them Industrial. Will I be made to install an 

alarm to notify me of over exposer to continuous noise levels. Will the OPSB look



to the West and see the problems other States have had to address. Will all of 
these be addressed, maybe. Will 1 or others be compensated for illness caused 

by the noise of the Turbines? Maybe. Will I or others become a marginal 
minority because of the turbine noise? Don't know. Will we the Citizens of Ohio 

become test dummies so the answers to 655ft. turbines can be known, I hope 

not! I urge the OPSB to follow the guidelines for the safety of all residents and 

not approve the application for Republic Wind.

m
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REPUBLIC WIND HEARING - September 12, 2019 

OPSBCase; 17-2295-RL-BGN

I am Robert Manz, residing at 225 East Township Road 42, Tiffin, Ohio 44883, Eden Township.

I am totally opposed to placement of ANY industrial wind turbines in the proximity of our 

homes as this area's population density is NO place for industrial machines like those 

proposed. As members of the Ohio Power Siting Board, you have been very diligent in turning 

and acknowledging those who speak before you. But, how much of what is said do you 

actually hear? There is no doubt anyone in your positions can "zone out" after a few speakers. 
I ask that you hear the pleas before you as your decision will affect the lives of all of this area's 

residents. I respectfully ask of you to ponder what this decision will entail.

Other speakers have noted the detriments machines of this nature will bring. I simply desire 

to point out what I hope are obvious facts.

You, as a board member, moved into an area knowing the negatives of that vicinity. Those of 
us in Seneca and surrounding counties did the same. However, now we have an out-of-state 

entity attempting to change our entire life style by making it an industrial zone. How would 

you feel if such a thing happened where you live?

This project would create noise, flicker, and night lights along with road and bridge alterations 

upon people who should not have any such things placed upon them.

Most of those who speak in favor of the proposed project are leaseholders, possibly a worker's 

onion rep seeking short term jobs and others with a monetary interest, while those opposed 

to this project are merely asking to be able to maintain the lifestyle we sought when we 

purchased or built our homes.

This board has a responsibility to the citizens of Ohio - not to out-of-state companies with no 

other interest than to use us to make some money. Please, put yourself in our position. I 
respectfully ask you to vote NO on Republic Wind.

Thank you.

Robert Manz

225 East Township Road 42 

Tiffin, Ohio



Ohio Power Siting Board 
Local Public Hearing: Republic Wind 

Case Number: 17-2295-EL-6GN 
Zachary K. West

Pleasant Township, Seneca County 
September 12,2019

My name is Zachary West. I am a third generation Seneca County resident from Pleasant Township. I 
spent the last twelve years throughout Ohio pursing a higher education including graduate school, 
medical school, and residency training. I am now a board certified internal medicine physician, licensed 
to practice in the State of Ohio, with a graduate degree In public health. My roots are in this area and I 
have always considered Seneca County to be my home. It was always my goal to return here, practice 
medicine, and perhaps start a family of my own. However, it was throughout twelve grueling years of 
my intense training that 1 and others were left unaware of the nefarious threat of wind projects in 
Seneca County. I would observe that it was during those same twelve years, that an absolute decision on 
the matter of wind turbines in this county could have been given to the people.

My professional oath charges me with the responsibility to preserve the health and well-being of others 
and to aid in the general welfare of my community. As contributing member to the overall health of my 
community, I wish to express my concerns as It pertains to the proposed Industrial wind project.

A growing body of evidence exists with regards to the health effects of industrial wind turbines. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) defines health as "a state of complete physical, mental and social 
well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity".^ The effects of wind turbines on health 

can broadly be classified into three categories: ecological impacts, emergency services impacts, and 
direct threats to public health and safety.

The ecological impacts of industrial wind turbines can Involve Issues stemming from the regional karst 
formations and the potential impacts on water drainage and well water supply during the construction 
of wind turbines. The Bellevue-Castalia Karst Plain occupies portions of northeastern Seneca County, 
northwestern Huron County, southeastern Sandusky County, and western Erie County and the area is 
believed to contain more sink-holes than any of Ohio's other karst terrains.^ Karst and the associated 
sinkhole formations serve as a direct conduit to the water table and are a high risk for pollution.^ 

Likewise, houses with a water well in a karst area have a high risk of surficial contamination from 
anything that enters a sinkhole, including E. coli, fertilizer, pesticide, and other waste.^ The World Health 

Organization (WHO) considers safe water supplies and good water management to be fundamental to 
global health.^ Unfortunately, wind turbine projects have already effected the safe drinking water supply 

for various communities. On July 12, 2019, the Ontario Court of Justice in Chatham-Kent determined 
there were "reasonable and probable grounds" to believe environmental offences had been committed 
under the Environmental Protection Act by the environment minister, ministry staff and three industrial 
wind companies as the charges stem from contamination of residential well water for those residing 
near an industrial wind project.^



Another ecological impact with an indirect effect to the health of our community involves the native bat 
population. Insectivorous bats have been found to be worth more than three billion USD annually due to 
their destruction of agricultural pests.^ Likewise, bats are known to assist in pollination and seed 

disbursement. Unfortunately, with the global increase of industrial wind facilities, collisions with 
industrial wind turbines are now the leading cause of mass mortality events.^ Disruption to the local bat 

population poses a potential risk to local food supply and pestilence control.

The threat of impeding access to air ambulance service exists with the proposed industrial wind 
projects. Trauma-related injuries are one of the leading causes of death in America.® Expeditious 
treatment has long been a tenet of trauma care and patients have been shown to have improved 
survival (Including a 57.0% decrease in mortality) when transported by air ambulance as compared to 
ground ambulance.® Access to emergency services for the Seneca County region continues to improve as 
a result of the work of multiple organizations. The region is serviced largely by Mercy Health Life Flight 
and the nearest adult level one trauma centers are located in Toledo, Ohio. In the unfortunate event 
such services are needed, it has become a common occurrence that patients be air-lifted from the 
scene. It has been concluded there indeed are factors with the wind turbine project that would impact 
air ambulance services and that the need may arise to utilize a Predesignated Landing Zone (PDLZ) 
requiring that patients be transported from the scene to an area safe for landing. Ultimately, there 
exists the potential for delay in the care of patients with the introduction of wind turbines and that 
delay can have detrimental consequences.

The turbine structure Itself poses a potential direct threat to the health and safety of county residents. 
Turbine fires pose a potential challenge to the regions first responders and I express a genuine concern 
on the adequacy of current emergency response teams to address such incidents. Turbine fires have 
already been attributed with starting wildfires causing hundreds of acreage of damage.^®

Wind turbine blade failures occur an estimated 3800 times annually.^^ The current Ohio minimum 
setback distance as outlined In the Ohio Revised Code is measured at 1125 feet.^^ Wind turbine failures 
in the State of Ohio have documented blade throw failures with debris fields measuring 1561 feet.^® A 
discrepancy, therefore, presently exists between the state minimum setback distance and the recorded 
distance of blade throws posing a potential direct threat to the health and safety of those in vicinity at 
the time of a turbine failure. According to the United States Census Bureau, Seneca County has a 
population density of 103 person per square mile.^^ By comparison, Van Wert County, host to the Blue 
Creek Wind Project, Ohio's largest wind project, has a population density of 70.3 person per square 
mile.^® Furthermore, Paulding County, host to the greatest number of current (or planned) wind turbines 
has a population density of a mere 47.1 person per square mile.^® The discrepancies in size between 
areas like Van Wert or Paulding Counties versus Seneca County means a greater number of citizens are 
subjected to the negative health and safety effects.

Finally, the noise generation from industrial wind turbines is currently being reviewed as a potential 
threat to health and well-being. Wind turbine noise includes audible, infrasound, and low-frequency 
sound. I share in the concerns expressed by the World Health Organization (WHO) in its 2018 report as it 
pertains to noise and the Impacts on health. WHO acknowledges that wind turbines can generate 
infrasound or lower frequencies of sound in addition to audible noise. Furthermore, WHO maintains the 
standard methods of measuring sound may not capture the low-frequency sound and amplitude 
characteristic of wind turbine noise.



While the body of data accessing the incidence of adverse health impacts as it pertains to infrasound is 
limited, such a limitation should not be interpreted as to imply exposure as being safe. Preliminary 
research Is revealing the potential effects of infrasound as it pertains to cardiac, brain, and auditory 
tissues. Symptoms including stress, headache, dizziness, nausea, nuisance, annoyance, motion sickness 
and sleep disturbance have been reported as being caused by wind turbines. All of these symptoms are 
real to the patient afflicted and stand to greatly impact their overall health and quality of life. The 
debate on this matter might remain unsettled, but it will be those healthcare providers, like me, that are 
tasked with caring for the people subjected to the wind turbines and the consequences of the actions by 
the wind developer. The entities and governing bodies tasked with the review and siting of wind turbine 
projects must take into consideration human health and safety. WHO makes the recommendation that 
"proper public involvement, communication, and consultation of affected citizens living in the vicinity of 
the industrial wind turbines during the planning state of future installations is expected to be beneficial 
as part of the health and environmental Impact assessments." 1 personally and professionally agree with 
such a statement and request acknowledgement by the Ohio Power Siting Board as it pertains to health 
and safety.

Article 1, Section 1 of the Ohio State Constitution states "All men are, by nature, free and independent, 
and have certain Inalien-able rights, among which are those of enjoying and defending life and liberty, 
acquiring, possessing, and protecting property, and seeking and obtaining happiness and safety."^^ 

These same rights certainly extend to the citizens of Seneca County.

The diagnosis is an uninvited and unwarranted malignant wind project. The treatment is the rejection of 
Republic Wind.

Thank you for your time.

Zachary K. West DO, MPH 
Pleasant Township, Seneca County
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Local Public Hearing: Republic Wind 
Case Number: 17-2295-EL-B6N 

i. Dian West
Pleasant Township, Seneca County 

September 12,2019

1 stand here before you to express just a few of my concerns with the Republic Wind project.

To begin my story, I must share that I did not become aware of this project until December 2017. Just 
prior to the public disclosure of the project, my mom had been involved In an automobile accident. As a 
result of medical negligence and fortitude of unfortunate events, my mother succumbed to her injuries 
and the resulting medical negligence after 145 days. It was during the darkest of hours surrounding her 
unexpected death that the public filing was completed for Republic Wind. I can remember hearing of a 
wind project and was astonished the very notion of building such an entity in Seneca County.

( began my independent research into wind turbines. My higher level of education affords me a curious 
mind. Evenings turned into weeks, weeks into months, and now I find a year and a half later, I continue 
to learn about wind energy, the details of this project, and the Implications. What presented to me 
Initially was the gut wrenching question of why was this project hidden behind a dark curtain for so 
many years? Only those who stood to financially gain would know about this project. The very same 
neighbors I had gone to school with and my parents interacted with, had kept a very dark secret; a 
secret which ultimately impacts more than just them. While they get financial gains, the rest of us are 
left with all the negative impacts from the wind project. Where was my say in the determination of 
whether to bring a project into my community? Where is the local control? Where Is the democratic 
process in deciding the future of our community?

Shut out. Condemned if we speak out. Targeted as if we do not want "green energ/'. In today's current 
state of affairs, I would say we, the anti-wind folks have been the target. We have nothing to gain and 
everything to lose. We are misunderstood and significantly underestimated.

My childhood home, which is now my home, is less than a quarter mile outside the Republic Wind 
boundary edge and a mile from the closest turbine. Yet I get no local vote, no local say at the township 
level, no local say at the county level. I tried to file as an intervenor since my family will deal with the 
negative effects of this project. However, as a result of the current flawed process, and because I live 
outside the project boundary line, the very same wind project developer up for consideration denied me 
that opportunity. Not surprising considering it is the same developer that spend years working behind 
the scenes to sign leases and actively has worked to block any and all attempts at local control, including 
a vote by the people.

1 stand before each of you this evening to ask for you to not just hear my voice, but to truly listen. There 
is a difference. I am second generation and my three sons are third generation to this same community. 
Professionally, my education affords me a license by the Ohio State Nursing Board as a registered nurse.
I also maintain a Master of Business Administration in human resources, marketing, and health care 
administration. My career consists of being a registered nurse for twenty years in the Intensive coronary 
care unit at Fremont Memorial Hospital. 1 know firsthand how important time can be post sudden 
serious illness or life threatening accident. Time matters and time can make the difference between life, 
death, or disability. Our local hospitals are not trauma rated. We have been blessed for many years with



air ambulance service from through Promedica Air, LIfeflight, and Cleveland Metro. The ability to air lift 
patients from the scene of accidents we largely take for granted. Air support from the scene affords 
prompt medical interventions. With wind turbines placed throughout the many townships, this will 
present the Inability and Interference to fly when the celling is decreased due to weather. Also 
depending on the location of the accidents, the air ambulance may have to land miles away from the 
turbines, thus requiring duplicate transfer by ground to the helicopter. This process takes time, 
something that can make the difference between life and death. I ask does anyone care about this? The 
Seneca County area is too populated for wind turbines of the projected size and number. Hindrance to 
medical support should never be compromised due wind turbines. Where Is the local say or control In 
this? My life or the lives of my family members would be put In jeopardy with this wind turbine project.

I ask about the safety from fire by our local fire departments as it relates to wind turbines. The Republic 
Wind project projected to be built in Seneca County also presents the issue of what to do when a wind 
turbine fire occurs. You may be saying to yourselves, such an event cannot occur. I challenge you to 
research such events. Beneath these monstrosities are acres of fields and homes; Innocent homes that 
belong to folks like me who had no say In If they even wanted wind turbine projects. Do we really 
believe that our local volunteer township fire departments have the equipment to handle hundreds of 
acres of fires or a fire 600 feet In the air?

I have raised my three sons In Pleasant Township, just as I and my siblings grew up amongst the area 
farmers and their families. I choose to raise my three sons In the same setting. Tractors, pigs, horses, 
cows and field and fields of crops situated amongst the homes of numerous families. We choose to live 
where the crops suck up the rain drops and dance In the sunshine. We appreciate the hard working 
farmers. We value the country life. Wind turbines have no place In Seneca County.

Some In this room may have had the pleasure of knowing my mom. She was homemaker, mother, 
grandmother, and left widowed at far too young an age. She would take care of the elderly In the 
community affording them the opportunity to stay In homes for as long as they could. Despite her 
display of care, compassion, and consideration of others, many of those same families she helped are 
the ones who brought the divisive issue of wind turbines to our community. My mom loved to talk and 
could start a conversation with just about anyone. Although she is not able to be here in person, I assure 
you she would have no trouble getting up here and making her opinion on this matter plainly known.

My deceased parents would not approve of this project. I do not approve of this project. My entire 
family does not approve of this project. Neither should you.

Thank you,

J. Dian West RN, MBA 
Pleasant Township, Seneca County isii
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I would like to share some statistics from the public comments filed with the 

Ohio Power Siting Board in this project. I have here a list of all comments 
filed through September 9th, and I have an extra copy that I will leave with 

the board following my testimony today.

First, 1 will state that roughly an equal number of people have filed 

comments supporting and opposing this project. But beyond that the 

similarities stop.

One of the first things noticeable when reviewing comments is that some 

comments on both sides have been filed repeatedly. Of comments opposing 

the project, six were filed in duplicate - meaning the same letter signed by 
the same person filed two separate times with the OPSB.

But there is a much more noticeable pattern of duplicate filings among 

comments in support of the project. Overall, 24 comments in support have 

been filed in duplicate with the OPSB. Four comments in support have been 
filed in triplicate. And one comment in support - the same letter signed by 
the same person - was filed four times in a five month period.

Another statistic that I want to point out to this Board is that fewer than half 

of the comments in support of this project are from Seneca County residents. 
By comparison, 90% of the comments in opposition are from people who 
live in this county. And if you add residents of neighboring Sandusky and 

Huron Counties that figure rises to 95%.

I imderstand why a union employee might not object to this project. For 

them. Republic Wind is a paycheck for a few months, and then they get to 

go home. They are not forced to cany the burden for the next 20-30 years 

like those of us who live here will be.

A final pattern I want to point out is the overwhelming prevalence of form 

letters among comments in support of the project. In fact, 93% of all public 

comments in support of this project are form letters. By comparison, only 

23% of comments in opposition are form letters.

One of the dangers of relying heavily on form letters is that you end up with 

situations such as the gentleman from Crosby, Texas who submitted a form



letter stating he is "a resident of the area surrounding the Republic Wind 

Project." I suppose it depends how you define "the area surrounding 

Republic", but at over 1200 miles away I think Crosby, Texas is rather a 

stretch.

1 would also like to point out that it is much easier to simply sign your name 

to a letter that someone else wrote and that someone else will submit on your 
behalf than it is to take the time and effort to find your own words and figure 

out how to navigate the OPSB system to submit your comment yourself. 
There is a level of time, effort and investment in the many heartfelt 
comments in opposition that is lacking the form letters of support.

In closing, I would like to make the following comments:

To Whom It May Concern:

Seneca County is (really) my home, and I have an interest in decisions that 
impact our future.

Wind energy is a complex subject, but I've educated myself over the last few 
years to understand exactly what this project means for my family, my 
community, and our legacy. I'm not alone, as I've seen widespread 

opposition to this project from my neighbors and family. Most don't want it, 
and I share their opinion. As for me and my family, we will welcome the 

denial of this project and the avoidance of all damage that this wind project 
would bring.

We've been voicing our concerns on this project for over a year. Now that 
the Ohio Power Siting Board is finally here, I urge you to hear the 

overwhelming opposition from the foundation of this community - the 

people who (really) live here!

Thank you.
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September 12, 2019 At Tiffin University

1. Vote for Bernie - free napkins free table settings free work days no one will 
ever have to go to work. Oops sorry - Notes from Bernie rally at Heidelberg 

this weekend.
2. Recently I was having coffee in the early morning hours with an ex friend 

who questioned my reasons to speak for No Wind Turbines in Seneca County. 
He had three valid points and they are as follows:
One - The Seneca East School System needs the tax revenue from those 

turbines. -
Two - How can you a Pillar of the Community be against renewable energy? 

Planet Earth is being destroyed.
Three - A man has the right to build or lease whatever he wants on his own 

land!
I visited SE schools a couple of weeks ago.
A. Mr. Jones, The other day I heard one of mom's friends call you - "A dumb 

hillbilly from Kentucky" are you? Am I what? Dumb or from Kentucky?
I know you are not dumb, but are you from Kentucky.
B. Are you Mr. Jones? Yes, I am young lady. Grandma said you were one of 
her favorite teachers...
C. Mr. Jones sign on to one of the spare Mac Book Pros, I want to airdrop you 

a document and you check the parameters of my paper. My research paper 
on the Lifestyle of the Aborigines in Southern Australia. Check my thesis and 

see if it is too ambiguous. If it needs some clarification, suggest the means 

About this time I thought. I could be having lunch at Sawmill Creek Resort in 

Sandusky. My daughter
Sawmill Creek Resort - Golf Course - Hotel -restaurant and 50 undeveloped 

acres of land.
Seneca East Schools - over a million dollars carryover Into the new school 

year.

Only five schools in our area rated a bronze metal in educational merit.
Edison, Huron, Vermilion, and Ontario. Announced Principal Vogt at a recent 
board meeting. Only 2 percent made gold and 11 percent made silver. We are 

in the top 16 percent in the state of Ohio
Enrollment is up - Open enrollment Dr. Laura Kagy, the staff, school board, 
and employees deserve a thank you . We do not need wind turbines lording 

over the school Open enrollment would certainly be affected.



6. Testimonials I understand - about 2"^^ hand information in a court of law. 
Called Father Hoyles

7. Against renewable energy. That is not true. I wish that the effort put into 
turbines would be used instead for Solar power. At least until technology 

improves the performance of 660 wind turbines.
The materials needed to build a base for a turbine
The roads to carry the equipment, the dastardly effect that building them will have 

on Seneca County. Wind turbines In their current stage of development are not 
going to save our planet.

8. A person should have the right to build anything they wish on their own land.
I disagree. Rattlesnake Farm-

Billy Graham in 1966 at Cu Chi home of the 25^*^ Infantry on Christmas Eve.

My son called last night - invited me to go to Munich Germany and then on to 

Florence, Italy he leaves in a couple of weeks. Nah! He's going but he won't take 

me with him.
Vice-President of Niagara Corp in Dallas Texas. Not bad for having a father who is a 

dumb hillbilly from Ky. - Excuse me Bluegrass American.
Please don't show up at Heidelberg this weekend looking for the Bernie Sanders 

rally. I lied. Thank you.
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My harVie is Stephanie Miller and I am a resident of Reed Township in praau 

Seneca County. My home is located in the proposed Seneca Wind Project and in CiO^T 
the viewshed of the Republic Wind Project. Though the arguments of opposition IH itu 

to these wind turbines are considerable here, one hits very close to home for 

myself and my family. Should something happen to us or another resident within 
our county lines, I worry about the accessibility of emergency personnel, the jf\x^
safety of those involved and those precious crucial seconds.

From my understanding of the research that 1 have done on life flight, the

Twelve years ago, this past August, I was in a horrible car accident that 
almost took my life. This accident occurred in Venice Township, which is about 
4/5 miles from my home, and I had to be life-flighted from the scene. The U^J hC^ 

location of my accident was proposed to have three wind turbines located right 
there. Q/\U ilQQ

ability for them to land and aid those in need is not guaranteed and will be i
compromised by a variety of obstacles. The height of these turbines and the air 

pressure they create are just two of the obstacles. Due to the air pressure around 
these turbines, I have read that life flight may have to land anywhere from 2 to 6 (XTu jfli^ 

miles or more away from the actual site of the emergency. This a huge distance 

when these wind turbines are wide spread and located in clusters, which make it
difficult for emergency personnel to get close. Also, this past November, the 

Director of Operations Life Flight in Toledo released a comment that they do not 
have specific regulations regarding wind turbines. However, they do have to 

follow FAA regulations that govern how Helicopter Air Ambulance helicopters in 

the United States operate. Pilots must be able to clear all obstacles by 300 feet 
during the day or by 500 feet at night, while still staying 500 feet below the cloud 

"ceiling" above them. This becomes a major obstacle when life flight is necessary 

to save a person's life.
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These turbines proposed in the Republic Wind Project are much higher 

than the other wind turbines in Ohio. Therefore, there is much more of an issue 

surrounding the approximately 600 feet turbines purposed in this project when it 
comes to life flight. I have been in contact with local life flight personnel and all I 
have been told is to not worry because life flight and the local fire department will 
be in contact with one another if something were to happen so that a decision 

can be made as to how to proceed. However, it is in these situations where life 

flight is needed, that EVERY second counts. Through discussions with local fire 

department personnel, they too are looking for answers to these same questions. 
There is not time when something happens to discuss a plan with the necessary 

local emergency personnel in these life or death situations. If this had been the 

case 12 years ago, 1 may not be here today with my family and ! don't want this to 

become a reality for someone else.

In conclusion, the citizens living in and around this proposed project need 

to be heard. Most importantly, it is time we stop to listen to the concerns of our 

local airports and those that are experts in flight when it comes to these wind 

turbines. The wind companies only tell what we want to hear regarding these 

emergency situations and not the entire truth. It is time for us to take the citizens 

in the surrounding area's safety into concern and make sure these wind turbines 

don't become an unwanted part of the next 30+ years of our lives.
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Good Evening,

I am Bob Rine of Adams township in Seneca County and I thank you for allowing me to speak.

I am really excited about the possibility of the windturbines generating power in my 

community!!

1 am the 5*^ generation that has been raised on the same parcel of land with the same passion 

for the land that I try to instill in the generation to come. We embrace both the successes and 

challenges of managing a family farm. We hope to pass our land on in better condition than 

we found it. We have to be flexible and open to change to keep our operation viable, I plant 
cover crops and no till my crops in an effort to be a good steward of the land. This has certain 

costs to me, yet I believe it is the right thing to do. We utilize 3 phase for our farm operation 

and it is supplied by Toledo Edison on one end and north central electric on the other.
Keeping my farm operational is not just about me or my family, it trickles down to the dozen 

or so local businesses that work with our family farm.

I see the windturbines as being similar. No source of energy is perfect or without cost. I think 

this type of power shows a positive cost/benefit ratio and is in keeping with the spirit of 
leaving things better we found them. There has been quite a struggle in the development of 
this idea, but the right thing is not always easy is it? That is why I have remained committed to 

this process. Energy costs are high for my business and I am certain many others. Having a 

renewable source that brings revenue to my community is a win/win.

Monday through Friday finds me teaching Physics and Math. I like numbers and facts. We have 

to make a decision based on facts and not emotion or fear. I am not aware that many of the 

studies mentioned are peer-reviewed quality, I am fully aware of the costs of a great 
education and very clear that my tax dollars cannot climb higher to provide that. If this project 
could only offset a portion of the rural tax burden that would be huge!

Earlier this week I had a plane fly cover crops on 600 acres. I discussed with the pilot how the 

turbines might affect that moving forward. He replied that he must follow FAA rules regarding 

flight patterns, but they would not be prohibitive to this farming practice in general. This is an 

adjustment 1 can make. This is my choice as a land owner. My decision.



I have researched this topic and fully understand what a wind farm would mean for this 

community. I believe it would be very positive addition to our neighborhood. Let's move 

forward responsible to ourselves and generations to come.

Thank you again for your time!

/ r
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-f€'ST(1 come to you today as long time Seneca county resident, a Thompson Township resident whose family 

has resided in this county for over 170 years. My home that 1 own is located on the family farm which 
has been in our family for over 131 years! Over the years I have heard generations of family members 
tell stories about the land, and give insights of the farming operations and geology of the farm. This is 
very important, since we are here today to talk about the industrial wind farms purposed for this area.

1 have grave concerns over these projects, as they will greatly impact my family, home, and surrounding 
area where I reside. I have three major concerns with this project that I hope the Ohio Power Siting 
Board takes In to account.

One is the impact these wind turbines will have on the water system in this county. You see many 
people, actually, many of my neighbors, rely on their wells for their main and only water source for their 
home, barns and animals. Many families today cannot afford another water source, or to have one 
brought In. Especially, since most wells are a free water source, helping to make It financially easier for 
families to pay their other monthly bills.

In one community in Chatham-Kent, Ontario, there are major problems with water wells being 
contaminated with black shale sediment. This has affected over 200 homes, which was first noticed 
during construction and operations of the North Kent Wind project. This Is believed to have been caused 
by what is called pile driving, along with different types of vibrations from the operations of turbines.
Why would we want to take the chance of affecting our precious water sources in this county which 
families desperately rely on?

Secondly, with this being said, it is very important for the OPSB to consider the large karst area in Seneca 
County. With a large amount of sink holes in this county, it is very important to consider what lies below 
the surface and I can only pray that this is highly researched and considered before allowing these wind 
projects. On our family farm, there are five sink holes, and a 6th one in the processing of opening up.
This Is very concerning for my family, as we do not know how many more sink holes could/would open 
during and after construction of these large wind turbines. The vibrations caused from these large 
Industrial wind turbines Is sure to have negative side effects here, just like as they have in other 
communities. The fact of the matter is, new sinks holes could open, and the current sink holes could 
open even larger, making this a very serious problem. I urge you to look at the two maps I am Including 
with my statement attached here! According to a report "EVALUATING KARST RISK AT PROPOSED 
WINDPOWER PROJECTS" by William J Bangsund; of Barr Engineering Co & Kenneth J Johnson; Oklahoma 
Geological Survey, "Karst can lead to a wind turbine tilting and even toppling". I ask you all, is this 
something you would want to topple near your home and family? Especially, since the wind companies 
are pushing for shorter setbacks from homes!

Lastly, I want to urge the OPSB to consider our local parks which would also be negatively affected by 
these wind projects We need to protect our area wildlife as they are essential to farming operations, 
with the many benefits they bring, such as bats. An estimated 600,000 birds are killed annually by wind 
turbines, so why would we want to participate in this slaughter? Some of the most beneficial birds being 
bats, which eat large numbers night-flying insects which include mosquitoes; and they pollinate seeds



and fruits we eat. Furthermore, our eagle population has finally returned and these large turbines 
threaten the species" once again. Bird watching is a real thing in this area, which brings tourists to the 

area.

In the Public Utilities Commission mission statement, they assure all residential and business consumers 
access to adequate, safe and reliable utility services at fair prices! I sure hope you all keep this mission 
statement in mind along with the words "safe and reliable" when voting on this project! These large 
industrial wind turbines are neither safe nor reliable. If you take a look at these wind turbines in other 
projects, in other areas.

Why would we want to risk all of this for wind turbines which are really not green at all? The major 
negative impacts far outweigh any minute monetary benefits these turbines would bring. 1 urge the 
Ohio Power Siting Board to deny the certificate and do not let these industrial wind farms into Seneca 

County!!

Respectfully,

Dustin Austin 
Thompson Twp
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Hello, my name isXlathy Limbird. I live at 16418 East Reed 

Township Road 9 in Reed Township in Seneca County where 

multiple Industrial Wind Turbines are proposed to be built in the 

Republic Wind project.

I am talking to you today because I oppose the wind turbine 

projects. There are a multitude of reasons why I oppose them, but I 

am focusing on what I think is the most important reason to me. I 

have growing concerns of the health effects that the Industrial Wind 

Tjurbines can cause. I have worked in health care as a registered 

nurse for over 30 years. Because of my background as a nurse, my 

focus has always been trying to better the quality of my patients' 
lives. I feel that the effects of the turbines will decrease the quality 

of life in those living by them.

The term Wind Turbine Syndrome is the clinical name that has 

been given to the multiple ^ symptoms that are experienced by 

many people who live near the wind turbines.

These symptoms are;
sleep disturbances
headache
tinnitus
ear pressure 

dizziness
vertigo—^refers to the sensation of 

spinning, or the room moving
nausea
visual blurring 

rapid heart rate 

irritability
problems with concentration and memory



panic episodes and anxiety associated with 

sensations of internal pulsation or quivering, 

which can arise while awake or asleep

Wind turbine syndrome seems to be triggered by the organs of 

motion, position and balance which is located in your ear. The low 

frequency noise and the infrasound that the wind turbine produces 

send scrambled signals to the brain centers that control these 

symptoms. There are many accounts of people who live by the 

turbines that have developed such intense symptoms that they 

literally had to move from their homes.

Infrasound is the noise produced by the turbines that a human 

ear can not hear. It occurs when large masses are in motion, for 

example, the rotation of the wind turbine blades. Infrasound, 

especially the larger the wind turbine is, can be measured miles 

from the turbine. Wind developers deny any health effects from the 

infrasound and the low frequency noise of the turbines. 

Unfortunately, some people think that if you can't hear the noise, it 

can't hurt you. There has been much research done on this subject in 

the medical field and saying that what you can't hear will not hurt 

you, is absolutely false.

As troubling as Wind Turbine Syndrome is, my concern grew 

even more when I found research done by a cardiovacsular physician 

in Germany. The wind turbines have been around there for over 20 

years. He has been focusing on the acute human health effects of 

infrasovmd.

It was found that infrasound does have a distinct effect on heart 

muscle tissue. They found a clear reduction of the heart muscle 

strength when exposed to infrasound. When your heart muscle



decreases in its strength your heart will not pump as effectively as it 

should, thus decreasing the heart's function and causing a multitude 

of cardiac problems.

This study is alarming to me. Wind turbines do not belong 

around areas where people live. No one should have to endure 

health effects from wind turbines. There is nothing, absolutely 

nothing that says wind turbines must be sited next door to people's 

homes. Siting of these turbines that are over 600 feet high is a 

crucial problem. Please keep them out of our counties where our 

population is too large. They do not belong here.

I am also very concerned about Life Flight being able to reach 

emergencies in our area if the wind turbines were to be built here.
As a registered nurse who has worked over 30 years in a rural 

hospital emergency department, I am very aware of the importance 

of the golden hour a trauma victim has immediately after being 

involved in an injury accident. We live in an area that is 60 miles 

away from a Level 1 trauma center. Without Life Flight, we here in 

our rural area will take huge steps backwards when it comes to 

treating trauma victims in a timely manner to save their lives. Not 

only are we in the middle of farm coimtry where accidents can and 

do happen, but we have a great deal of tourist traffic, especially in 

the summer months.

At the end of the day, you will all go home. I do not know if 

there are wind turbines lurking in your future or not, but I want you 

to remember that the decision that this board makes is going to 

impact thousands of people. Our quality of life is resting in your 

hands. Please do not subj^t us^to gll of the negative impact that 

wind turbines have. Let us^easemve our lives in our beautiful and 

peaceful rural areas......unchanged from the way it is now.



Thank you,

Cathy Limbird
16418 East Reed Township Road 9 

Attica, Ohio 44807 

419-426-6055
forkeepsphotos@yahoo.com
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This map Is the Karst Interactive Map by 
ODNR Division of Geological Survey.

The red arrow shows a sink hole that Is not 
on the ODNR map but it is in fact a large sink 
hole. (I added the red dot, the red circle and 
the red arrow)

The red dot in the orange arrow is a sinkhole 
that appears to be opening up currently. (I 
added this red dot, orange circle and orange 
arrow)

Please note the sink hole across from this 
possible new sink hole, which are on both 
sides of the !

The two purple arrows are sink holes 
confirmed sink holes. (The purple arrows 
and circles I have added)
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This map is from the staff report for 
Republic wind. There is a 
transmission line set to run through 
our family farm. You can compare the 
map from above to this, and see how 
many sink holes will be on BOTH sides 
of this transmission line. There are 
several other sink holes that will run 
along the sinkholes on neighboring 
farms! One of the sink holes being 
just feet away from one of the large 
sink holes.
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Good evening, ladies and gentlemen and thank you for make the trip today. _ ^ ^ t] £(^

By now we are all very aware and informed on certain inalienable rights as ascribed in Article 1 of our 
Ohio Constitution.

I strongly believe the proposed Republic Wind project violates the constitutional rights of County 
residents, who reside in or near the project footprint, since in Ohio the local residents currently ha> 
little to no control of this process other than my offering, along with our fellow yellow brother's ar 
sister's, testimony here tonight.

r
I object to the negative effects that 600+ ft. industrial wind turbines would have on: quality of life 
public safety, negative impact on wildlife and the devaluation of property (both public and private 
The fact that there are * documented cases of turbine blade failures where debris was thrown great
distances that what our set back distances are, doesn't make any.....logical.....sense. I wonder how"
much further, with how much more velocity, greater point of impact and length of debris trail 600ft. 
wind turbines are capable of? Where is that study? If shorter than 400ft. turbines throw debris in excess 
of 1800ft., how much more dangerous are they at 600ft. tall? This is clearly a paramount public safety 
issue.

P£NQA080I>«31.6989
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o
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Additionally, with regard to our wildlife and spectacular local Seneca County parks and nature 
preserves, Ohio Department of Natural Resources and Seneca County Parks District have, based on 
field studies, requested a minimum 2.5 mile buffer radius to the nearest turbine in order to minimize the 
negative impact on migratory and year-round bird and animal flight and travel patterns, nesting and 
mating, insect and pollinator activity, etc (Anybody else not remember this part from their parent's 
"Bird's and the Bee's talk?) Funny right? Except it isn’t! ^

Bowen Nature Preserve, located in Reed Township, is proposed to have ^ turbines closer than the 
recommended 2.5 miles. Of these, 17 are 2 miles or closer, 13 are 1-1/3 mile or closer, 10 are less 1 
mile, 6 are less than Vi mile and 4 are less than 1/3 of a mile. A6 o ^ d- ''d a ?

AR*) ‘5o«v«JtS; li 5e\‘<v
Two last thoughts to give your ears and minds a 7th inning stretch: Az? C ‘ i ^ i/\/ p ‘

John Hancock, as president of the Continental Congress and 1st to sign the Declaration of 
Independence, signed large not because he was a braggadocious individual, but because England's King 
George III was reported to have such poor eyesight. John wanted to make sure George wouldn't need 
his glasses. We wear yellow to draw attention to a critical cause, to educate those who seek truth, to 
identify one to another, to knit together and build a patchwork quilt of community. And, well, you can't 
help but smile, radiate warmth and friendship and get at the task at hand in a yellow shirt.

Last thought:

The Native American people of the Iroquois had a way of making decisions that is a robust testament 
to the long view. When faced with a decision as a community they asked themselves " How will this 
course of action effect our people 7 generations from now?"

As a resident of Seneca County, I,....we....want to work towards what is good, right, true, noble and 
just. Often times at great cost in time, treasure and talent. I ask that you consider at least our next 30 
years, ^ next generation and a half.



There is overwhelming opposition to this project in, both Seneca and Sandusky County, as attested by 
this evening's attendance of fellow yellow brothers and sisters.

I strongly...strongly...urge you to deny the construction certificate for this specific project, Republic 

Wind.

Thank you. God bless and have a safe drive home.

If challenged by legal counsel or Sitting Board:

*May, 2018...Ontario, Canada...debris thrown in excess of 1800' from a turbine only 382’ high. How 
far can turbines 584-652' high throw? There are an average of 3800 blade failures reported per year 
globally, per WindPower Engineering magazine article.
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We all deserve a voice!
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Fragile karst worries neighbors 

of proposed wind turbines
SOME LANDOWNERS IN SANDUSKY AND SENECA COUNTIES ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THE 

PREVALENCE OF KARST IN THEIR AREA ALONG THE PATH OF A PROPOSED WIND FARM.

DanM Carson, Fremonf News-Messenger 

Published Z19 p.m. ETAug 2, 2019 \ Updated 3:31 p.m. ETAug. 2, 2019
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YORK TOWNSHIP - To call Bellevue and its surrounding area Ohio's sinkhole capitol is 

not too much of stretch.

Sinkholes, disappearing streams, caves and springs are some of karst terrain's signature 

features, and these geologic hazards can be found throughout eastern Sandusky and 

Seneca counties.

So what will happen if these karst formations collide with proposed wind energy 

development in the region?

APEX Clean Energy says it will take great pains to build its proposed Republic Wind Farm 

around sensitive karst areas. The company's Republic plans include 47 turbines that could 

reach as high as 602 feet.

Sandusky County residents Deb and Casey Didion aren't convinced.

Every three or four years, water bubbles up from a Riddle Road karst area near the 

Didions' Bellevue home.

It forms a temporary lake on each side of elevated railroad tracks and floods the road.

Migratory birds find their way there and it's become a popular eBird hotspot on the 

Bellevue Birding Drive, a driving loop for birders that spans four counties.

Two of 47 proposed Republic Wind Farm industrial wind turbines are slated to go in a 

neighbor's com field between the Didions' property and that karst area.

When earth is moved and concrete poured to build those turbine foundations, the 

Didions fear there will be catastrophic environmental impacts on well water systems, a 

massive redirection of the region's underground water flow and possible flooding if karst 
seams are fractured or filled.

"It’s just fragile. You don't want to open them up. You don't want to plug them," Casey 

Didion said Monday, as he, his wife and Seneca Anti-Wind Union leader Deb Hay voiced 

their concerns about the turbines, karst and regional wind energy development in general.



Geotechnical process explained
The Republic Wind Farm project, as v/el! as other proposed wind projects in Seneca, 
Sandusky, Erie and Huron counties, has generated fierce opposition from hundreds 

of landowners like the Didions.

APEX Clean Energy Spokesman Natasha Montague told the News-Messenger her 
company plans to start construction on the Republic project in 2020.

Ohio's Power and Siting Board still has not voted on whether to approve the Republic 

Wind field and there will likely be future public hearings locally and in Columbus this year 
on the project.

In an email, Montague laid out a series of steps she said the company takes to detect 
karst and avoid groundwater sources.

Apex is developing projects in areas of Oklahoma and Texas that have karst features, she 

noted.

Montague said Apex's geotechnical investigation process begins with preconstruction 

engineering, during which a third-party engineer conducts boring tests at turiDine locations.

These tests help flag for the potential existence of karst.

If a turbine location is determined to be in a potential karst area, additional testing is 

conducted (such as electrical resistivity imaging or shear wave testing) to search for karst 
features.

Should the third-party engineer determine a location is unsuitable for turbine placement, a 

different turbine location will be activated, Montague said.

"Again, the geotechnical investigation begins long before preconstruction engineering. The 

groundwater hydrogeological and geotechnical report, which is included in our project 
application, is reviewed by the Ohio Power Siting Board prior to when we will begin 

borings," Montague said.

Montague said the typical and expected foundation of the turbine models under 
consideration in Apex's northern Ohio wind projects extend to a maximum depth of 
approximately 10 feet, which she described as not significant enough to impact 
groundwater.

She said turbines are intentionally sited away from wells and other water sources.

An OPSB staff report on the Republic project recommended that the agency's board 

authorize construction of the proposed wind farm, subject to 57 conditions.



The report noted that 27 of Apex's 47 proposed Republic turbines are situated in areas 

exhibiting karst features, according to the company

Hay and the anti-wind union responded to the OPSB report and pointed out the 57 

conditions identified by the state agency include lack of appropriate siting for multiple 

turbines, interference with navigable airspace including air ambulance, interference with 

operations of the Seneca and Sandusky County airports, avoidance and mitigation of all 
existing microwave paths/licensed communication systems, multiple impacts to native 

wildlife, and concerns related to nighttime sound levels

Her Seneca County home near Township Road 178 Includes a karst area

Hay showed the drop off in elevation as she stepped 

into vegetation that obscured her front yard sinkhole

"If they change the flow of the water. I could have a 

lake in my front yard," Hay said

Hay disputes Apex's assertions about

turbine foundation construction and its impacts on

groundwater

She said wind companies will drive piles deep into the 

ground until they reach bedrock, disturbing multiple 

layers of black shale and limestone in the Bellevue 

karst region

■ ‘.V'' > '
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"And if they run Into karst, they're just going to grout it 

They're just going to fill it with rocks and stones,” Hay 

said

Karst identified in Bellevue area

The Ohio Department of Natural Resources mapped 

nearly 1.000 karst areas in the Bellevue Quadrangle 

and parts of the Clyde and Castalia quadrangles in 

2012 and 2013, with state geologist Douglas Aden 

producing a report on regional data he collected.

That includes the area near the Didions, who live on 

County Line Road

The report's introduction includes the line, "different 

types of karst features may pose infrastructure 

complications, roads, utilities, houses and other 

facilities built in karst areas are at nsk of subsidence, 

collapse and other damage ”

Deb Hay of the Seneca Anti-Wind Union is worried about construction 
of wind turbines over and around sensitive karst areas in Sandusky, 
Seneca and Erie counbes.
(Photo Damei Carson/The Nev.s-Messenger)

Wind turbines in Findlay. APEX Clean Energy is planning to build up 
to 47 wind turbines in Sandusky and Seneca counties.
(Photo



It’s not hard to spot what Casey Didton called "karst 

tubes" in farm fields throughout the region, or trees 

and lower areas surrounded by vegetation that stick 

out like sore thumbs in fields otherwise filled with rows 

and rows of maturing corn stalks

He pulled up to a friend's County Road 29 property in 

Seneca County and hiked back to show off a massive 

karst area.

"Some of these are as small as six to seven Inches 

around and some of them get quite large, as some of 

these you can see," Didion said. "Seneca Caverns is 

a good example of one that goes down a long way"

Groundwater flows north through Bellevue's karst 

region

Didion said the groundwater eventually makes its way 

to Lake Erie, going through the Blue Hole area in 

Castalia

Riddle Road in Bellevue features an ODNR-identified karst area that 
has become an eBIrd hotspot for birders. A pair of Republic Wind 
Farm wind turbines have been proposed for the held south of the 
temporary lake formed in the karst area.
(Photo Daniel Carson/Tne Nev.s-Messenger)

Previous flooding in Bellevue

m -ip _

Aden's 2013 ODNR report noted karst-related 

flooding that occurred in Bellevue in 2008

ODNR's divisions of ground water and geological 
survey released an investigative report in 2009 that 

examined the unusual Bellevue flooding causes of the 

previous year.

On March 18, 2008, Bellevue-area groundwater levels 

rose to 40-year highs, with sinkholes acting as 

springs

Kenn Rospert, a Bellevue resident who lives on Ohio 

269, could have three proposed wind turbines from 

the Emerson Creek Wind project erected directly 

behind his property

Rospert lives in Erie County If he takes a walk across the street, he crosses over into 

Sandusky County.

Ohio 269 in front of Rospert’s house remained closed for three months following the 2008 

Bellevue floods

This sinkhole In Seneca County is one of about 1,000 in the Bellevue 
karst region.
(Photo Dame! Carson/Tne News-Messenger)



When there's an obstruction in the karst, the water just goes in ail directions, Rospert said.

The ODNR investigative report recommended best management practices, such as 

sinkhole structures and grassed buffer strips and waterways, should be put in around 

sinkholes to minimize ground water contamination and to keep sinkholes open to prevent 
surface karst-related flooding.

Property owners like Rospert, the Didions and Hay rely on wells for water.

Jeannie Gore, a Bellevue business owner along U.S. 20, said well water contamination is 

one of her biggest fears with the proposed project.

"If wells get contaminated, we can't sell and move somewhere else. This is our home," 
Gore said.

In his backyard, Rospert's well also serves as an ODNR monitor site that records ground 

water levels.

Karst-generated pressure pushed Rospert's basement floor up during the 2008 flood

Rospert wonders what v/ill happen to his well when wind companies start building turbine 

footers filled with 750 yards of concrete and 100 tons of steel.

"Once you start interrupting this water flow, residents are concerned they're going to lose 

their wells," Rospert said.

Montague said a stormwater permit is required by the National Pollutant Discharge 

Elimination System (NPDES) for the Republic Wind project.

She said this permit, administered by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, ensures 

that proper stormwater controls are in place so construction can proceed in a way that 
protects a community's clean water and the surrounding environment.

Lori Riedy, owner of Russell's Flowers. Garden Center and Gifts on Ohio 269, operates 

her longtime family business a few blocks north of Rospert's home.

Her business depends on access to clean well water, as she has eight greenhouses of 
plants she waters on a regular basis.

When the 2008 flooding closed Ohio 269, Riedy was entering the busiest season of the 

year for her greenhouse.

"I've got greenhouses full of plants and nobody coming in to buy them," Riedy said.



Russell's Flowers closed for several days and Riedy helped sandbag other people's 

homes as she waited for floodwaters to recede in Bellevue

ODNR's 2009 report noted that flooding due to upwelling ground water In the area in close 

proximity to Bellevue had happened only six times since 1800.

The last two occurrences prior to 2008 were in 1969 and 1937 All three of these 

occasions were In response to heavy precipitation events.

Riedy doesn't want wind turbine construction to result in plugged sinkholes and trigger a 

repeat of 2008’s disaster

"It's going to have an effect in our drainage and wells/’ she said

Future of Republic Wind project

Apex Will prepare a wind turbine assembly area by grading and removing vegetation

within a maximum radius of 300 feet around each turbine location, according to the OPSB 

staff report.

The most likely type of turbine foundation would be a spread footing foundation An 

alternative that could be used is a rock anchored pile-supported foundation, the company 

reported to the state agency

The company projects the largest turbines in its Emerson Creek Wind project to produce 
pressure of approximately 1,050 pounds of pressure per square foot on surrounding earth 

and bedrock existing below the surface of turbine foundations

In OPSB's staff report, the agency reported 

Apex's project area is composed of

roughly 19,000 acres of leased private lands involving 

approximately 440 properties

OPSB has not yet scheduled its next public hearing 

on the Republic project

Sandusky County commissioners voted July 25 to 

rescind the county’s Alternative Energy Zone (AEZ), a 

move applauded by the anti-wind union and the 
Didions

As the family waits to see how OPSB will rule on the 
Republic Wind project. Deb Oidion said she and 

Casey have lived at their Sandusky County home for 
33 years.

She understands why some area landowners signed leases with Apex, but didn't think the 

turbines were worth it to sign a similar lease

\l

These wind turbines are in Findlay. Apex Clean Energy is planning to 
build up to 47 wind turbines in Sandusky and Seneca counties.
(Photo Fue)



"You can gain all the money you want^ but if it impacts your quality of life and lifestyle, it's 

not worth it." Didion said.

The proposed turbines prompted three of her nearby County Line Road neighbors to sell 

their homes and move away. Didion said.

dacarson@gannett. com

419-334-1046

Twitter: @DanielCarson7
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“fe^T^moNvling vour mission staterWith respect to the Ohio Siting Board, I would like to start by reading your mission statement.

"Our mission is to support sound energy policies that provide for the instal
lation of energy capacity and transmission inf restructure for the benefit of 

the Ohio citizens, promoting the state’s economic interests, and protecting 

the environment and land use."
That is a strong powerful statement, "protecting the environment and land use". If you permit 
these wind turbines to be built over one of the most expansive karst in the state you will fall short 
of your mission statement.

There are many reasons to oppose the proposed wind turbines in Seneca, Sandusky, Erie, and Hu
ron counties. I have not separated the counties because the karst that underlays those counties 

are one and the same.

According to the American Geological Institute, "Karst areas are among the world's most diverse, 
fascinating, resource-rich, yet problematic terrains. They contain the largest springs and most pro
ductive groundwater supplies on Earth... many critical processes in karst occur underground, re
quiring monitoring of groundwater flow and exploration. They are also the landscapes most vul
nerable to environmental impacts. Their groundwater is the most easily polluted.

Karst regions require special care to prevent contamination of vulnerable groundwater supplies 

and to avoid building in geologically hazardous areas. Living in karst environments may result in 

destabilization of the delicate equilibrium between surface and underground components of karst 
resulting in alteration of drainage patterns and increasing incidents of catastrophic sinkhole col
lapse, particularly in areas of unplanned urban growth. "

One of the best resources is our own Department of Natural Resources, which have studied the 

karst regions in Ohio and especially the four county area where the turbines are proposed to be 

built. The ODNR have multiple resources available to the public to learn about the karst area .If 
that were not enough, they have done a remarkable job putting an interactive karst map on their 

website that shows how extensive the karst area is.

There are hundreds if not thousands of articles explaining that building over a karst can be cata
strophic. (1 have brought two different resources for your viewing pleasure.) They explain the fra
gility of a karst system, how the aquifer system works within the karst system and the high risk of 
collapse and contamination to an ecosystem.

The aquifer that is within the karst area directly flows into Lake Erie. We already have seen the 

algae blooms that is what happens when farm chemicals, animal waste, and other pollutants 

make their way into a very delicate ecosystem.
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Above is a screen shot of ODNR's interactive karst map. This screen shot includes Seneca, Sandusky, 
Erie, and Huron Counties. Underneath all those dots are either a field verified karst, suspected karst, 
and natural springs. This map is wonderful, as it shows the magnitude of the karst area that covers 

our four counties. Apex would like them to be divided by area but that is impossible because the 

four county area is one big karst! The next page shows one dot of the many dots above.

With the interactive program, from the ODNR, you can see that each dot has the potential to be mas
sive. Each dot is interconnected in ways that you can't see from a dot on a map.



Interactive Karst Map from the ODNR
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ove. he fray and brown areas are a screen shot of ODNR's interactive karst website

IrflTh T "’“ »' ■'>=surface. The aquifer system connects to other karst in the area.



This area is directly over the karst from the previous page. The surface water is a much 

smaller part of the actual karst. The blue dot also on the previous page reflects the location 

that these pictures were taken. The road closes yearly because of rain, this brings in some 

pretty amazing birds and has become an eBird hotspot for birders. Eagles have been spotted 

visiting the karst/aquifer area.

Sinkholes
Groundwater dissolves 

soluble rock, creating 

fractures and caves.

Dissolving continues to 

form larger caves and 

fractures.

Dissolution greatest 
in fractured rock

(a)
I Mel

En\ (bi 1

—Cavern 
roof

supported
by

groundwater

Fractures enlarged 
by dissolution

You can visually see in the illustration above the fractures in the karst and how the underground 

aquifer system works. You can also visually see what makes our area so unstable.



The following are excerpts from the Fremont News Messenger article that was written by Daniel 

Carson and published Aug. 2, 2019.1 have enclosed the article within this packet. Ms. Montague, 

APEX Clean Energy spokesperson, was interviewed via email and she stated that a "series of 

steps were laid out to detect karst and avoid groundwater sources." Had APEX checked with the 

ODNR they would have found extensive research regarding the karst region and how the ground 

water is affected when the karst is disturbed.

"APEX is developing projects in the Oklahoma and Texas that have karst features." Kenneth S. 

Johnson, William J. Bangsund, Neal A. Hines published an article regarding the risk in siting wind 

turbines in Blaine County, Oklahoma. "Catastrophic collapse of a wind turbine is clearly unac

ceptable, and minor settlement could also be a risk. Differential settlement by even 3 cm across 

a 15-m-wide turbine foundation could lead to the turbine tilting out of tolerance..."

1 have done extensive research on the "developing projects", that is stated above, but have not 

found one turbine located over a karst in Oklahoma. There were some that were planned in 2017 

but have never come to fruition. APEX is welcome to correct me if I am wrong.

"If a turbine location is determined to be in a potential karst area, additional testing is conduct

ed,"

Our Ohio Department of Natural Resources has done an outstanding job of mapping Ohio's karst 
areas. I have enclosed in your packet a copy of the ODNR publication. As you can see by that pub
lication, karst have been studied in Ohio since the 1980's. There is so much information on karst 
that I was able to gain multiple government sources stating that building over a karst can be cata
strophic! Why would Apex choose one of the largest most vulnerable areas in Ohio to place 600 

feet turbines on?

"The typical and expected foundation of the turbine models under consideration in northern 

Ohio wind projects extend to a maximum depth of approximately 10 feet, which she described as 

not significant enough to impact groundwater. Turbines are intentionally sited away from wells 

and other water sources."

Well Ms. Montague you do not understand how a karst and aquifer work. The soil filters the 

groundwater, it then filters through the karst into the aquifer system. ODNR states, "The many 

passageways formed in karst terrain allow for high connectivity between the land surface and the 

water table". The pilings that Apex will have to put in to stabilize the turbine can be up to 30 feet 
deep with multiple pilings on one turbine. Imagine the damage that will do to the karst system 

and aquifer system. You visually can see by the illustration provided what will happen if you start 
disturbing the karst and the aquifer system it supports. Also, existing turbines are 400 feet tall, 
ours will be 655 feet tall, you cannot compare foundations or make the claim the same type will 
work. That is physics, when something goes up the foundation must be larger.



Dur oWn Department of Natural Resources has wonderful information for all of us. All academia versed 

in karst specifically mention how unstable the limestone is and how easily it is to destroy or contami
nate an aquifer system. We have some of the best experts in the country, specifically the ODNR, 
versed in karst and aquifer systems and yet we are not listening to them. Sinking pilings into the 

ground will only fracture the karst even further and compromise the drinking water by letting ground- 

water go directly into the aquifer. You see how massive our karst is and it supplies fresh drinking water 

to thousands of residents with in the four county area. How much will it cost to repair the damage that 
these turbines will do to the aquifer system? Once an ecosystem is destroyed you can not bring it back. 
This is a project that is so massive that it is beyond my comprehension, how this has even gotten this 

far in the process with the locations that they have proposed. This is much bigger than just putting up 

turbines this is our homes, our water sources, you can not put a monetary amount on that. We are 

talking the entire four county area is at critical risk. It's concerning to me that we are taking something 

that could be detrimental to our quality of life, water, and compromising its integrity. It's also concern
ing that we are talking about the money this project will bring. What will the cost be if hundreds if not 
thousands of wells are contaminated? What will the cost be if the 600+ turbines subside? 1 guarantee 

it will cost the state more money than these wind turbines will ever contribute to the great State of 
Ohio.

1 respectfully ask that you deny the application of 17-2295-EL-BGN, Republic Wind Farm for the reasons 

stated above.

Deborah J. Didion 

6040 County Road 113 

Bellevue, Ohio 44811
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FOREWORD
Karst regions, areas underlain by limestone, dolomite, marble, gypsum, and salt, constitute about 
25% of the land surface of the world. They are areas of abundant resources including water supplies, 
limestone quarries, minerals, oil, and natural gas. Many karst terrains make beautiful housing sites for 
urban development. Several mojor cities are underlain in part by karst, for example, St. Louis, MO; 
Nashville, TN; Birmingham, AL; Austin, TX; and others. However, since people have settled on karst 
areas, many problems have developed; for example, insufficient and easily contaminated water supplies, 
poor surface water drainage, and catastrophic collapse and subsidence features. By experience we have 
learned that each karst area is complex, and that special types of investigation are needed to help us bet
ter understand and live in them. In addition, urban development in these areas requires special sets of 
rules and regulations to minimize potential problems from present and future development.

The American Geological Institute produces the Environmental Awareness Series in cooperation with 
its Member Societies and others to provide a non-technical framework for a better understanding of 
environmental geoscience. This booklet was prepared under the sponsorship of the AGI Environmental 
Geoscience Advisory Committee (EGAC) with the support of the AGI Foundation. Publishing partners that 
have supported development of this booklet include: The American Cave Conservation Association, 
the Geological surveys in the states of Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois (Illinois Basin Consortium), National 
Park Service, National Speleological Society, U.S. Bureau of Land Management, USDA Forest Service,

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the U. S. Geological Survey.
Since its creation in 1993, the EGAC has assisted AGI by identifying projects and activities that 

will help the Institute achieve the following goals: increase public awareness and understanding of 
environmental issues and the controls of Earth systems on the environment; communicate societal needs 

for better management of Earth resources, protection from natural hazords, and 
assessment of risks associated with human impacts on the environment; promote 

appropriate science in public policy through improved communication within 
and beyond the geoscience community related to environmentalI
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R E F A C E
Karst areas are among the world's most diverse, fascinating, resource-rich, yet problematic terrains. 
They contain the largest springs and most productive groundwater supplies on Earth. They provide 
unique subsurface habitat to rare animals, and their caves preserve fragile prehistoric material for 
millennia. They are also the landscapes most vulnerable to environmental impacts. Their groundwater 
is the most easily polluted. Water in their wells and springs can dramatically and rapidly fluctuate in 
response to surface events. Sinkholes located miles away from rivers can flood homes and businesses. 
Following storms, droughts, and changes in land use, new sinkholes can form suddenly, collapsing to 
swallow buildings, roads, and pastures.

The unique attributes of karst areas present challenges. In many cases, understanding the complex 
hydrologies of karst aquifers still requires specialists for accurate assessments. Unlike other terrains 
where most processes occur and can be observed at the surface, many critical processes in karst 
occur underground, requiring monitoring of groundwater flow and exploration and study of caves. 
Rather than being mere geologic curiosities, caves are now recognized as subsurface extensions of karst 
landscapes, serving vital roles In the evolution of the landscapes, and In defining Hie environmental 
resources and problems that exist in those areas.

This booklet unravels some of the complexities and provides easy to understand, sound practical 
guidance for living In karst areas. Mafor topics include

■ Describing what karst is and how it "works."
■ Identifying the resources and uses of karst areas from prehistoric to modern times.

■ Outlining the problems that can occur in karst oreas and their couses.
■ Providing guidelines and solutions for preventing or helping overcome problems.
■ Presenting sources of additional information for further research and assistance.

Karst areas offer important resources, with much of their wealth hidden underground. Careful use 
can produce many economic and scientific benefits. Sound management of karst areas requires the 
conscientious participotion of citizens including homeowners, planners, government officials, develop
ers, farmers, ranchers, and other land-use decision makers. It's up to you to manage your karst areas 
wisely. We hope this booklet helps.

We greatly appreciate the assistance we received from individuals and organizations in preparing 
this booklet. Several reviews helped craft the manuscript and ensure that the information was correct 
and up-to-date. Numerous photographs, in addition to those provided by the authors, were kindly 
donated for use. Our special thanks go to the organizations named on the inside cover who supported 
the publication and to the American Geological Institute for producing it.

George Veni and Harvey DuChene, editors 
May, 2001
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• or a landscape that makes up over a fifth 
of the United States, "karst" is a word that is 
foreign to most Americons. Major karst areas 
occur in 20 states and numerous smaller korst 
regions occur throughout the nation (Fig. 1). 
Karst describes landscapes characterized by 
caves, sinkholes, underground streams, and 
other features formed by the slow dissolving, 
rather than mechanical eroding, of bedrock. 
As populations have grown and expanded 
into karst areas, people have discovered the 
problems of living on those terrains, such as 
sinkhole collapse, sinkhole flooding, and easi

ly polluted groundwater that rapidly moves 
contaminants to wells and springs. With the 
help of science and technology, residents and 
communities are developing solutions to the 
problems of living with karst.

What the Environmental 
Concerns Are
Karst regions require special care to prevent 
contamination of vulnerable groundwater 
supplies and to avoid building in geologically 
hazardous areas. Living in karst environments 
moy result in

■ Urban pollution of groundwater by sewage, 
runoff containing petrochemicals derived 
from paved areas, domestic and industrial 
chemicals, and trash;

■ Rural groundwater pollution from sewage, 
fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, dead live

stock, and trash;

■ Destabilization of the delicate equilibrium 
between surface and underground compo

nents of karst resulting in alteration of 
drainage patterns and increasing incidents 
of catastrophic sinkhole collapse, particular

ly in areas of unplanned urban grov/th;

■ Construction problems, particularly the 
clearing and stabilization of land for build

ings and roads;

■ Challenges to water-supply development;

■ Challenges to mine dewatering and 
excavation.

The financial impacts of these problems 
are substontial. As on example, the repair 
costs of five large dam sites in karst settings 
were in excess of $140 million. According to 
the U.5. National Research Council report, 
Mif/gafing Losses from Land Subsidence In the 
United Stotes (1991), six states have individu

ally sustained at least $10 million in damages 
resulting from sinkholes. As a result, awareness 
programs for catastrophic subsidence areas 
have been developed, as well os insurance 
programs applicable to sinkhole problems.

How Science and 
Technology Can Help
Complicated geologic processes increase 
the problems of living in karst regions. As our 
understanding of karst systems has improved, 
so has our ability to prevent many land-use 
problems and to remediate those that do 
occur. Science and technology can

■ Provide information about karst aquifer 
systems so that residents con better protect 
groundwater supplies from pollution;

■ Supply information on geological hazards 
such as areas with the potential for collapse 
due to shallow cave systems, thereby helping 
planners avoid building in unstable areas;

■ Provide the means to map the subsurface 
hydrology and geology to identify areas 
where productive water wells may be located 
and to identify potential karst problems;

■ Provide information for planners, developers, 
land management officials, and the general 
public about the special problems

of living in karst environments; and

■ Provide solutions for environmental problems 
when they do occur.

KARST

Pry/

Karst is

landforms

and

landscapes 

formed 

primarily 

through the 

dissolving 

of rock.



Idaho, highly 
productive 
pseudokarst 
aquifer

California & 
Oregon, best 
developed 
morble karst 
in U.S.

Oklahoma, 
longest U.S. 
gypsum cave

Alasko, caves 
containing impor
tant paleontological 
and archeological 
evidence of dry 
land connection to 
Asia during Ice Age

‘h

New Mexico, 
very large unusual 
caves formed by 
sulfuric acid

Texas, world's 
largest flowing 
artesian well

Hawaii, world's 
longest and 
deepest leva tube



u.s.

New York, 
glocial sediments 
preserved in caves 
and sinkholes

MA
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Kentucky, world's 
longest cove

Tennessee, state 
with most caves

Missouri & Arkansas, 
rare endangered 
blind cave fish

Fig. 1. This mop is a general representofion of U.S. karsi and 
pseudokorst oreos. While based on the best avo/7oble informo- 
fion, the sco/e does not allow detailed and precise representotion 
of the oreos. Local geologic mops and field exominotion should 
be used where exact information is needed. Karst features ond 
hydrology vory from place to place. Some oreos ore highly 
cavernous, ond others ore not. Although most korst is exposed 
ot the lond surfoce, some is buried under layers of sediment ond 
rock, ond still affects surface octivities.

Florida,
most productive 
U.S. Aquifer

Carbonate Rocks
(limestone, dolomite, 

morble)

Evaporite Rocks
fgypsum, holitej

Pseudokarst

Exposed
H Buried (under 10 to 200 ft.

[3 to 60 m] of non-carbonates)

H Exposed

Buried (under 70 to 200 ft.
[3 to 60 m] of non-evaporites)

Volcanic

t -t Unconsolidated moteriol
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andforms produced primarily through 
the dissolving of rock, such as limestone, 
dolomite, marble, gypsum, and salt, ore 
collectively known as karst. Features of karst 
landscapes include sinkholes, caves, large 
springs, dry valleys and sinking streams. These 
landscapes are characterized by efficient flow 
of groundwater through conduits that become 
larger as the bedrock dissolves. In karst 
areas, water commonly drains rapidly into 
the subsurface at zones of recharge and then 
through a network of fractures, partings, ond 
caves, emerges at the surface in zones of 
discharge at springs, seeps, and wells.

The appearance of karst varies from 
place to place, with different features having 
greater or lesser prominence according to 
local hydrogeologic factors. Even ancient or 
"paleokarst" that is buried under other rocks 
and sediments and is not exposed at the sur

face can have an effect on surface land use. 
Several false or "pseudokarst" areas also 
occur, especially in the western United States 
(Fig.l). These regions contain karst-like fea

tures which have developed in poorly soluble 
rocks. Although formed by different 
processes, pseudokorst 
areas are often simi- 
lar to karst 
areas in how 
they are 
used and 
affected by 
human activi

ties.

occurring acid that is very common in 
groundwater. This acid is created when water 
falling through the atmosphere tokes on a 
small amount of carbon dioxide. As the slight

ly acidic rainwater passes through soil, the 
water absorbs additional carbon dioxide and 
becomes more acidic. Acidic water readily 
dissolves calcite, the principal mineral in 
limestone and marble, and an important 
mineral in dolomite.

Acidic groundwater moving through frac

tures ond other spoces within the rock gradu

ally alters small openings creating large pas

sages and networks of interconnected con

duits. Solution sinkholes form by dissolving the 
bedrock at the surface downward as surface 
water is captured and diverted underground 
(Fig. 2). Most flow and enlargement toke 
place at or just below the water table, the 
level below which the ground is saturated with 
water. The circulation of water and bedrock 
dissolution are greatest there because frac

tures are connected and most open, whereas 
underground spaces tend to become

Fig. 2. This 

solution sinkhole 

holds wafer 

above the water 

table. Although 

most sinkholes 

drain rapidly, 

some like this 

one, have 

natural plugs 

ond moy hold 

water for many 

years.

y-fS-

How Karst Forms
Karst forms as water dissolves soluble 
bedrock. Although water alone con dissolve 
salt and gypsum, limestone, dolomite, and 
marble are less soluble and require acidic 
water. Carbonic acid is a mild, naturally

progressively

narrower and smaller with depth. Where these 
openings ore dissolved large enough to allow 
human entry, they are called "caves."

n



Fjg. 3. fR/ghf) Horizoniol cove 
possoges form below the wafer fable, 
and they usually hove a smooth, 
rounded to elliptical shope. The wafer 
fob/e hos since dropped below this 
Mexican cove, and recenf floods 
washed in the boulders. m ^
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Fig. 4. fAboveJ 
Vertical cave pas
sages, like this one, 
typically form obove 
fhe wafer fob/e, usual
ly along fractures, and 
they efficiently chan
nel water that enters 
coves down to the 
aquifers below.

Most coves form at or just below the 
water table, and consequently cave passages 
are generally horizontal. In cross section, 
these cave passages are elliptical tubes usual

ly developed in soluble beds of rock (Fig. 3).

In controst, passages formed above the water 
table are canyon-like corridors that have been 
formed by dissolution and physical erosion 
as water cut down through the rock. Cross 
sections of cave passages formed above the 
water table are narrow and tall, and pits are 
common (Fig. 4).

Caves above the water table are 
tributaries to caves below the water table. 
Over time, small channels and conduits 
merge to form large cave passages in the 
downstream direction. In a mature cave 
system, an underground branching, 
tree-like drainage network develops that 
resembles surface stream systems (Fig. 5).

The flow of water is concentrated in large 
conduits and typically emerges at a few 
springs with high rates of discharge. At 
this stage, the karst groundwater system

F('g, 5. (6e/ow) 
Flow patterns 
for underground 
wofer in karst 
commonly have a 
branching shape. 
Small branches, 
which begin by 
capturing surface 
wofer from 
sinkho/es ond 
frocfures, gain in 
size and wofer 
volume os they 
flow downstream, 
merge, ond even
tually discharge 
at springs.

Fig. 6. (Left) This split-level cave in Mexico 
formed by wofer first flowing through the dry 
upper possoge, which was abandoned os the 
water table dropped ond groundwater cut o new 
route through fhe lower passage to reach fhe 
current water table.



fi'g. 8. The sharp
edges o/ong /he walls and 
the tell-tale angular rocks 
on the floor are evidence 
that this possage formed 
by the collapse of a 
deeper possage.

Fig. 9. (Below) On rare occa
sions, a collapsing cave room 
or passage may ex/end high 
enough that a co//opse s/n/cho/e 
forms in bedrock on the surface.

Fig. 7. (Righfj A "spe/eoZ/iem" /s a 
m/nero/ depos/7 formed in coves 
by precipitation from minero/-nch 
wafer. Common exomp/es ore sta
lactites hanging from the ceiling, 
stalagmites growing up from the 
floor, and columns where the hvo 
join. Natural Bridge Governs is o 
show cove in Texas.

is a coherent port of the hydrologic cycle. 
Water passes dovsmv/ard from the surface, 
through this efficient system of natural 
"pipes" and emerges elsewhere at the 
surface as seeps and springs.

Because springs usually discharge into 
valleys that are continually deepened by 
surface streams, water tables gradually fall 
and springs migrate to lower elevations. 
Consequently, newer cave passages form at 
lower elevations, while previously formed 
upper-level passages and rooms are drained 
(Fig. 6). These caves are relatively dry except 
for dripping water and an occasional stream 
making its way from the surface to the water 
table. Water dripping or flowing into passages 
may deposit calcite speleothems, such as sta

lactites, stalagmites, and columns (Fig. 7). 
Ceilings of rooms and passages collapse 
when passages become too wide to support 
the bedrock overlying them (Fig. 8). The 
danger of collapse increases when water is 
drained from the cave and its buoyant force is 
not present to help support ceilings. Some 
collapse sinkholes develop where collapse of 
the cave roof reaches the surface of the Earth 
(Fig. 9). More commonly, they develop when 
soil collapses after deeper soils wash into 
underlying caves.
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F/g. 10.

When it rains, 
this New 
York swallet 
"swallows" 

all of the 
wafer that 
flows down 
the creek 
bed.

Unlike other landscopes, groundwater 
recharge into karst aquifers carries substantial 
amounts of dissolved and suspended earth 
materials underground. First, the water con

tains ions that are produced naturally as the 
rock is dissolved. Second, water conveys parti

cles that range in size from submicroscopic 
clay particles to boulders. Great volumes of 
sediment are transported underground in 
karst areas, sometimes resulting in openings 
becoming clogged. The mechanical and 
chemical removal of material in karst occurs 
throughout the zone between the land surface 
and the bedrock. Unlike other terrains, where 
weathering forms a soil that may thickly

Fig. } 1. The fractures 
ond p/ts in this limestone 
have become larger os 
the surrounding rock 
dissolved by solution.

blanket the bedrock and retard erosion, in 
korst, the continue) removal of material into 
the subsurface allows high, sustained rates of 
erosion. Many karst areas, especially in the 
western United States where soil production is 
slow, are covered with only thin or patchy 
soils.

Hydrologic Characteristics
Karst features may or may not be easily rec

ognizable on the surface, but areas where the 
surface bedrock is limestone or gypsum have 
a high probability of karst development. Karst 
areas commonly lack surface water and have 
numerous stream beds that are dry except 
during periods of high runoff. These regions 
hove internal drainage; streams flow into the 
closed depressions called sinkholes where 
there is no surface outlet. A typical sinkhole 
is bowl shaped, with one or more low spots 
along its bottom. In some cases a swallow 
hole, or swallet, may be present at the bottom 
of the sinkhole where surface water flows 
underground into fractures or caves (Fig. 10). 
Water may also enter a karst aquifer along 
streams that flow over karst areas and disap

pear from the surface. A stream of this type is 
known as a sinking stream and in some cases 
it may lose water along a substantial part of 
its length. In the subsurface, the storage and 
flow of groundwater is controlled by the 
porosity and permeability of the rock.

Porosity and Permeability

All rock contains pore spaces. Porosity is the 
percentage of the bulk volume of a rock that 
is occupied by pores (Fig. 11).



For example, a porosity of 20% means that 
bedrock is 80% solid material (rock) and 20% 
open spaces (pores or fractures). Voids in the 
bedrock are the openings where groundwater 
can be stored. Where voids are connected, 
they also provide the paths for groundwater 
flow.

Permeability is a measure of how well 
groundwater flows or migrates through an 
aquifer. A rock may be porous, but unless 
those pores are connected, permeability will 
be low. Generally speaking, the permeability 
of rocks in well-developed karst areas is very 
high when networks of fractures have been 
enlarged and connected by solution (Fig. 12).

In most limestones, the primary porosity 
and permeability, or hydrologic characteristics 
created as the rock formed, are generally low. 
However in karst areas, large cavernous 
porosities and high permeability are common. 
These hydrologic characteristics, including 
fractures and openings enlarged by solution, 
are almost always secondary or tertiary fea

tures that were created or enhanced after 
the rock was formed.

The Hydrologic Cycle
The source of groundwater for all aquifers is 
precipitation. When rain falls, plants and soil 
absorb some of the rain water, some of it 
drains into streams, some evaporates, and 
the remainder moves downward into aquifers 
recharging them (Fig. 13). Groundwater 
moves through the hydrologic cycle as part of 
a dynamic flow system from recharge areas to 
discharge areas that flow into streams, lakes, 
wetlands, or the oceans. Streams that flow 
during periods of little rainfall are fed by 
groundwater.

Fig. 12. The 
bedrock surface 
in karsf terrains 
is often highly 
fissured and per

meable. In areas 
lacking soil this 
surfoce con be 
directly viewed 
and is called 
karst pavement 
(Fig. 52).

Fig. 13. The 
hydrologic cycle

Transpirationation
in karst areas.
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sufficient 

permeability is 

established 

through the 

bedrock water 

circulates freely 

from places of 

recharge to areas 

of discharge.

The Karst Aquifer
An aquifer is a zone within the ground that 
serves as a reservoir of water and that can 
transmit the water to springs or wells. Karst 
aquifers are unique because the water exists 
and flows within fractures or other openings 
that have been enlarged by natural dissolution 
processes. However, water flow in karst 
aquifers is commonly localized within con

duits, with little or no flow in the adjacent 
rock. This situation means that successful 
wells must intersect one or more voids where 
the water is flowing. In a karst region, drilling 
for water may be a hit-or-miss endeavor; in 
contrast to drilling In porous media aquifers 
where flow conditions are more uniform and 
the probability of finding adequate water 
is higher.

Vodose and Phreatic Zones
The area between the surface of the land and 
the water table, which is called the vadose 
zone, contains air within the pore spaces or 
fractures. In the vadose zone, groundwater 
migrates downward from the surface to the 
phreatic zone, in which pore spaces are filled 
with water. The boundary between the vadose 
and phreatic zones is the water table (Fig. 14). 
The vertical position of the water table fluctu

ates in response to storms or seasonal 
changes in weather, being lower during dry 
times and higher during wetter periods. In 
non-karst aquifers, the vadose and phreatic 
zones are called the unsaturated and saturat

ed zones. The use of those terms in regard to 
karst aquifers is not recommended, because 
chemical saturation of the water with dissolved 
minerals is a critical factor In aquifer flow and 
development.

Karst aquifers may contain perched 
water, which is groundwoter that Is temporarily 
pooled or flowing in the vadose zone.

Although perched water generally occurs in 
relatively small volumes, it can provide water 
to wells and springs.

Groundwater Recharge 
and Discharge
The process of adding water to an aquifer 
is known as recharge. Where surface water 
enters an aquifer at specific spots, such as 
sinkholes and swallets, discrete recharge 
occurs. When water infiltrates into underlying 
bedrock through small fractures or granular 
material over a wide area, the recharge 
process is referred to as diffuse recharge. 
Where water comes to the surface at specific 
springs (Fig. 15) or wells, it is known as dis

crete discharge, but where water flows out of 
the ground over a larger area, such as a 
series of small springs or seeps, the discharge 
is diffuse. While recharge and discharge vary 
in magnitude in all aquifers, they vary the 
most in karst aquifers by allowing the greatest 
rates of water flow. Large springs tend to be 
most commonly reported. Thus, those states 
with the greatest number of recorded springs, 
including more than 3,000 each in Alabama, 
Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, 
and West Virginia, also have significantly 
large karst areas.

Once sufficient permeability is established 
through the bedrock, water circulates freely 
from places of recharge to areas of dis

charge. In karst areas where the water table is 
near the surface, such as Florida's Suwannee 
River basin, declines in the water table can 
change springs into recharge sites, and rises 
in the water table can convert sinkholes into 
springs. Features that sometimes discharge 
water and other times recharge water are 
known as estavelles.

In areas where groundwater in karst 
flows through open conduits, the aquifers

16
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Fig. J4. The surface of 

fF/s cave streom morics 

the water table of this 

karst aquifer. The area 

above the water table 

is called the "vadose 

zone" and the area 

below, where all voids 

ore filled with water, is 

the "phreatic zone."

respond very quickly to surface events such 
as storms and stream flooding. This response 
is typically many times greater and faster than 
v/ould occur in non-karst aquifers. Therefore, 
interactions between surface and groundwater 
processes ore greatly enhanced in karst.

It is important to know that even in the 
absence of surface streams, a karst region 
is a zone of drainage into the aquifer; the 
entire area can be a recharge zone. Surface 
water over the whole area, not just within 
sinkholes, carries sediment and pollutants into 
the subsurface. Removal of vegetation from 
surrounding areas through farming, forestry, 
or urbanization may significantly change 
drainage conditions leading to alteration of 
the aquifer by clogging of openings, ponding, 
and flooding, as well as contamination of 
groundwater resources. As the world's popu

lation grows and continues expanding onto 
karst areas, people are discovering the prob

lems of living on karst. Potential problems and 
environmental concerns include sinkhole 
flooding, sinkhole collapse, and easily pollut

ed groundwater supplies, where contaminants 
move rapidly to wells and springs. The follow

ing chapters discuss assets of karst as well as 
some of the chollenging aspects of living in 
karst areas.
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Fig. 15. Some springs 

rise from streombeds 

while others pour out 

of bedrock. Blanchard 

Springs Governs, 
Ar/consos.
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rst areas are among the most varied of 
Eorth's landscapes with a wide array of sur

face and subsurface terrains and resources. 
Some of their features are unique to karst, 
and others tend be most abundant in karst 
regions. The following sections describe the 
most frequently used or encountered karst 

resources.

Water Resources
Without a doubt, water is the most commonly 
used resource in karst areas. Although the 
lack of surface water is commonly characteris

tic of karst areas, they also contain some of 
the largest water-producing wells and springs 
in the world. Until the development of well- 
drilling technologies, communities generally 
were located along the margins of karst areas, 
downstream from large springs that provided 
water for drinking, agriculture, and other uses.

Historical accounts describe the vital role 
of karst groundwater for communities as far 
back as pre-Biblical times in Europe and the 
Middle East. Assyrian King Salmanassar III 
recognized the importance of karst springs as 
early as 852 B.C., as recorded in the descrip

tion of his study of the cave spring at the head 
of the Tigris River. For centuries throughout the 
world, water has been channeled from springs 
toward towns ond fields, or collected from 
caves and sinkholes in vessels (Fig. 16) or by 
hand or wind-powered pumps. These methods 
are still used in parts of the world where 
drilling technology is not affordable or 
practical.

Water-well drilling has allowed more 
people to move into karst areas. However, 
water yield from karst aquifers can ronge from 
zero to abundant, depending on the number 
of fractures and voids penetrated by a well

Fig. 16. Until 
recentfy, mony 
Moyo of Mexico 
and Centro/ 
America would 
walk long dis
tances each day 
to a nearby cave, 
then climb down 
inside to retrieve 
water, os shown 
In this 1844 
drowing by 
Frederick 
Cotherwood,

bore and the amount of water they 
carry. The world's largest flowing artesian 
well intersected a cave passage in Texas' 
Edwards Aquifer estimated to be 8 ft 
(2.4 m) high, and tapped water under such 
pressure that it shot a 3-ft (1 m) diameter,

30 ft (9 m) high fountain into the air and 
flowed at a rate of 35,000 gallons/minute 
(2.2 cubic meters/second) (Fig. 17).

The cavernous nature of karst aquifers 
allows considerable volumes of water to be 
stored underground. This is especially 
valuable in arid climates where evaporation 
is high. In some parts of the world, cave 
streams are large enough to economically 
merit damming to store water for direct 
usage, mechanical water-wheel power, 
hydroelectric power, and to limit downstream 
flooding. The Floridan Aquifer in Florida 
yields over 250 million gallons/day (947,500 
mVday) to wells, and Figeh Spring, in Syria, 
which is the 3rd largest spring in the world, 
on average discharges 63,200 gallons/ 
minute (4.0 mVsec) and supplies the entire 
city of Damascus with water.

Fig. 17.
Before it wos 
copped, the 
record-setting 
"Catfish Farm 
Well" shot wafer 
30 ft (9 m) into 
the air from the 
Edward Aquifer 
in Texas.
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Fig. 18. (Above)
/ce spe/eo^hems 
ore presenf year- 
round rn fh/s Swiss 
cove.

Fig. 20. (Right) 
Cinnobor ond other 
hydrofhermally 
deposited minerals 
in a cove intersect
ed by o mine.

Earth History
Karst plays an important role in increasing 
our understanding of the history of past cli

mates and environments on Earth. Sediments 
and speleothem or mineral deposits in caves 
are among the richest sources of paleoclimate 
information, providing detailed records of 
fluctuations in regional temperature,

Fig. 19. Vats used in the 
1800s to leach saltpeter 
for gunpowder. Mommoth 
Cove, Mammoth Cove 
Notional Pork, KY.

atmospheric gases, rainfall, ice ages, 
sea-level changes, and plants and animals 
that once inhabited the areas during the past 
several hundred thousand years.

Mineral Resources
Prehistoric peoples found shelter and mineral 
resources in caves. It is well-documented that 
they mined caves for flint (also known as 
chert) to make stone tools and for sulfate min

erals and clays for medicines and paint pig

ment. In Europe, a soft speleothem known as 
moonmilk was used as a poultice, an antacid, 
to induce mother's milk, and to remedy other 
medical woes. Prior to refrigeration, cold 
caves were mined for ice (Fig. 18), and in the 
early 1800s, the beer brewing industry of St. 
Louis, Missouri, was based on the availability 
of caves as places of cold storage.

In the United States during the 
Revolutionary War, War of 1812, and Civil 
War, over 250 caves were mined for saltpeter, 
which was used in the production of gunpow

der (Fig. 19). Like saltpeter, phosphate-rich 
bat guano deposits used to enrich agricultural 
soils are mined in caves. Bat guano was the 
most highly rated fertilizer of the 19th and 
early 20th centuries until it was supplanted by 
cheaper and more easily obtained chemical 
fertilizers.

The most common mineral resource 
extracted from karst areas is the quarried rock 
itself. Limestone, dolomite, marble, gypsum, 
trovertine, and salt are all mined in large 
quantities throughout the world. Quarry oper

ators prefer mining non-cavemous rock, but 
in many areas this is not available and many 
caves are lost. Unfortunately, sometimes the



exotic mineral deposits called speleothems 
are also mined from coves, despite such 
collecting being an illegal activity in mony 
states. The removal of speleothems results in 
the loss of thousands of years of information 
on Earth's history and the vandalism of beau

tiful natural landscapes.

Karst areas, including ancient or pale- 
okarst, may contain large reserves of lead, 
zinc, aluminum, oil, natural gas, and other 
valuable commodities. Paleokarst is karst 
terrain that has been buried beneath younger 
sediments. Significant economic ore deposits 
accumulate in the large voids in paleokarst 
rocks, especially where mineral-bearing ther

mal or sulfide-rich solutions have modified 
the bedrock. In some areas, lead and zinc 
deposits are common, forming large econom

ically valuoble mineral deposits like those in 
Arkansas and Missouri (Fig. 20). Many oil 
and gas fields throughout the world tap highly 
porous and permeable paleokarst reservoirs 
where tremendous volumes of petroleum 
are naturally stored. Abundant deposits of 
aluminum occur in laterite soils composed 
of the insoluble residue derived from 
limestone that has been dissolved in 
humid climates.

Ecology
Many species of bats, including those 
that form some of the world's largest 
colonies, roost in caves (Fig. 21).

Nectar feeding bats are important polli

nators, ond a number of economically 
and ecologically important plants 
might not survive without 
them. Insectivorous bats 
make up the largest known 
colonies of mammals in 
the world. Populations from 
some of these colonies may

eat nearly a million pounds (454,000 kg) of 
insects per night, including moths, mosqui

toes, beetles, and related agricultural pests. 
Fruit-eating bats eat ripe fruit on the branch, 
scatter the seeds, and thereby contribute to 
the propagation of trees. In Pacific islands, the 
regenreation of at least 40% of tree species 
are known to depend on bats, and in western 
Africa, bats carry 90-98% of the seeds that 
initiate reforestation of cleared lands.

Because caves lack sunlight, they create 
highly specialized ecosystems that have 
evolved for survival in low-energy and light

less environments. Troglobites are animals 
that ore adapted to living their entire lives 
underground. They have no eyes, often lack 
pigment, and have elongated legs and 
antennae. Some have specialized organs that 
detect smell and movement to help them 
navigate In a totally dark environment and 
find food. Fish, salamanders, spiders, beetles, 
crabs, and many other animals hove evolved 
such species (Fig. 22). Since cave habitats are

Fig. 21. Mexicon 
free-foiled bats 
flying out from 
Bracken Cove, 
Texas, of night to 
feed. Each spring, 
obout 20 mi/l/on 
pregnont bats 
migrate to this 
mofernify colony 
from Mexico. On 
overoge, eocb 
giVes birth to one 
pup ond by the 
fall the population 
swells to 40 mil
lion — the largest 
bat popu/otion 
ond greatest 
known concentro- 
l/on of mammals 
in the world.
During o typical 
night, they will eat 
roughly 1,000,000 
pounds (454,000 
kg) of insects, 
inc/uding mony 
agricultural pests.

Fig. 22. (Left) These blind shrimp-like animals, 
which live in mony karst oquifers, ore on exom- 
p/e of o troglobite species. These animals hove 
adopted to their food-poor, lightless environ
ment by loss of sight and lack of pigmentation.



Fig. 23. (Left) The study of microbes in bio/ogica//y 
extreme cove environments is teaching scientists how 
and where to search for life on Mars and other planets.

Fig. 24. fRightJ 
Thirteen hundred 
year old Mayan 
hieroglyphic paint
ings preserved in o 
Guotemolon cove.
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Fig. 25. A tourist enjoying the splendors 
of Boilong Dong (White Drogon Cove), 
o show cove in Chino.

for less complex than those on the surface, 
biologists study these animals for insights into 
evolution and ecosystem development. An 
extreme example of an isolated karst ecosys

tem is in Movile Cave, Romania. Geologic 
evidence indicates that the cave was blocked- 
off from the surface for an estimated 5 million 
years until a hand-dug well accidentally 
created on entrance in 1986. This cave has 
a distinct ecosystem based on sulfur bacteria 
that are the base of a food chain that 
supports 33 invertebrate species known 
only from that site.

Microbial organisms in caves have only 
recently been studied, but they are important 
contributors to biological and geological 
processes in karst environments. Microbes 
accelerate dissolution by increasing the rate 
of limestone erosion in some circumstances.

In other cases, they moy contribute to the 
deposition of speleothems. Changes in the 
number and types of certain bacteria are 
indicators that have been used to trace 
groundwater flow paths and to identify pollu

tion sources. Several cave microbes are 
promising candidates for cancer medicines, 
and others moy be useful for bioremediation 
of toxic wastes spilled into the environment. 
Certain sulfur-based microorganisms are 
being studied as possible onalogs for life 
in outer space (Fig. 23}.

Archaeology and Culture
From early times in human development, 
caves hove served, first as shelters, and later, 
os resource reservoirs and religious sites. 
Many of the world's greotest archaeological 
sites have been found in caves, where fragile 
moterials that would easily be destroyed in 
other settings have been preserved. Caves



were reliable sources of water when other 
sources went dry, and minerals and clays were 
mined for both practical and ceremonial use. 
Generations of habitation resulted in deep 
accumulations of bones, ash, food scraps, 
burials, wastes, and other materials. The 
archaeological Importonce of coves stems not 
only from the volume of cultural material, but 
also from the degree of preservation. Fragile 
and ephemeral items such as footprints, 
woven items of clothing and delicate paintings 
are examples of these rare artifacts (Fig. 24}.

Recreation
Karst areas provide three main types of 
recreational settings; show or commercial 
caves, wild caves, and scenic areas. For many 
people, their only exposure to the karst envi

ronment occurs when they visit show caves. 
There, they can view delicate and grand min

eral displays, vaulted chambers, hidden rivers, 
and other underground wonders (Fig. 25). 
Some of the world's most outstanding caves 
are open to the public in the United States. 
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, is the world's 
longest cave with over 355 miles (572 km) 
mapped. Carlsbad Caverns, New Mexico, 
which like Mammoth Cave, is a U.S. national 
park, contains some of the world's largest 
rooms and passoges. Caverns of Sonora, a 
privately owned cave in Texas, is international

ly recognized as one of the world's most 
beautiful show caves.

"Wild" coves remain in their natural state, 
and they are located throughout the country 
on public and private land. For most people, 
a visit to a wild cave is a one-time adventure, 
but for thousands of "cavers" worldwide, it is 
a regular pastime. Caving is a sport that con

tributes to science, because many cavers cre

ate detailed maps as they explore and note 
features that may be of scientific importance.

The above-ground portions of korst areas 
form some of the most unusual landscapes in 
the world, epitomized by the impressive Tower 
Karst region of southeast China (Fig. 26). 
Other exceptionally scenic karst regions occur 
in, but are not limited to, Brazil, Croatia, 
Cuba, France, Malaysia, Slovenia, Thailand, 
the United States, and Vietnam. Recreational 
activities in scenic karst areas include car 
touring, boating, hiking, fishing, camping, 
swimming, backpacking, noture watching, 
photography, and, of course, exploring wild 
and show caves.

Fig. 26. The
spectacular 
tower karst 
along the 
U River in 
Chino.
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Sinkhole collapse in Winter Park, Florida.



'■ hen karst landscapes are sites of 
urban development, their particular structural 
and hydrological characteristics must be 
understood. The occurrence of cavities in the 
rock and the soil requires special engineering 
considerations to provide stable foundations 
for the construction of roads and buildings. 
Because groundwater moves very rapidly in 
karst regions, pollutants can be spread long 
distances in a short period of time. Adequate 
supplies of drinking water may be difficult 
to locate and are at risk of contamination. 
Sinkhole collapse, drainage problems, and 
groundwater contamination are engineering 
and environmental concerns associated with 
development on karst terrains.

Sinkhole Collapse
Although collapse of cave passages within 
solid limestone bedrock is part of the normal 
process of landscape development in karst 
areas, it is a very rare event over human time 
scales. Most observed collapses occur in soils 
and sediments overlying the bedrock. In some 
karst areas, such sinkhole collapses reach 
spectacular proportions and cause consider

able damage. For example, many catastroph

ic sinkhole collapses, such as the one on the 
opposite page have occurred within the 
relatively young, soil-covered karst of north- 
central Florida. This sinkhole developed in 
Winter Park, Florida, in 1981. Within a few 
days it had grown to over 330 ft (100 m) 
long by 300 ft (90 m) wide, swallowing cars, 
buildings, trees, a road, and part of a 
swimming pool.

Probably the most catastrophic sink

hole event in recorded history occurred in 
December 1962, in West Driefontein, South 
Africa. Twenty-nine lives were lost by the sud

den disappearance of a building into a huge 
collapse that measured over 180 ft (55 m}

across. This event, along with an additional 
10 fatalities and a great deal of property 
damage from sinkhole collapse during the 
1960s and 1970s, caused the government of 
South Africa to establish an intensive research 
program addressing the problems and mech

anisms of sinkhole collapse. Collapses in the 
"dolomite land" areas of the country result 
from water entering the ground from failed 
water and sewer systems, poorly designed 
drainage, and ground vibrations. In one study 
in suburban Pretoria, it was determined that 
96% of nearly 400 sinkholes were induced by 
human activities. Rapid lowering of the area's 
water table by dewatering deep gold mines 
caused a loss of buoyant support and resulted 
in especially large collapses.

Sinkhole collapses occur naturally; 
they also may be induced by human activities 
(Fig. 27). Natural sinkholes and induced 
sinkholes can generally be separated on the 
basis of physical characteristics, frequency 
and density of occurrence, and environmental 
setting. Induced sinkholes generally develop 
much faster than natural sinkholes, although 
all collapse sinkholes require some dissolution 
of the underlying bedrock.

Fig. 27. 

Catastrophic 
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collapses have 
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areas oround 

the world and 
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costly in both 
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Fig. 30. Sinkhole collapse com

monly results where the casings of 
drainage wells are not properly 
sealed to the bedrock.

Fig. 28. (Above) (a) In the layer of 
unconso/idofed rock motehol, or regolifh, 
arches form at a droinage well below a 
retention basin and of o nofuro/ drain 
under o bui/ding, (b) During 0 flood, 
collapse occurs at the drainage well, (c)
The collapse is excavated to bedrock and 
filled with rocks (large at the bottom and 
imaller toward the top) to allow drainage 
into the well yet block sediment flow. In this 
example, that remediation is not odequate, 
(d) Water and sediment begin to flow to 
the natural drain, en/orging tbot regolith 
arch and forming a horizontal regolith 
cave, (e) Surface collapse occurs in three 
places due to collapse of the regolitfi orch 
over the natural drain and collapse of the 
regolith cove, (f) The collapses ore exca
vated to bedrock under the building and a 
concrete slab poured over the noturol droin 
in the bedrock. Steel I-beams are installed 
to support o new steel reinforced building 
foundotion. The excovotion is then filled 
with compacted soil, the retention basin Is 
graded over, and a concrete pipe laid to 
direct storm-water runoff to a stream, storm 
sewer, or onofher retention bosin.



Urbanization increases the risk of induced 
sinkhole collapse. The risk of collapse may 
increase because of 1) land-use changes, 
stream bed diversions, and impoundments 
that locally increase the downward movement 
of water into bedrock openings beneath the 
soil, and 2} greater frequency and magnitude 
of water-table fluctuations caused by urban 
groundwater withdrawal and injection.

Induced sinkhole collapses typically form 
by the collapse of the regolith, a general term 
for the layer of unconsolidated material near 
the surface of the land, including soil, sedi

ment, and loose rocks (Fig. 28). Collapses 
are especially catastrophic when the soils and 
sediments are at least 20-30 ft (6-9 m) thick. 
These collapses result from soil washing into 
an underlying cave system, leaving voids in 
the unconsolidated material above the 
bedrock. In some cases, collapses occur as 
slow subsidence of the land surface over 
periods of weeks to years, rather than sudden 
collapses that occur over periods of minutes 
to days.

In areas where the water table is normally 
above the soil-bedrock contact, soil collapses 
occur when the water table drops below the 
soil zone, either during droughts or due to 
high pumping rates (Fig. 29). These collapses 
are caused by loss of buoyant support above 
the voids, or by upward propagation as 
saturated soil falls or washes downward. 
Eventually, the surface subsides gradually or 
abruptly collapses. Soil collapses also occur in 
situations where the water table is below the 
soil-bedrock contact. Construction and land- 
use changes that concentrate surface runoff in 
drains and impoundments will locally increase 
the downward movement of water. The rapidly 
moving water causes soil to be washed into 
holes in the bedrock, leaving voids behind.

Increasing the load on these voids by con

struction or by accumulation of impounded 
water can initiate collapse. Collapses can also 
be caused by water leaking from drainage 
wells, pipelines, septic tanks, and drainage 
ditches (Fig. 30).

Although many sinkholes collapse with 
little or no advance warning, other collapses 
can be recognized by features at the land sur

face that indicate their development. Some of 
the more common features include

mm

Circular and linear 
cracks in soil, 
asphalt, and con

crete paving and 
floors;

Depressions in soil 
or pavement that 
commonly result 
in the ponding of 

water;
Slumping, sagging, 
or tilting of trees,

roads, rails, fences, pipes, poles, sign 
boards, and other vertical or horizontal 

structures;
I Downward movement of small-diameter 
vertical structures such as poles or posts; 

I Fractures in foundations and walls, 
often accompanied by jammed doors 
and windows;

I Small conical holes that appear In the 
ground over a relatively short period 
of time;

I Sudden muddying of water in a well that 
has been producing clear water; or 

I Sudden draining of a pond or creek.
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Fig. 29. Wafer 
well drilling 
near this Florida 
home triggered 
o sinkhole col

lapse beneath 
both the drill rig 
and the house.



Fig. 3J.
A sinkhole 
plain, typical 
of many well 
developed 
karst land

scapes.

Drainage Problems
Most of the rain that foils in a karst area 
drains into the ground rather than flowing 
to a surface stream. Sinkholes moy provide 
drains where water entere the underground 
flow system (Fig, 31). Cove entrances may 
also serve as drains. In many cases, the 
drains may be buried under the soil. In 
undisturbed karst areas, the capacity of a 
sinkhole drain is more or less in balance with 
the long-term climate and it can drain the 
water produced by most storms. Water backs 
up only during large storms when input 
exceeds outflow (Fig. 32).

Problems occur when the landscape is 
altered by urban development. Erosion is a 
common side effect of construction, transport

ing soil to the lowest part of the sinkhole 
where it clogs the drain. Thereafter, smaller, 
more frequent storms ore capable of flooding 
the sinkhole. Impermeable ground covers 
such as roods, parking lots, and buildings 
increase the rate at which water collects and 
flows on the surface, flooding homes and 
businesses in the sinkhole (Rg. 33). Some 
flood-prone areas are miles from the nearest 

surface stream or flood

plain,
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and property owners may not realize that 
they are at risk until a flood occurs.

Storm-water drainage systems can be 
constructed to direct runoff away from urban 
centers. Where sinkholes are common, the 
shape of the landscape complicates construc

tion of these systems. Storm-water sewers are 
expensive to build where soils are thin and 
simple gravity drainage isn't possible without 
extensive trenching and/or zig-zagging the 
sewers around sinkholes.

One moderately effective solution is the 
installation of storm-water drainage wells, 
sometimes called "drywells." The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency classifies 
these drainage wells as Class V, group 5 
injection wells. They are constructed in sink

hole bottoms, ditches, and storm-water reten

tion structures where water collects after heavy 
rains. Drainage wells may be constructed by 
drilling, or by placing o pipe into a hole made 
by a backhoe. At some locations, the effec

tiveness of a droinage well can be enhanced 
by modifications to cave entrances, sinkhole 
drains, and sinkhole collapses (Fig. 34). A 
drainage well will function as intended if it 
intersects at least one unclogged crevice of 
sufficient size to direct storm-water into the 
subsurface.

Unfortunately, water directed into 
drainage wells is similar to water 

flowing directly into coves and 
most sinkholes, because it 
bypasses natural filtration and 
goes directly into the aquifer 

(Fig. 35). Runoff water should be 
sent to drainage wells only after 

incorporating Best Management 
Practices (page 37) to reduce the introduction 
of refuse and contaminants into groundwater 
(Fig. 36). In some commercial and industrial 
areas, storm-woter runoff may be diverted into



F/g. 33. (Left)

A shopping center 
porting lot built in o 
Kentucky sinkhole 
floods ported cors. drainage

Fig. 35. (Below) Unfiltered 
storm-wafer runoff from 
an urban area floods into 
a normally dry cave 

entrance.
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Fig. 34.

(Left) This cove 
enfronce has been 
modified to occept 
droinoge and prevent 
clogging from debris 
to minimize flooding 
of an urban Kentucky 
neighborhood.

Fig. 36. (Below) This sinkhole has beet) 
modified to drain storm-water runoff. Two 
droinoge wells have been drilled into the 
floor of the sinkhole. Rocks and hemispher

ical metal grates provide some filtration of 
sediments and organic debris.

Fig. 32.

(Below)

A rural roodwoy 

covered by 

sinkhole 

floodwoters.
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Fig. 37. fAbo'/ej A 

/arge sinkhole collapse 

oround o poorly 

insto//ed drainage well.

Fig. 38. (Below) During normol flow in o 
shallow karst aquifer, (a), water is captured 
from sinkholes and fractures and moves down- 
sfreom, A collapse in the cove passage restricts 
the flow, but not s/gnificanf/y. When flooding 
occurs, (b), the co//opse ocfs iiire o leaky dam, 
allowing the normal flow to pass but holding 
back most wafer, raising the water fable to 
flood Sinkholes 2 ond 3. Sinirho/e I is above 
fhe wafer table, but holds water due to a con
striction that prevents rapid flow down into the 
cave stream, When a drainage well is placed 
in Sinkhole I to breach the constriction ond 
relieve sinkhole flooding, (c), more water 
reaches the flooding cove s/sfem so fhe wofer 
fobie ond flood levels in Sinkholes 2 ond 3 rise 
even higher. Af such fimes, buildings fhof would 
normally be above flood levels might get flood
ed. The same result occurs when Sinkhole 1 
does not have a consfricfion, but receives more 
wofer os impervious material from urbonizotion 
covers fhe surrounding areo.

Drainage well-inducec
sinkhole flooaina

Sinkhole

Constriction
Cove Stream 

Raised Water Table

> • 1 •

Collapsed Sinkhole
Flooded Buildings

Drainage Well enhanced flooci

Fig. 39. Sewage, 

fuels, and other 

chemicals leave o 

black stain on the 

floor of this Kentucky 

cove stream.

sanitory sewers, or pretreated on site before 
being disposed into drainage wells. Even if 
good quality recharge can be mointained, the 
increased flooding could harm rare or endan

gered ecosystems within the aquifer.

Induced sinkhole collapse is a potentially 
severe problem associated with poor drainage 
well installation (Fig. 37). The casings of many 
old wells only extend through the soil and rest 
on uneven bedrock surfaces. This situation 
allows water to flow out from the gaps 
between the casings and bedrock to saturate 
the surrounding soil each time the well fills 
with water. When the water level drops below 
the gap, saturated soil flows into the well, 
leaving a void in the soil that expands upword 
to the surface. Extending and sealing the 
casings of wells into the bedrock con alleviate 
this problem.

Drainage wells, while meant to relieve 
sinkhole flooding, can cause other sinkholes 
to flood. Sinkholes can flood from the bottom, 
as water rises upward through the drain.

When the capacity of the underground 
drainage system is exceeded, it causes any 
excess woter in the ground to flow up into a 
sinkhole. This type of flooding is sometimes 
made worse by urban development in the 
headwaters of a karst drainage system and 
the injection of storm water into drainage 
wells (Fig. 38).

Groundwater Contamination

Urban and Industrial
Contamination is common in karst aquifers 
beneath urban areas with high population 
densities. Pollutants include septic tank efflu

ent, runoff that contains metals, oil and 
grease, solid trash and wastes, and accidental 
or intentional dumping of chemical wastes by 
industrial facilities and homeowners. Karst 
aquifers in the United States have been



Fig. 41. Runoff 

into fhis sinic- 

hole is polluted 

by livestock 

manure.

contaminated by toxic metals, polychlorinated 
byphenols (PCBs), radioactive chemicals, 
organic solvents, and many other pollutants 
(Fig. 39). Although these contaminants are 
common in any developed area, it is the ease 
with which they can enter karst aquifers and 
the rapid rates at which they can be spread 
that makes karst groundwater especially 
vulnerable.

Accidental spills and intentional dumping 
of waste rapidly contaminate karst aquifers 
because chemicals travel easily through the 
soil and limestone bedrock. Spills along roads 
and railroads, leaking oil and gas wells, 
pipelines, and especially underground storage 
tanks have harmed many karst aquifers 
(Fig. 40). Gasoline has been the cause of 
some notable contamination problems in 
Hick's Cave, Kentucky, and Howard's 
Waterfall Cave in Georgia, where one person 
lost his life when the flame from a carbide 
miner's lamp ignited gasoline fumes. In the 
mid-1980s, the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency declared o "Health Advisory" tor 
Bowling Green, Kentucky, when gasoline 
fumes from leaking underground storage 
tanks collected in the Lost River Cave System 
beneath the town. With time, the fumes rose 
into homes and schools where they posed 
serious health and safety problems. Eventually 
the source of the leak was cut off, and the 
underground river was able to flush the 
explosive material from the system.

In karst areas, landfills present special 
challenges. Throughout the world, landfills 
leak into karst aquifers and cause severe con

tamination problems with greater frequency.

X
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Speed, and severity than in non-karst aquifers, 
even with modem pollution prevention meth

ods. Part of the problem is the ease with 
which contaminants move through karst. 
Another important problem is how soils can 
wash into underlying voids below landfills, 
causing collapses that can breach liners 
meant to hold landfill waste in place.

Rural and Agricultural

In rural and agricultural areas, karst aquifers 
ore subject to environmental degradation 
from a variety of sources including chemical 
fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides, along 
with their breakdown products. Levels of these 
contaminants are high following seasonal 
application periods, and increase during 
storms. Elevated concentrations of pathogens 
can also be flushed through soils into aquifers 
beneoth animal pastures and feedlots 
(Fig. 41). Bacterial concentrations within karst 
aquifers in these areas can increase thou

sands of times as a result of such flushing.

Well and spring waters in karst are commonly 
contaminated, yet in rural areas there may not 
be an alternative water supply. Municipal 
water treatment and distribution facilities

Fig. 40. A railroad 

runs through a 

sinkhole plain. 

Leaks and spills 

along transporta

tion and pipeline 

corridors have 

infroduced signifi

cant contominonts 
info karst aquifers.



Fig. 42. Soils eroded 

from a housing develop

ment run unfilfered Info 

o karst oquifer.
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Fig. 43. Mining 

in and near karst 

aquifers poses 

threats of contami

nation from 

sediVnenfs ond 

tox»c mefa/S/ ond 

desfro/s coves 

and ony resources 

fhey contoin.

are not available in sparsely populated karst 
landscapes, especially in developing areas 
of the world.

Another problem in karst regions is the 
transport of sediment into the aquifer by flow

ing water, making soil and other sediment 
washed from rural and urban land use and 
mining operations a significant contaminant 
(Fig. 42-43). Sediments can also impact the 
flow of groundwater by filling in conduits and 
modifying underground drainage. Programs 
to minimize soil loss are critically important 
for many karst areas. The impact of herbicides 
associated with no-till farming practices on 
groundwater quality should olso be carefully 
evaluated.

A common practice in many rural land

scapes is the dumping of household refuse, 
construction materials, and dead livestock into 
sinkholes. Karst aquifers have been found to 
contain automobile tires, car parts (Fig. 44), 
and in one underground river in Kentucky, a 
park bench and refrigerator. The amount of 
contamination that enters an aquifer is related 
to the volume and types of materials that are 
dumped into the sinkholes. Common harmful 

products include bacteria from 
dead animals; used motor oil 
and antifreeze; and "empty" 
herbicide, solvent, and paint 
containers (Fig. 45). These sub

stances readily enter the aquifer 
and rapidly travel to nearby water 
wells and springs. Few people 
would throw a dead cow into a 
sinkhole if they realized that the 
water flowing over the carcass 
might be coming out of their 
kitchen faucet a few days later.



Sewage Disposal

Ideally, a rigorously maintained sewage 
treatment system is best for communities 
located on karst, including suburban and 
rural subdivisions. This solution is not always 
financially or practically possible, especially 
when dealing with isolated rural home or 
farm sites where individual septic systems are 
the norm. Properly designed, constructed, 
and, most importantly, maintained small 
septic systems can and have been successfully 
installed on karst. However, this is commonly 
not the case. Most karst areas have thin, 
rocky soils that are inadequate to reduce 
bacteria levels effectively. Older systems may 
leak from years of use without repair, or be 
overloaded from initially poor design or later 
changes to the household. Owners of failing 
systems often state that they have had mini

ma! or no problems even though they have 
provided no maintenance! These systems can 
contribute significant pollutants to the ground- 
water. The U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency has noted that the failure of septic 
systems is a major source of karst ground- 
water pollution.

Residential sewage disposal systems 
generally consist of a septic tank designed 
and constructed to hold raw sewage, separate 
solids from liquids, digest organic matter 
through anaerobic bacterial action, and allow 
clarified effluent to discharge to a buried soil 
absorption system. After effluent leaves the 
septic tank, it flows through a series of buried 
perforated pipes and is discharged into the 
soil. Here, pathogens are removed by 
microbial plant and animal life, filtration, 
chemical decomposition, and bonding within 
the soil. Septic tank effluent must be fully puri

fied before it passes to the water table and 
becomes drinkable water. In non-karet areas, 
effluent continues to be processed after it

Fig. 44.

This Texas 

cave wos 
used wos o 

rural dump 

and IS filled 

with car 

parts ond 

other trasli.

leaves the soil as it slowly flows through 
the small pores and fine cracks of the 
aquifer. The slow movement of the efflu

ent provides time for pathogenic bacteria 
and other microbial organisms to die.

Fecal coliform bacteria are organisms 
that live in the intestines of humans and 
warm-blooded animals. They have a lim

ited life span after leaving the body so that 
even one colony of these bacteria indicates 
that water has recently been in contact with 
human or animal waste. Bacteria levels in 
wells, cave streams, and springs in karst areas 
may increase by thousands of times during 
storms. These high levels are caused when 
runoff from fields and septic-tank leach fields 
rapidly percolates through thin soils and into 
the bedrock. In areas where soils are too thin 
to effectively reduce bacteria levels, associat

ed shallow karst aquifers should be consid

ered unsuitable water sources. Shallow 
aquifers can contaminate deeper aquifers by 
leakage along natural fractures and conduits 
and through poorly designed or maintained 
wells. Municipal water treatment facilities 
should be developed in urban, residential, 
business, and industrial areas. Significant 
advances in sewage and septic system tech

nology have recently been made and should 
be examined for their potentiol use.

.2'V ;n-

Fig. 45. 

Household 

trash fills 

the sinkhole 

leading into 

a cave in 
West 

Virginia.
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I he landscape near Mammoth Cave National Park in central Kentucky is characterized by sinkholes, 

underground drainage via a karst oquifer, and intimately connected ecosystems above and below ground.

A portion of the park lies within the Pike Spring Groundwater Basin, with groundwater and cave passages 
drfcis^ih'g the '^r^i'Bouhciary. A^uidtli: cov^ life Th this basin includes blind ffsh, crayfish, and the largest 

known population of the Kentucky Cove Shrimp, which Is on the federal Endangered Species List (Fig. 46).

Mammoth Cave, with more than 355 mi (572 km) of charted passages, supports diverse ecos^ems and is 

connected with and ultimately drained by the Green River (facing page).- ' ^

Over the past two centuries in this rural area, residents have dumped refuse into sinkholes on their pro

perties. Until recently, trash pickup and sanitary landfills were unavailable, and sinkholes were seen os con

venient dump sites. This misplaced waste has washed into the underlying caves over time, and Irosh has been 

reported by survey teams near the park under Hamilton Valley in the Salts Cave section of Mammoth Cave.

In an effort to mitigate the environmental hazards of trosh-filled sinkholes, o volunteer cooperative project 

• called Don't Mess With Mammoth Days was organized in the mid-1990s. The Cave Research Foundation,

Mammoth Cave National Park, and Hort County Solid Waste hove been the primary organizers, with crucial 

vU-.r assistance from the National Speleological Society, and the Ai^ricon Cave^Gonservation Association.

On the first field day, which was held in March 1996, more than .30 voluntrers removed tongles of wire, 

sheet metal, broken glass, appliances, and automobile parts that had been discarded in sinkholes (Fig. 47).

Seven truckloads of rubbish ond recyclable metal were removed, and remedial work was performed on gullies . 

to stop erosion. Subsequently, participation in Don't Mess With Mommoth Days events has varied from 25 to 

45 volunteere, with similor impressive outcomes. To date, approximately 150 tons of 

rubbish, and 30 tons of recyclable metals have been recovered from dumps 

within the Pike Spring Basin. Although much of this waste is non-toxic, many 

agricultural chemical containers with residual product have been recovered 

' as well. Ecologically, sinkholes funnel food into caves, and when they are

jjK^ clogged with trash, the organic matter needed by wildlife such as the Kentucky

Shrimp cannot gptInto the caves.

How long will it toke to clean up Pike Spring Basin? Nobody knows. We need to learn howL-5^J>;^ 

many dumps exist, and how many landowners within the basin would welcome the clean-up 
■ effort. Changing the way people dispose of solid waste will take time, because proper disposcj^^^^m

t..' .

Figm

of trash also costs money. Dumping trash into sinkholes may not cost money today, but the .

,̂ costs in terms of groundwater pollution, loss of ecosystems, and risks to public health are far .il: 

greater. Cooperative efforts like Don't Mess With Mommoth Days provide a much-needed

environment, and educate by example. In the long term,^^-eduA9iift^ 
^^^#Pbi^felj5&l^fer 'cleohlng up and maintaining karst environments
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Karst watershed profech'on is of special 

concern to residents of Son Anfonio, Texas
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. he proper management of o groundwater 

basin is more important on karst than any 
other terrain. Management planning must 
consider all of the natural resources found 
within the basin, as well as interactions with 
adjacent areas. In this way, the quality of 
land, water, and subterranean environments 
and resources will be maintained.

The following guidelines provide a 
template for avoiding and solving problems 
encountered by people who live in karst 
environments.

Best Management Practices
The goal of Best Management Practices 
(BMPs) is to conserve natural resources, 
including prevention of soil erosion and mini

mizing the amount of contaminants that reach 
the groundwater system. BMPs cover a wide 
range of topics such as irrigation water recov

ery, land reclamation, nutrient management, 
and the sealing of abandoned wells. Many 
BMPs are mandated by federal, state, county 
and other regulatory agencies, but not all are 
specific to karst and thus may not adequately 
address karst issues. In some karst areas, best 
management will require exceeding the man

dated BMPs with more effective actions.

Urban, Industrial, 
and Road Development
industrial and urban developments commonly 
produce a greater variety and toxicity of 
contaminants than do rural areos. Communi

ties located along the margins of karst areas 
should limit development in karst and 
encourage development in other directions. 
Some cities near karet regions have gone os

.-V

> *

far as 
purchasing 
oquifer 

areas for 

permanent 
protection.

In May

2000, the citizens of San Antonio, Texos, 
voted for a 1/8 cent sales tax increase to 
raise $65 million over four years for the 
purchase of critical portions of the Edwards 
Aquifer as well as other important watershed 
and biological areas (Fig. 48). Where com

munities are located within extensive karst 
areas and prohibition of development in 
karst is not feasible, regulations may be need

ed to satisfactorily protect karst resources, 
particularly as related to the location of land

fills, underground storage tanks, oil and gas 
wells and pipelines, and facilities that manu

facture and/or store hazordous materiols.

Protection of stream watersheds is vital 
to protecting biological and water quality. 
Studies examining the relationship of stream 
water quality to impervious cover, such as 
roads, buildings, ond parking lots, show 
increased degradation when impen/ious cover 
exceeds 15% of the watershed area. Since the 
extent of impervious cover is a measure of 
urban impact that can be correlated to pollu

tant-load levels in urban runoff, aquifer water- 
quality ordinances in Austin and San Antonio, 
Texas, require that the percentage of impervi

ous cover be kept low in growing urban 
areas. Other land-management measures 
that can help protect watersheds include

■ Identifying and studying highly vulnerable 
karst features, such as caves, sinkholes.

Fig. 48.

As San Antonio, 

Texos, grows, if is 

purchasing ond 

preserving unde

veloped sensitive 

korst oreos to 

protect its ground- 

wafer supply.
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Fig. 49. A rood being 

built over and seal

ing a cave runs the 

risk of collapse and 

problems with wafer 

quality and quantity.
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Fig. 50. Possible contaminants at higher elevations cannot directly 

reach the well because of the casing, but the well draws wafer from 

a cave stream that is exceptiono//)'vu/nerob/e fo contaminafion.

and fractures enlarged by solution, prior 
to development. Construction may then be 
planned to avoid the features and preserve 
natural drainage into them (Fig. 49). These 
areas could be developed into educational 
neighborhood parks that increase the value 
of adjoining land and of the overall devel

opments. It is important to remember that 
protection of these features alone will not 
protect karst aquifers.

Leaving low traffic roads without curbs so 
that contaminants in the runoff will be dilut

ed over broad areas and filtered through 
vegetated areas and soils.

Channeling curbed runoff from major roods 
into storm-water sedimentation and filtration 
basins with hazardous materials traps. 
Vegetated wetland basins are the most 
effective at removing contaminants from the 
water. For such basins to be effective, they 
must be properly maintained and the filter 
material changed regularly. Runoff that may 
enter caves or sinkholes should either be 
diverted or treated through filtration systems. 
In 1993, the Indiana Department of 
Transportation established landmark guide

lines for the planning, design, construction, 
and mointenance of roods in korst areos. 
Minimizing the use of pesticides, fertilizers, 
and de-icing salts on roads and urban 
landscapes on karst. Plants native to the 
area and tolerant to local pests, diseases, 
and climatic conditions can be grown to 
reduce the need for chemical support and 

treatment.

Monitoring the groundwater quality 
of springs and wells to determine the 
effectiveness of the groundwater protection 

measures enacted. Wells are important to a 
monitoring plan, but not nearly as impor

tant as nearby springs thot drain the area. 
Contaminants in karst aquifers can easily



flow past and be missed by monitoring 
wells, giving a false sense of security. 
Springs, however, capture essentially oil 
flow (and contaminants) within their 
drainage basins. Sampling during high 
flows after storms is a good time to deter

mine if significant levels of contaminants 
are present in the aquifer.

Water Supplies 

Wells
As a general rule, wells should be placed 
where there is little or no surface drainage 
toward the well site. They should be located 
away from, and at a higher elevation than, 
any nearby source of contamination. Wells 
should be constructed to prevent contaminat

ed water from the surface or upper level 
aquifers from leaking into the drinking-water 
aquifer. Where necessary, casing should be 
installed through any contaminated zone and 
into the productive aquifer to protect the 
drinking water supply from contamination.

The spacing between the casing in a well and 
the wall of the borehole should be cemented 
to prevent leakage and downward migration 
of contaminated water (Fig. 50).

Wells should be tested for coliform 
bacteria and nitrates at least once a year, 
more often in areas of thin soil cover, and 
especially following storms when bacteria 
are most likely to be washed into the aquifer. 
County extension agents, community and 
county health agencies, water well contractors 
or private laboratories can provide informa

tion and assistance for well testing.

When a well is no longer used it should 
be disconnected from existing water systems, 
kept clean and, if possible, its casing should 
be removed. The well bore should be sealed 
with clean rock and a sand-cement grout to 
produce a continuous plug from the bottom

of the well to the surface. When all abandon

ment procedures are complete, the well 
should be permanently capped. These actions 
are designed to prevent surface water from 
migrating down the well bore and polluting 
the aquifer.

Water well requirements vary from state 
to state, so it is necessary to check with the 
regulatory agency in your area for minimum 
setback distances for wellhead protection and 
other regulations. As an example, Minnesota 
requires that

■ Wells must be located at least 75 ft (23 m) 
from cesspools, leaching pits, and dry wells, 
and 100 ft (30 m) or more from below

ground manure storage areas (i.e., manure 
lagoons), and large petroleum tanks which 
are protected with a containment dike, etc. 
They must be a minimum 150 ft (46 m) 
from a chemical preparation or storage 
area, large unprotected petroleum tanks, 
wastewater treatment pond or wastewater 
treatment plant, and they must be at least 
50 ft (15 m) from septic tanks, subsurface 
sewage disposal fields, graves, livestock 
yards and buildings, and manure storage 
piles.

■ Wells with casings less than 50 ft (15 m) 
deep and penetrating less than 10 ft (3 m) 
of clay or shale must be at least 150 ft 
(46 m) from cesspools, leaching pits, and 
dry wells, and at least 100 ft (30 m) from 
a subsurface sewage disposal field or 
manure storage pile.

Regulators and well owners must under

stand that although such guidelines are help

ful, commonly, they are not written for karst 
areas. General guidelines cannot assure pro

tection from contamination given how easily 
pollutants can flow long distances through
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karst aquifers. Where greater assurance 
against pollution is needed, a detailed, 
site-specific hydrogeologic study, possibly to 
include a dye tracing test, pumping test, 
and test drilling may be necessory.

Groundwater Mining

While water quolity issues receive most atten

tion in the management of kar^t aquifers, 
water quantity can pose equally significant 
problems in arid and semi-arid climates.

The large and open conduits that make karst 
aquifers so prone to contamination also allow 
massive volumes of water to be pumped out 
by wells {Fig. 51). If average water withdrawal 
exceeds the average recharge of the aquifer, 
the groundwater is being mined, meaning it

is removed without being fully replenished. 
Long-term continuation of such practices is 
not sustainable. Springs will run dry, os will 
wells. Some wells can be deepened, with 
increased energy costs of raising water greater 
distances to the surface. Taken to the extreme, 
the aquifer would no longer yield useful quan

tities of water and would be abandoned.

Several methods can be used to prevent 
groundwater mining

■ Develop a groundwater budget for the 
aquifer to determine its sustainable yield.

■ Monitor major spring flows as rough esti

mates of balanced water use; extended 
periods or low or no flow may indicate 
overuse of the aquifer.

■ Apply water conservation and water reuse 

measures.
■ Consider enhancing recharge into the 

aquifer through dams and diversion of 
uncontaminated surface water into sink

holes; enhanced recharge will tend to 
quickly flow out of the aquifer ond should 
only be considered for karst aquifers with 
high storage and relatively low velocities.

■ Develop limits for the amount of water that 
can be withdrawn from the aquifer. Set the 
limits so that the water used, whether dis

charged from wells or springs, does not 
exceed average aquifer recharge. To meet 
these limits may require limiting community 
growth within the aquifer's region. Florida 
hos developed legislation and regulations 
that require strict adherence to defining the 
impact of groundwater withdrawals on 
surface water, shallow aquifers, and the 
Floridan Aquifer. The regulations require 
the development of a "regional impact 
statement" and an application for a "con

sumptive use permit" based upon detailed 
surface water and groundwater studies.



Septic and Sewage Systems

Standard septic systems should not be placed 
near sinkholes, caves, springs, fractured 
bedrock, crevices, bedding planes, or areas 
of thin soil cover. There should be a minimum 
of 3 ft (0.9 m) of aerated soil (i.e., soils that 
show no mottling) below the bottom of drain 
field trenches. Less than that amount could 
result in pathogens reaching the groundwater 
system (Fig. 52). Soils underlying these septic 
systems should have percolation rates 
between 1 and 60 minutes/inch (0.4 to 24 
minutes/cm). If the minimum parameters 
cannot be met, a mound system is the next 
preference. Other possible systems would 
include a designed active wetland or other 
experimental system with frequent groundwa

ter monitoring results to check water 
treatment efficacy.

Continued maintenance is critical to 
the proper performance of a septic system. 
Maintenance is probably the most ignored 
BMP of operating o home septic system. 
Unfortunately, if the drainage does not back

up into the house it is assumed that the sys

tem is operating properly. The holding tank 
needs to be pumped at regular intervals 
(depending on the size of the tonk and the 
number of people served) or sewage will 
clog the system, and untreated waste may 
discharge into the karst. This can happen 
without noticeable effects in the house. If the 
septic tank has not been pumped for several 
years and the system appears to be operating 
properly, suspect a leak from the tank into 
the karst aquifer.

Good septic-system operating practices 
include

■ Having the system inspected regularly and 
pumped annually if possible, but at least 
every three years.

(continued on page 44)

Fig. 52. Establishing non-pollut

ing septic systems is difficult in 

karst due to thin or ofasent soils, 

such as this karst pavement in 

Great Britain, or soils underlain 

by such highly dissolved 

limestone that promote soil 

collapses and rapid movement 

of contaminants into aquifers.
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Hidden River 
Cave — fhe cave 
provided the town 
with drinfeing 
wafer from around
? 900-/930. By 
the 1930s the 
water had 
become too com 
taminated for use.

Fig. 53. (Left) 
Hidden River 
Cave today, in 
the town of 
Horse Cave, 
Kentucky.



n/^iort'c enfronce of Hiddei 
River Cove taken aroun^^i' 
/ 940 before /he cove 
become heovt// po//utec|i

(Left) Trickling Filter at 
old Horse Cove Sewage 
Treofmenf Plonf. The 

, V poorly treated effluent 
wos d/schorged into 

Iand sinkholes 
upstream from the city 
of Horse Cave.

I he largest spring in Kentucky is fed by water flowing through Hidden River Cove, and 

the best-known entrance to the cove is located in the city of Horse Cove (Fig. 53). Beginning 
in 1887 the cave served as an important water supply and attraction for the city. Tours and 
boat rides were offered in the cave for 27 years. However, in 1931 an oil refinery began 
dumping its wastes into a sinkhole that drained into the cove stream. About the same time, 
residential sewage began to be disposed directly into the ground. By the early 1930s, the 
cave was abandoned as a water supply and In 1943 the cave was closed to the public due 
to the stench that rose from its waters out of the entrance and up to the city streets.

Eventuolly, water from a spring 20 miles (32 km) away was tapped for the community, 
and a sewage treatment plant was built in 1964. Unfortunately, the treatment plant increased 
pollution of the aquifer, by gathering all of the city's wastes,

providing only a low level of treatment, and discharging the ,

treated wastes into a sinkhole. Toxic heavy metals escaped treat- 
ment at the plant, and increased agricultural and urban runoff !•

bypassed the plant and flowed directly into the cave. ■*

In 1989, a new regional waste-water plant was built that 
treated the effluent to a higher standard and discharged the 
treated water into the Green River and awoy from the karst. As a 
result, the aquifer is slowly recovering; rare species thought lost ^ 
have begun to repopulate the cave from refuges in small, unpol- 
luted areas. Hidden River Cave is again open to the public, and HH|L« 

it now houses the American Cave ond Karst Center and .3P

Museum. Hidden River Cave is a model that shows both how ^ 
severe sewage and general groundwater contamination prob- 
lems con become in karst terrains, and the methods to solve ^

those problems. flf

I'Be/ow)
Karst Exhibit at 
American Cove 
Museum.
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Some s/nkhole 

ponds in Bow/ing 

Green, Kentucky, 

ore used in inno

vative ways to 

capture and treat 

urban runoff for 

non-potable uses.

■ Avoid putting excess water through the 

system;

■ Repairing or replacing malfunctioning 
systems quickly;

■ Never pumping out of an inspection riser. 
(Report any contractor who pumps fram an 
inspection port to the state licensing or 
health board);

■ Putting only sewage into the system. Do not 
put hazardous material in the system and 
never put any chemicol down your drain 
that you would not drink (e.g., paints, 
thinners, solvents, oils, etc.);

■ Protecting the land over the septic tank 
and leach field. Do not build over it. Do 
not allow any vehicles, including garden 
tractors, snowmobiles, all-terrain vehicles, 
etc., to drive across it. Plant lawn or native 
grasses and other ground covers to 
reduce soil erosion;

■ Avoiding septic tank additives. Additives 
can destroy the biomat, which is formed by 
bacterio that naturally treat and purify the 
wastewater; and

■ Using a reputable, licensed, and bonded 
septic-system contractor. If your state does 
not license such contractors, compare the 
education and apprenticeship credentials

among different contractors, and 

request

infonnation from a county extension agent 
or a community or county health agency, on 
county- and state-level septic pumping stan

dards. At a minimum, choose a contractor 
who is bonded.

Sewage systems can be effective at mini

mizing impacts to karst aquifers if they are 
properly built and maintained. If not, their 
large flows of effluent can easily pollute major 
sections of aquifers. Sewer lines should be 
inspected regularly. In areas where sinkhole 
collopse is common, annual inspections 
and/or closely-spaced flow meters are needed 
to detect loss of effluent; double-walled 
pipelines with leak detectors in the outer pipe 
may be warranted in some cases. Wherever 
possible, sewage treatment facilities should be 
located off karst areas. If the treated waste- 
water cannot be released away from the karst, 
it should be treated to as near drinking-water 
quality standards as possible before release, 
especially if the aquifer is used as a potable 
water supply.

Sinkhole Flooding 
and Collapse
An effective way of dealing with sinkhole 
flooding in the hard-rock karst areas of the 
mid-continental U.S. is by building storm 
water retention basins. These are constructed 
depressions where runoff from streets, parking 

lots and other impermeable areas is stored 
until it can slowly drain through the soil. 

Retention basins alleviate local flood

ing problems and provide a means of 
filtering storm water through the soil, 

thus protecting the karst system from silt, 
trash, and some pollutants. Basins designed 
and maintained to filter sediments and 
pollutants are known as sedimentation 
and filtration basins.



Bowling Green, Kentucky, a city of over 
50,000 residents, is built almost entirely on a 
sinkhole plain (Fig. 54). Building codes there 
require flood easements below a line 12 inch

es (30 cm) above the standing water level 
produced by a 100-year storm of 3 hours 
duration where there is effectively no drainage 
through a sinkhole. The area below this line 
has been defined as a "sinkhole flood plain." 
Storm-water retention basins are required to 
accommodate drainage produced by 
changes in land-use accomponying develop

ment. Although the city has been successful 
in reducing flood losses, the numerous storm 
water retention basins have taken valuable 
urban land out of production and are expen

sive for developers to build and maintain.

Land uses that affect the hydrologic system, 
such as filling of sinkholes with debris, are 
illegal in some areas.

Sinkhole Collapse

The most important tool in preventing and 
repairing sinkhole collapse is site-specific 
knowledge of the karst system, as well os an 
understanding of how karst processes affect 
engineered structures through time (Fig. 55). 
Sinkhole collapse is difficult to predict even in 
well-studied karst regions. Dangerous areas 
such os the floors of large karst valleys may 
be easily recognized, but buried sinkholes and 
fracture trends are harder to detect. When 
combined with large withdrawal of groundwa

ter and o dropping water table, these areas 
have the greatest potential for collapse. The 
seemingly random nature of collapse events 
dictates that a special knowledge of karst 
is needed to guide urban and suburban 
development in these areas.

A variety of approaches can help avoid 
sinkhole collapse problems associated with 
urban development of karst areas.
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Karst areas should 
be mapped thor

oughly to help identi

fy buried sinkholes 
and fracture trends.

Geophysical meth

ods, aerial photogra

phy, and digitally

enhanced multi-spectral scanning can 
identify hidden soil drainage patterns, 
stressed vegetation, and moisture anomalies 
in soils over sinkholes.

Sinkhole collapses are commonly "repaired" 
by dumping any available material into the 
hole. This technique usually diverts water to 
other locations and promotes collapse. 
Mitigate by excavating collapses to the 
bedrock drain, then refilling the dug hole 
with material graded upward from coarse 
rocks to finer sediments to allow natural 
flow through the bedrock drain without the 
loss of sediments that cause collapse. If a 
storm-woter drainage well is needed, its 
casing should extend into and be tightly 
sealed along the bedrock.

In large sinkholes, use bridges, pilings, 
pads of rock, concrete, special textiles, 
paved ditches, curbs, grouting, flumes, 
overflow channels, or a combination of 
methods to provide support for roads 
and other structures.

Large buildings should not be built above 
domes in caves. In areas where caves have 
collapsed in the past, a test-drilling program 
is needed prior to construction to avoid 
building on unstable bedrock.

In less severe cases and in rural areas, 
place fences around sinkholes to keep 
animals out and discourage dumping. 
Construct berms to divert polluted runoff, 
and establish natural vegetation buffer 
zones to help filter pollutants and sediment.
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Fig. 55.

A small sink

hole collapse 

has formed 

oround 0 poor

ly installed 

drainage well.
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Fig. 57.
Livestock can be 

well-maintoined in 

karst postures by 

following best 

management 

practices.

Agriculture
An important objec

tive in managing 
agricultural lands 
in karst regions is 
to keep polluted 
surface water out 
of the ground- 

water system.
Some methods 

to help achieve 
this goal are

■ "No till" cultiva

tion, where plant 
residue is kept on the 

surface of the soil to 
absorb water and 

reduce erosion.

Contour tillage, which 
slows runoff and increases soil 

infiltration.

■ Reseeding cleared areas as quickly as 
possible to reduce erosion.

Using fertilizers wisely and only in necessary 

amounts.
Minimizing the use of pesticides, and using 
less toxic and biodegradable types.

Not dumping waste material into sinkholes. 
Creating a long-term plan for living on karst 
by conducting o whole-farm and /or house

hold evaluation of all land uses, including 
application or disposal of nutrients,

Fig. 56. Animal wastes ore stored 

on 0 concrete pod until they con 
be applied onto fields when plants 

will most readily take up nutrients, 

breakdown bacteria, and reduce 

the contaminonts woshed down 

into the aquifer. This process also 

saves farmers money on commer- 

cioi fertilizers.

pesticides, and hazardous materials as well 
as maintenance of the groundwater system.

Livestock Production

An important part of the Best Management 
Practices concept is recognition of the social 
and economic needs of the landowners and 
farmers whose land use practices directly 
impact the health of the aquifer. In karst 
regions, a general goal of livestock manage

ment is to keep runoff and livestock away 
from waterways, sinkholes, springs, crevices, 
and caves. On demonstration farms in the 
Midwestern United States, specially construct

ed cattle feedlots have been built where solid 
cattle waste is stored on a concrete stack pad 
(Fig. 56), with liquid waste channeled into a 
lined lagoon. The solid and liquid wastes are 
applied to fields during active phases of the 
growing cycle so that the plant uptake of the 
nutrients in these substances is maximized.

Some guidelines for keeping effluent from 
pastures and feedlots out of korst aquifers are

■ Maintaining a herd size within the carrying 
capacity of the soil and water resources.

■ Resting heavily grazed fields (Fig. 57).

■ Using movable paddock-style pasturing 
when possible.

■ Surrounding waterways, caves, springs, 
crevices, and sinkholes with strips of 
vegetation and fences.

■ Frequently moving salt licks and watering 
tanks to reduce soil compaction and mini-



mize the concentration of waste products.

■ Constaicting sealed manure-holding tonks 
thot are well maintained and regularly 
inspected.

■ Cleaning abandoned manure storage sites 
and basins, and applying residual manure 
and stained soils to cropland.

■ Using downspouts, gutters, berms, and 
storm water culverts to divert runoff away 
from farm buildings, feedlots and manure 

storage areas.

Timber Harvesting

Some methods of timber horvesting remove 
much of the vegetation from an area and can 
cause significant soil erosion unless mitigating 
steps ore taken. In karst areas, soils and plant 
debris can be washed into sinkholes and 
caves resulting in pollution of groundwater 
(Fig. 58). Some suggestions for a timber 
han/est plan in karst areas are

■ Locating roads, skid trails, and work areas 
away from places where storm water enters 
the groundwater system.

■ Maintaining an unharvested buffer zone 
around streams, springs, sinkholes, and 
caves (Fig. 59).

■ Using bridges or culverts where roads and 
skid trails cross streams to minimize erosion 
and turbidity.

■ Stabilizing cut oreas quickly to prevent 
erosion. Slopes should be seeded and 
protected.

■ Leaving some waste wood on the land to 
help stabilize it further, and to return nutri

ents to the soil as the waste decays.

■ Not dumping waste cuttings into sinkholes 
or cave entrances because the debris 
reduces woter quality, hinders drainage, 
and damages the habitat of cave species.

■ Using selective harvesting rather than 
clear-cutting techniques when feasible.

imber

Fig. 58. Timber horvest 

debris dogs this 

Conodion sinkhole, 

resulting in flooding 

and less water to 

replenish the aquifer.

V # \

Fig. 59. This 

Conodion sinlc- 

hole is in a 

forested oreo, 

but with on 

oppropriote 
buffer oreo to 

allow unrestrict

ed clean water 

to enter the 
aquifer.
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Because karat areas ore extremely vulnerable to environmental impocts, laws ond regulations that 
are effective in other terrains may not be as effective in karat settings. Human development and 
exploitation of karst oquifers con trigger catastrophic events ond result in numerous legal actions 
that go beyond property boundaries. Few lows provide direct, significant levels of protection for karst 
and caves, yet substantia! indirect protection moy exist depending on local rules and jurisdictions.
With increased awareness of the ways cave protection also protects groundwater and other resources, 
many existing statutes are likely to be strengthened. The following section gives examples of laws and 
regulations that can apply to development and use of karst areas. For a more thorough consideration 
of laws that may be of some benefit in the protection of korst, the render should refer to the 1997 
article in Envlronmentol Geology by LaMoreoux ond others (facing poge).

Caves and Karst The Federal Cave Resources Protection Act of 1988 directed the secretaries 
of the interior and ogriculture to inventory and list significant caves on federal lands, and provides a 
basis for protecting caves. Public Law 101 -578, enacted in 1990, directed the Secretary of the Interior 
to work through the National Park Service to establish and administer a cave research program 
and to prepare a proposal for Congress that examined the feasibility of a centrolized national cave 
research institute. The Lechuguilla Cave Protection Act, passed in 1993, recognized the international 
significance of the scientific and environmental values of the cave. In 1998, Congress passed the 
National Cave and Karat Research Institute Act that mandated the National Park Service to establish 
and operate the institute.

Puerto Rico, the Cherokee Nation, and 22 U.S. states have cave protection statutes in effect. 
Typically, they focus on protecting speleothems and plocing gates on caves. Some include prohibitions 
against dumping trash or hazardous materials into caves, and protection for cave fauna and archeo
logical and historic materials. A number of states have laws protecting paleontological, archaeologi
cal and historic sites, and some of these include specific mention of caves. Even without the mention 
of caves as such in these laws they are likely protected by being significant sites. In addition, caves 
may be protected as critical habitat under the provisions of some state endangered species acts. 
Unfortunately, in many states violation of these lows are considered misdemeanors or low-level 
felonies and the penolties are often slight. State cave-protection laws commonly apply on state land 
only, and domage con be done in a privotely owned cave if the londowner gives permission. More 
informotion on stote cave and korst protection laws can be found in Huppert's 1995 article on the 
topic (facing page).

Aquifers The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA), and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) 
aim to protect non-karst and karst aquifers. SDWA sets drinking water standards thot are used to 
protect groundwater, to include provisions for sole-source aquifers and wellhead protection. RCRA 
gives the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency authority to set up programs to prevent hozardous



wastes from leaching into groundwater from landfills, surface impoundments, and underground 
tanks. CERCLA is often called the "Superfund" because it set up a fund to support federal and state 
responses to hazardous waste problems.

Water quality Probably the most influential regulations that protect karst, albeit indirectly in 
most cases, are the many federal, state, and local laws established to protect surface and ground- 
water quality. Caves and karst features are seldom addressed in most water rules. However, in order 
to adequately protect their highly vulnerable karst areos and features, municipalities, counties, and 
water management agencies can pass local ordinances that provide higher levels of protection than 
broad-sweeping state and federal regulations. For example. New Castle County, Deloware, has 
passed subdivision, zoning, and building codes dealing with water-resources protection in that karst 
area, including amending the building code to require special procedures in "subsidence areas."

Wildlife Some caves and karst springs provide habitat for species that are listed 
as endangered or threatened by the U.5. Fish and Wildlife Service or equivalent 
state agencies (Fig. 60). Regulations to protect caves and karst areas in order to 
preserve their species commonly include measures that protect water quality, and 
sometimes require standards more stringent than those in some water laws. For 
example, Texas has no state pumping limits for groundwater. However, sustainable 
pumping of Texas' Edwards Aquifer is required by federal statute to preserve 
adequate flows for endangered species living in the springs, which in turn protects 
local communities from overpumping and depleting their primary water supply.

¥
r.

^Ultiquitles The Federal Archaeological Resources Protection Act can be of 
significant use in the conservation of coves on federal land. Most states also hove 
regulations protecting historic and prehistoric materials. Cave specific rules are 
rare, but caves are included within the usual scope of these laws.

Insurance While insurance policies don't fall under the category of laws and 
regulations, they can be legally and financially useful or required. In Florido, 
insurance is available to cover personal and property damages as a result of a 
catastrophic sinkhole collpase. In the sinkhole plain of central Kentucky, federal 
flood insurance has been made available to people living in sinkholes that flood 
from rises in underground streams.

Fig. 60. Protection of 
Rhadine beetles and 
other endangered 
species living in coves 
and karst aquifers has 
provided protection for 
those resources where 
laws to provide for 
humon needs hove 
sometimes been 
inodequote.
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wosfes from leaching into groundwater from landfills, surface impoundments, and underground 
tanks. CERCIA is often called the "Superfund" because it set up a fund to support federal and state 
responses to hozordous waste problems.

Water quality Probably the most influential regulations that protect karst, albeit indirectly in 
most cases, are the many federal, state, and local lows established to protect surface and ground- 
woter quolity. Caves and karst features are seldom addressed in most water rules. However, in order 
to adequately protect their highly vulnerable karst oreas and features, municipalities, counties, and 
water management agencies can poss local ordinances that provide higher levels of protection than 
broad-sweeping state and federal regulations. For example. New Castle County, Delaware, has 
passed subdivision, zoning, and building codes dealing with water-resources protection in that karst 
orea, including amending the building code to require special procedures in "subsidence areas."

Wildlife Some caves and karst springs provide habitat for species that are listed 
as endangered or threatened by the U.S. Fish ond Wildlife Service or equivalent 
state agencies (Fig. 60). Regulations to protect caves and karst areas in order to 
preserve their species commonly include measures that protect water quality, and 
sometimes require standards more stringent than those in some water lows. For 
example, Texas has no state pumping limits for groundwater. However, sustainable 
pumping of Texas' Edwards Aquifer is required by federal statute to presen/e 
adequate flows for endangered species living in the springs, which in turn protects 
local communities from overpumping and depleting their primary water supply.

Antiquities The Federal iVchaeological Resources Protection Act can be of 
significant use in the conservation of coves on federol land. Most states olso have 
regulations protecting historic and prehistoric materials. Cave specific rules are 
rare, but caves are included within the usual scope of these laws.

Insurance While insurance policies don't fall under the category of lows ond 
regulations, they can be legally and finondally useful or required. In Florida, 
insurance is available to cover personal ond property damages as o result of a 
catastrophic sinkhole collpase. In the sinkhole plain of central Kentucky, federal 
flood insurance has been made ovoiloble to people living in sinkholes that flood 
from rises in underground streoms.

Fig. 60. Protection of 
Rhadine beetles and 
other endangered 
species living in coves 
ond karst oquifers has 
provided protection for 
those resources where 
lows to provide for 
human needs have 
sometimes been 
inadequate.
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’• his booklet has provided an overview of 

karst areas, what they are, and how we can 
benefit from their resources while minimizing 
our impact on them. Karst terrains are so 
complex that it has been impossible to cover 
all of their aspects and issues in a booklet of 
this size. However, we have aimed to provide 
you with a good starting point for understand

ing and appreciating karst, as well as some 
directions toward sound management. As 
understanding of karst areas has grown, we 
are thrilled to see increasing interest in these 
regions. We hope that this booklet and the 
enclosed poster will greatly increase the num

bers of people who understand the meaning 
of the word "karst" and how it affects their 
daily lives.

Where to Find Help
This section covei^ organizations that are 
likely to have useful information about karst 
and karst hydrogeology. In addition, some 
university departments of geology, geography, 
civil engineering, biology, and agricultural 
science offer courses related to karst issues, 
and may have karst experts. Local soil 
conservation agents are another possible 
source of information and assistance in some 
karst areas. Karst hydrogeology is a highly 
specialized field. Unless you are dealing with 
a karst-specific organization, remember that 
karst experts, while growing in number, are 
still relatively few across the country.

Land-use planners in karst areas 
commonly find themselves without skilled 
individuals for carrying out the fieldwork 
needed to resolve a problem or situation.

The following organizations may be able to 
provide information and assistance about 
caves and karst. Nearly every state in the

United States has a cave or speleological 
association and several state and regional 
cave conservancies also exist, including in 
Indiana, Texas, Virginia, and the southeastern 
United States.

American Cave Conservation 
Association en.org

The American Cave Conservation Association 
(ACCA) is a national organization dedicated 
to the conservation and management of 
caves and karst resources. ACCA operates 
the American Cave and Karst Center and 
Museum in Horse Cave, Kentucky. It sponsors 
cave management workshops and symposia, 
provides curricula and training programs for 
teachers and students, operates public-educa

tion programs, designs and constructs cave 
gates, and provides technical assistance and 
public information on cave management 

issues.

American Cove Conservation Association 
American Cave and Karst Center 
RO. Box 409
Horse Cave, Kentucky 42749 
Tel: (270) 786-1466 
e-mail: acca@caveland.net

Bat Conservation International

If a development plan involves bats,

Bat Conservation International should be 
contacted for information. It is headquartered 
in Austin, Texas, and works closely with the 
public and local to international levels of 
government to promote understanding, 
research, and conservation of bats.

Bat Conservation International 
RO. Box 162603 
Austin, Texas 78716 
Tel: (512) 327-9721



Bureau of Land Management
WWW.b.l. ,

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM), 
an agency within the U.S. Department of the 
Interior, administers 264 million acres of 
America's public lands — about one-eighth 
of the land in the United States — and about 
300 million additional acres of subsurface 
mineral resources. Most of the lands the BLM 
manages are located in the western United 
States, including Alaska, and are dominated 
by extensive grasslands, forests, high moun

tains, arctic tundra, and deserts. The BLM 
manages a wide variety of resources and 
uses, including energy and minerals; timber- 
forage; wild horse and burro populations; fish 
and wildlife habitat; wilderness areas; archae

ological, paleontological, and historical sites; 
and other natural heritage values.

Bureau of Land Management 
Office of Public Affoirs 
1849 C Street, N.W., Room 406-LS 
Washington, D.C. 20240 
Tel: (202) 452-5125

cavea?

Center for Cave and Karst Studies

The Center for Cave and Karst Studies is 
located on the campus of Western Kentucky 
University in Bowling Green, which sits 
virtually in the center of a large karst land

scape thot extends from southern Indiana, 
through central Kentucky and Tennessee, and 
into northern Alobama. The Center, founded 
by Dr. Nicholas Crawford, is the only universi

ty program in the United States dedicated to 
karst studies. Its focus is on karst environmen

tal management issues and it offers research 
assistantships for students, consultations and 
research for the public, and summer courses 
at Mammoth Cave National Park on topics 
such as, karst geology, hydrogeology, geo

morphology, ecology, and archaeology.

Center for Cave and Karst Studies 
Department of Geography and Geology 
Western Kentucky University 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101-3576 
Tel: (502) 745-4555

lAH Karst Commission
.-..org/

The lAH Karst Commission activities are in 
full agreement with the principal aims of the 
International Association of Hydrogeologists to 
advance hydrogeological science by 
international cooperation between 
hydrogeologists and specialists in other disci

plines with an interest in this field. Thus, the 
Karst Commission tries by focusing on karst 
groundwater to initiate, encourage and 
promote relevant studies; to cooperate with 
other relevant organizations; to promote or 
organize meetings or joint meetings with other 
appropriate organizations; to publish the 
proceedings of its special studies and scientific 
meetings; and to promote a better understand

ing of karst hydrogeological principles.

Heinz Hotzl, Chairman
Department of Applied Geology
University of Karlsruhe
76128 Karlsruhe, Germany
Tel: +49 721 608 8096
e-mail: Heinz.hoetzl@bio-geo.uni-karlsruhe.de

Dovid Drew, Vice-choirman 
Department of Geography 
Trinity College Dublin 
Dublin 2, Ireland 
Tel: 353 1 608 1888 
e-mail: ddrew@mail.tcd.ie

Karst Waters Institute
oqy/karstwaters

The Karst Waters Institute is a group of leading 
researchers in the fields of karst geology, biolo

gy, and engineering. Although headquartered 
in West Virginia, its members are distributed 
throughout the United States. The Institute
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hosts international symposia on karst and 
has published several reports.

Karst Waters Institute 
RO. Box 490
Charles Town, West Virginia 25414 
Tel: (304) 725-1211/ (202) 885-2180 
e-mail: karst@american.edu

National Park Service

Caves and karst features occur in about 77 
units of the National Park System (NPS). The 
number of coves ranges from as few as 10 to 
15 caves per unit —- as in the Chesapeake 
& Ohio Canal National Historic Park — to 
more than 400 caves per unit — as in the 
Grand Canyon National Park. At this time, 
there are over 3600 known caves in the 
National Park System.

National Park System units may solicit the 
assistance of the Geologic Resources Division 
with the management and preservation of 
caves and karst. Recent management includ

ed the placement of gates on caves in 
Mammoth Cave National Park, Kentucky; 
assessments of cave resources at Petroglyphs 
National Monument, New Mexico; inventories 
of the culturally sensitive and important caves 
of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park; the gen

eration of recommendations for the protec

tion, development, and interpretation of 
Cathedral Caverns State Park, Alabama; and 
the development of cave management and 
protection in China, Mexico, and the Ukraine, 
including the Crimean peninsula.

Ron Kerbo, Cave Specialist 
NPS Geologic Resources 
Division
R O. Box 25287 
Denver, CO 80225-0287 
e-mail: ron_kerbo@nps.gov

National Speleological Society

..caves.org
The National Speleological Society (NSS), 
a member organization of the American 
Geological Institute, is an 11,000-member 
group dedicated to exploration, research, and 
conservation of caves and karst. The NSS has 
a history of helping to resolve problems 
uniquely associated with karst. An extensive 
library and bookstore are available at the NSS 
headquarters in Huntsville, Alabama. About 
180 NSS chapters, called "grottos" ore locat

ed throughout the country. Some of the 
Society's internal and affiliated organizations 
are specifically geared toward assisting with 
the management of caves and karst areas, 
and NSS has published some major books 
on cave and karst science.

National Speleological Society 
2813 Cave Avenue 
Huntsville, Alabama 35810-4431 
Tel: (256) 852-1300 
e-mail: nss@caves.org

USDA Forest Service

-
The Forest Service recreation, geology, and 
watershed programs have key roles in cave 
and karst management, helping the agency 
administer 192 million acres to effectively 
achieve its mission of "Caring for the Land 
and Senring People." The Forest Service 
recognizes that caves are a sensitive resource 
and must be protected. Caves can be loca

tions of sensitive wildlife or cultural resources.

In order to protect this valuable resource, the 
Forest Service does not release information 
about the locations of specific caves under 
Forest Service management. In 1996, the 
oldest human skeletal remains (9,300 years 
old) in Alaska and Canada were discovered 
in a Prince of Wales Island (POW) cave, in

A



the Tongass National Forest. This cave, 
which is one of 500 inventoried caves on 
POW and its outlying westerly islands, is the 
focus of a significant international multidisci

plinary effort to study the Ice Age and post-ice 
Age environment and earliest occupation of 
northern Prince of Wales Island. In addition 
to the human skeleton discovery at the cave, 
black bear bones dating back to over 41,000 
year^ were excavated at the cave.

USDA Forest Service (Headquarters)
RO. Box 96090 (RHWR)
201 14th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20090-6090

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
WWW.fwS.L!

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Sen/ice's major 
responsibilities are for migratory birds, 
endangered species, certain marine fish and 
mammals, and freshwater fish. The Service 
helps citizens learn about fish, wildlife, plants, 
and their habitats. Its National Conservation 

Training Center in West Virginia is the 
Nation's premier site for fish and wildlife 
conservation education, where people from 
government, industry, and non-profit groups 
all come for the latest in professional conser

vation training. The Service provides an array 
of electronic Web sites, where their most 
popular publications and hundreds of wildlife 
photographic images are posted and may 
be downloaded. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service has offices in every state and many 
territories. You can find contact information 
for each office and, in some cases, find office 
numbers and individuals listed in online 
phone directories. For the Refuges Visitor 
Guide, please call (800) 344-9453.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Headquarters)
1849 C Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240

U.S. Geological Survey

V jsqs.gov
The U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) collects and dissemi

nates information about the 
Earth and its resources. USGS 
groundwater programs 
encompass regional studies 
of groundwater systems, multi

disciplinary studies of critical 
groundwater issues, access to groundwater 
data, and research and methods development.

The Learning Web, on the USGS web 
site, is dedicated to K-12 education, explo

ration, and life-long learning. Information and 
activities there help visitors learn how biology, 
geology, hydrology, and geography can help 
them understand our changing world. A 
USGS publicotion of particular interest to 
students and teachers is Open-file Report 97- 
536-A, Korsf Topography, Paper model by 
Tau Rho Alpha, John R Galloway, and 
John C. Tinsley III.

U.S. Geological Survey (Headquarters)
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive 
Reston, Virginia 20192 
Tel: 1 (888) ASK-USGS 
e-mail: ask(o)usgs.gov

American Geological Institute

'/eb.org
The American Geological Institute is a 
nonprofit federation of 37 geoscientific ond 
professional associations that represent more 
than 120,000 geologists, geophysicists, and 
other earth scientists. Founded in 1948, AGI 
provides information sen/ices to geoscientists, 
serves as a voice of shared interests in our 
profession, plays a major role in strengthening 
geoscience education, and strives to increase 
public awareness of the vital role the geo

sciences play in mankind's use of resources 
and interaction with the environment.



Karst occurs in almost every U.S. state. 
Alabama, Florida, Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, 
Missouri, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and West 
Virginia are just a few of the states containing 
large korst areas. In states having lesser 
amounts, karst may still be a significant 
resource. South Dakota, for example, has 
little karst, but its karst resources include 
Wind Cave National Park and Jewel Cave 
National Monument. Some state geological 
surveys, including the members of the Illinois 
Basin Consortium {Kentucky, Indiania, and 
Illinois), have karst specialists on staff. To learn 
more about the natural resources — including 
karst — and natural history of your state, 
contact its geological survey.

Geological Survey of Alabama
Tuscaloosa, AL 
(205) 349-2852
■A'ww.asci.s!o‘e.ol.'js

Alaska State Geological Survey
Fairbanks, AK 
(907) 451-5001
vvww.dQQS.dnr.stote.gk.us.

Arizona Geological Survey
Tucson, AZ 
(520) 770-3500
www.azas.stote.az.us

Arkansas Geological Commission
Little Rock, AR 
(501) 296-1877
WWW,state.cir'.us/aac. aoc.litm

Division of Mines & Geology
Sacramento, CA 
(916) 323-5336
www.consrv.co.gov./dmg

Colorado Geological Survey
Denver, CO 
(303) 866-2611
wv/v.-.CJi\’'.5Tr:tr.‘..: ■•_iivQv

Geological and Natural History 
Survey of Connecticut

Hartford, CT 
(860) 424-3540
dep.stote.ct-us/conhs/index.htm

Delaware Geological Survey
Newark, DE 
(302) 831-2833

•■ai ■ i :> ^icij

Florida Geological Survey
Tallahassee, FL 
(904) 488-4191
www.dep.slote.n.us/oeo/

Georgia Geologic Survey
Atlanta, GA 
(404) 656-3214
www.dnr.stote.ao.us/dnr/environ/aboutepd 

files bionciies files/ as[).htni

Hawaii Geological Survey
Honolulu, HI 
(808) 587-0230
kumu.icsd.howaii.gov/dlnrAVelcome.html

Idaho Geological Survey
Moscow, ID 
(208) 885-7991
www.idahounoloay.org/

Illinois State Geological Survey
Champaign, IL 
(217) 333-5111
www.inhs.uiuc.edu/isasioot isoshome/ 

isQsnome.html

Indiana Geological Survey
Bloomington, IN 
(812) 855-5067
www.indiano.edu/~ias



Iowa Department of Natural Resources
Iowa City, lA 
(319) 335-1575
v’AVW.Stgro.ia. us/oo . | ■ I - ■: ' .

Kansas Geological Survey
Lawrence, K5 
{785} 864-3965
'■vww.kas.ukons.edu

Kentucky Geological Survey
Lexington, KY 
(859) 257-5500
www.ukv.edu/KGS

Louisiana Geological Survey 
Baton Rouge, LA 
(225) 388-5320
www.lgs.lsu.edu

Maine Geological Survey
Augusta, ME 
(207) 287-2801
■■/w.v.sirite.me.us doc/nrimc/mas/mgs.htm

Maryland Geological Survey
Baltimore, MD 
(410) 554-5500
vVww.rriGS.mcl.cn

Massachusetts Executive Office of 
Environmental Affairs

Boston, MA
(61 7) 727-5830 (Ext. 305)
www.state.mo.us/envir/eoea.htm

Michigan Department of Environmental 
Quality

Lansing, Ml 
(517) 334-6923
www.jw.l.b’uii-.- .US cisci-'

Minnesota Geological Survey
St. Paul, MN 
(612) 627-4780
www.geo.umn.edu/mgs/index.html

Mississippi Office of Geology
Jackson, MS 
(601) 961-5500
www.cieq sriT-.m^.us. epgges.nsf

Missouri Department of Natural 
Resources

Rolla, MO 
(573) 368-2160
www.dnr.state.nio.us/dgls/homedgls.htm

Montana Bureau of Mines & Geology
Butte, MT 
(406)496-4180
'I ilimo.S'.,n rnrocli.:'.;

Nebraska Geological Survey
Lincoln, NE 
(402) 472-3471
csd.unl.edu/csa.lifnil

Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology
Reno, NV 
(775) 784-6691
www.nbniQ.UfH' cr;u

New Hampshire Department of 
Environmental Services

Concord, NH 
(603) 271-3503
www.des.stqte.nii.u-

New Jersey Geological Survey
Trenton, NJ 
(609) 292-1185
www.state.n|.us dep.-Gigs

New Mexico Bureau of Mines & Mineral 
Resources

Socorro, NM 
(505) 835-5420

New York State Geological Survey
Albany, NY 
(518)474-5816
WWW. nysm.nysed.QOv/geologv.html



North Carolina Geological Survey
Raleigh, NC 
(919) 733-2423
'■vww. geology, enr, state, nc. us

North Dakota Geological Survey
Bismarck, ND 
(701)328-8000
www.state.ncl.us/ndas

Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Columbus, OH 
(614) 265-6988
-'.'wvv.cinv.state.oh.us/odnr'/aeo suwev.'

Oklahoma Geological Survey
Norman, OK 
(405) 325-3031
www.ou.edu/speciQl/oQS-pttc

Oregon Department of Geology 
& Mineral Industries

Portland, OR 
(503) 731-4100

.••is.cloaomi.stQtc.or.us

Pennsylvania Bureau of Topographic & 
Geologic Survey

Harrisburg, PA 
(717) 787-2169
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/topogeo/indexbig.htm

Geological Survey of Puerto Rico
San Juan, PR 
(809) 724-8774
www.kas.ukcins.edu/AA5G/puertorico.html

Geological Survey of Rhode Island
Kingston, R1 
(401) 874-2265

South Carolina Geological Survey
Columbia, SC 
(803) 896-7700
woter. dnr. state.sc. us/geologv/geohome.htm

South Dakota Geological Survey
Vermillion, SD 
(605) 677-5227
.W'/w.scigs, usd.edu.'

Tennessee Division of Geology
Nashville, TN 
(615) 532-1500
www.stoto.tn.us/environrnent/tdQ/i ndex.html

Bureau of Economic Geology
Austin, TX 
(512)471-1534
www.beg.utexos.edu

Utah Geological Survey
Salt Lake City, UT
(801) 537-3300
www.ucis.stote.ut.us

Vermont Geological Survey
Waterbury, VT
(802) 241-3608
www.anr.state.vt.us/geologv/vQshmDg.htm

Virginia Division of Mineral Resources
Charlottesville, VA 
(804) 293-5121
WWW.inrne.siate.vg.us/Dmr/home, dmr.html

Washington Division of Geology and 
Earth Resources

Olympia, WA 
(360) 902-1450
WWW, wq.oov/dnr/htdocs/ger/i ndex.html

West Virginia Geological Survey
Morgantown, WV 
(304) 594-2331
www.wvQS.wvnel.edu/

Wisconsin Geological & Natural History 
Survey

Madison, Wl 
(608) 262-1705
WWW, u wex. ed u .''’wg ri hs >

Wyoming State Geological Survey
Laramie, WY 
(307) 766-2286
wsQsweb. uwvo. ed u/



GLOSSARY
anaerobic bacteria Bacteria that can live in 
the absence of free oxygen.

aquifer A body of rocks or sediments, such as 
cavernous limestone and unconsolidated sand, 
which stores, conducts, and yields water in 
significant quantities.

berm A relatively norrow, horizontal shelf, ledge, 
or bench designed and constructed to deflect water.

best management practices (BMPs)
Stote and/or Federol land-use regulations designed 
to conserve natural resources and minimize the 
amount of contominonts that reach the groundwater 
system

bioremediation The use of biological agents 
to clean up chemical pollutants.

calcite Calcium carbonate, CaC03, the principal 
mineral in limestone.

carbonic acid A mild, naturally occum'ng acid, 
H2CO3, that dissolves limestone, dolomite, and 
marble to form karst landscapes.

casing Pipe inserted and cemented into a borehole 
to prevent collapse and to prevent contaminated 
water from leaking into or out of a well.

cave A natural underground open space, generally 
with a connection to the surface and large enough 
for a person to enter. Caves in karst areas ore 
dissolved out of soluable rock, such as limestone, 
dolomite, marble, gypsum, or halite.

chert A hard mineral composed moinly of 
microscopic silica crystals. It commonly occurs in 
limestone and is also called flint.

dendritic drainage A drainage pattern in which 
the streams branch in a tree-like pattern.

dissolution In karst, the process of dissolving 
rock to make landforms.

dolomite A carbonate sedimentary rock 
composed chiefly of the mineral dolomite, 
CaMg(C03)2.

drainage well A type of well used to drain 
excess surface water, where the aquifer is permeable 
enough and the water table far enough below the 
land surface, to remove water at a satisfactory rate.

dry well A storm-woter drainoge well.

ecosystem A community of organisms and the 
environment in which they live including the non
living foctors that exist in and affect the community.

effluent A liquid discharged as waste, such as 
contaminated water from a sewage works or o 
factory; water discharged from a storm sewer or 
from land after irrigation.

fecal coMform bacteria Organisms that live in 
the intestines of humans and other worm-blooded 
animals.

graded fill Moterial used to fill and stobilize a 
collopsed sinkhole. The material grades from coarse 
at the bottom to fine at the top of the stabilized area.

groundwater (a) Thot port of the subsurface 
water that is in the phreatic (saturated) zone, 
including underground streams, (b) Loosely, all 
subsurface water including water in both the vodose 
(unsaturated) and phreatic zones.

grout A cement or bentonite slurry of high water 
content, fluid enough to be poured or injected into 
spaces and thereby till or seal them.

guano Accumulations of dung in caves, generally 
from bats.

gypsum A widely distributed mineral composed 
of calcium sulfate and water, Ca(S04)-2H20.

hydrologic cycle The circulation of water from 
the atmosphere as precipitation onto the land, where 
it flows over and through the lond to the seo, and 
its eventual return to the atmosphere by way of 
evaporation from the sea and land surfaces and 
by transpiration from plants.

karst A type of topography that is formed 
on limestone, gypsum, and other soluble rocks, 
primarily by dissolution. Karst landscapes are 
characterized by sinkholes, caves, and 
underground drainage.



karst aquifer A body of rock in o karst 
area that contains sufficient saturated permeable 
material to conduct groundwater and to yield 
significant quantities of water to springs and wells.

limestone A sedimentary rock consisting chiefly 
of calcium carbonate, CaC03, primarily in the form 
of the minerol colcite.

marble A metamorphic rock consisting predomi
nantly of recrystalized calcite or dolomite.

mitigation The process minimizing or eliminating 
the effects of a problem.

paleociimate The climate of o given period of 
time in the geologic past.

paleokarst Ancient karst features that have 
subsequently been buried under sediments.

pathogen Any microorganism or virus rtiot can 
cause disease.

permeability The property or capacity of a rock, 
sediment, or soil to transmit fluid.

phreatic zone The subsurface zone below the 
woter table in which all spaces are filled with water. 
Also known os the saturated zone.

pit A vertical cavity extending down into the 
bedrock; usually a site for recharge, but sometimes 
associated with collapse.

porosity The percentage of a rock that is occupied 
by pores, whether isolated or connected.

potable water Water that is safe and palotable 
for human use.

pseudokarst A landscape that has features 
similar to those found in korst landscapes, but which 
ore formed in relatively non-soluble rocks by non
karst processes.

regolith A general term for the loyer of 
unconsolidated fragmented rock end soil that 
nearly everywhere forms the surface of the land 
and overlies the bedrock.

retention basin Constructed depressions 
where runoff from streets, parking lots, and other 
impermeoble areas is stored until it con slowly 
drain through soil into the bedrock.

saltpeter Naturally occurring sodium nitrate 
or potassium nitrate. Found in floor sediments of 
some caves, and formerly used in the manufacture 
of gunpowder.

sinkhole A funnel-shoped depression in a karst 
area, commonly with o circular or oval pattern. 
Sinkhole drainage is subterranean and sinkhole 
size is usually measured in meters or tens of meters. 
Common sinkhole types include those formed by 
dissolution, where the land is dissolved downward 
into the funnel shape, and by collopse where the 
land falls into an underlying cave.

sinkhole plain A plain on which most of the 
local relief is due to sinkholes and nearly all 
drainage is subterranean.

sinking stream A surface stream that loses 
water to the underground in a karst region.

speleothem Any secondary mineral deposit that 
is formed in o cave. Common forms include norrow 
cone-shaped stoloctites that hang from ceilings, 
usually broader cone-shaped stalagmites that build 
up from the floors, and columns where stalactites 
and stalagmites have joined.

swallet The opening through which a sinking 
stream loses its woter to the subsurface.

swallow hole A closed depression or cave 
into which all or port of a streom disoppears under
ground.

terrain A tract or region of the earth's surface 
considered as a physical feature.

troglobite An organism that must live its entire 
life underground.

vadose zone The subsurface zone between the 
surface of the land and the water table. Also known 
as the unsaturated zone

water table The subsurface boundary between 
the vadose (unsaturated) and phreatic (saturated) 
zones.
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towers, Li River and Guilin, China (G. Veni); 
Sinkhole plain, Bosnia (© J. Wykoff); Clean 
water flowing into an aquifer (G. Huppert); 
Sinkhole collopse, Winter Park, Florida (Files of 
the Florida Sinkhole Research Institute courtesy 
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(Be/ow ground, left to right) Chandelier 
Ballroom in Lechuguilla Cove, New Mexico 
(© D. Bunnell); Prehistoric bowl in Chiquibul 
Cave, Belize (G. Veni); Stream passage in 
Nutt Cove, West Virginia (© C. Clark); Blind 
cave isopod, Mommoth Cave (© C. Clork); 
Gypsum crystal (© C. Clork).
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Guilin, China (G. Veni); Cave stream, Texas 
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(G. Veni)
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Forest, China (G. Veni)

Poge 11 — Figure 2, Solution sinkhole. Barren 
County, Kentucky {© J. Currens)

Page 12 — Figure 3, Cave passages, Mexico 
{© E. Kastning); Figure 4, Pit in Texos cave 
(G. Veni); Figure 5, Conduit groundwater flow 
pottern (De Atley Design); Figure 6, Split-level 
cove, Mexico (© E. Kastning)

Poge 13 — Figure 7, Natural Bridge Covems, Texas 
(© E. Kastning); Figure 8, Collapsed passage 
(© E. Kastning); Figure 9, Collapse sinkhole in 
bedrock (© E. Kastning)

Page 14 — Figure 10, Swallet, New York
(© E. Kastning); Figure 11, Fractures and 
pits in limestone (G. Veni)

Page 15 — Figure 12, Korst pavement
(© E. Kastning); Figure 13, Hydrologic Cycle 
(G. Veni/ De Atley Design)

Poge 17 — Figure 14, Cove stream, Texos
(K. Menking); Figure 15, Blonchord Springs 
Caverns, Arkansas (G. Veni)

Poge 18 — Canoeing in o cove stream in Indiono 
(A. Palmer)

Poge 19 — Figure 16, Mayan drawing, 1844
(F. Cotherwood); Figure 1 7, Catfish Farm Well, 
Texas (Edwards Aquifer Authority)

Poge 20 — Figure 18, Ice speleothems in Swiss 
cave (G. Veni); Figure 19, Saltpeter vots in 
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky (Mammoth Cave 
National Park); Figure 20, Cinnobor mineral 
deposits in a cave, Mexico (G. Veni)

Page 21 — Figure 21, Bats in Brocken Cove, Texas 
(Bat Conservation International); Figure 22, 
Blind amphipod (J. Cokendolpher)

Page 22 — Figure 23, Olympus Mons, Mars
(NASA); Figure 24, Moyan hieroglyphic paint
ing, Guotemola (G. Veni); Figure 25, Bailong 
Dong (White Drogon Cove), Chino (G. Veni)

Page 23 — Figure 26, Karst towers along the 
Li River, China (G. Veni)

Page 24 — Sinkhole collapse in Winter Park, Florido 
(Files of the Florido Sinkhole Reseorch Institute 
courtesy of B. Beck, original photographer 
unknown)

Page 25 — Figure 27, Sinkhole collapse (Files of 
the Florida Sinkhole Research Institute courtesy 
of B. Beck, original photographer unknown)

Page 26 — Figure 28, Sinkhole collapse sequence 
of events (De Atley Design, Adapted from 
N. Crawford ond C. Groves, 1984. Storm 
water drainage wells in the karst areas of 
Kentucky and Tennessee. U.S. Environmentol 
Protection Agency, Region 4, 52p.); Figure 30, 
Drainage well collapse (Center for Cave and 
Karst Studies)

Page 27 — Figure 29, Florido sinkhole collopse 
beneath house (B. Beck)

Page 28 — Figure 31, Sinkhole plain (D. Foster)

Page 29 — Figure 32, Flooded roodway
(C. Groves); Figure 33, Flooded parking lot, 
Kentucky (A. Glennon); Figure 34,



Cove entrance modified to drain urban 
storm w'oter runoff, Kentucky (C. Groves);
Figure 35, Urban storm water runoff flowing 
into a Kentucky cove (C. Groves); Figure 36, 
Modified sinkhole to drain storm woter runoff 
{C. Groves)

Page 30 — Figure 37, Sinkhole collapse around a 
drainage well (G. Veni); Figure 38, Drainoge 
well-induced sinkhole flooding (De Atley Design, 
Adapted from N. Crawford, 1986. Karst hydro- 
logic problems ossoc/oted with urban develop
ment: groundwater contom/notion hozordous 
fumes, sinkhole flooding, and sinkhole collapse 
in the Bowling Green oreo, Kentucky. Field trip 
B guidebook. National Water Weil Association, 
86 P-); Figure 39, Polluted Kentucky cave 
stream (G. Veni)

Page 31 — Figure 40, Railroad running through 
sinkhole plain (C. Groves); Figure 41, Sinkhole 
polluted by livestock monure (C. Groves)

Page 32 — Figure 42, Soil erosion into o Texas 
cove (G. Veni); Figure 43, Limestone quorry 
(R. Ewers)

Page 33 — Figure 44, Trash-filled Texas sinkhole 
{G. Veni); Figure 45, Household trash leading 
into a cove in West Virginio, (G. Schindel)

Pages 34-35 — Green River oerial view, Mommoth 
Cove Notional Park, Kentucky (© C. Clork); 
Figure 46, Endangered Kentucky cave shrimp 
{© C. Clark); Figure 47, Volunteers hauling 
trash, "Don't Mess with Mammoth Cave Days" 
{R. Olson)

Page 36 — San Antonio, Texas, night skyline 
(Digital Stock); San Antonio, Texas, doytime 
skyline (G. Veni)

Page 37 — Figure 48, Government Canyon Stote 
Noturol Area, Bexar County, Texas (G. Veni)

Poge 38 — Figure 49, Road building (G. Veni); 
Figure 50, View of well from underground 
(G. Veni)

Page 40 — Figure 51, Edwards Aquifer wells, Texas,
1897 (R. Hill and T. Voughn, 1897. Geology 
of the Edwords Plateau and Rio Gronde Ploin 
adjacent to Austin and Son Antonio, Texas, with 
reference to the occurrence of underground 
waters. 18th Annual Report of the U.S. 
Geological Survey, p. 193-322)

Poge 41 — Figure 52, Karst pavement. Greet Britain 
(© E. Kostning)

Pages 42-43 — Figure 53, Hidden River Cove, 
Kentucky (American Cave Conservation 
Associotion/ M. Ray); (Left to right) Historic 
Woter Works, Hidden River Cave (ACCA); 
Historic entrance to Hidden River Cave, 1940 
(The Thomas Family); Horse Cave Sewage 
Treotment Plant (R. Ewers); Exhibit at American 
Cave Museum (ACCA)

Page 44 — Figure 54, Sinkhole in Bowling Green, 
Kentucky (G. Veni)

Page 45 — Figure 55, Sinkhole around drainage 
well (G. Veni)

Page 46 — Figure 56, Stored animol wostes 
(C. Groves); Figure 57, Grozing horses 
(Kentucky Horse Park)

Page 47 — Figure 58, Debris clogging Canadian 
sinkhole (G. Huppert); Figure 59, Conadion 
sinkhole in forested area (G. Huppert)

Page 49 — Figure 60, Endangered blind Texas cove 
beetle (J. Cokendolpher)

Page 50 — Karst area in Norway (J. Myiroie)

Page 51 — Exhibit at American Cave Museum 
(American Cave Conservation Association);
Bats in Bracken Cove, Texos (Bat Conservation 
International)

Page 52 — Sinkhole in Bowling Green, Kentucky 
(G. Veni)

Page 53 — Grand Canyon, Arizono (Digitol Vision); 
Sodo straw stalactites (G. Veni); Mammoth, 
Manti-LoSal Notional Forest, "Fobulous Fossils" 
poster, USDA Forest Service (College of Eastern 
Utah Prehistoric Museum)

Page 54 — Blind cave fish, Mommoth Cave,
Kentucky (© C. Clork); Artesian Son Pedro Park 
Spring, Texas (G. Veni)

Page 64 — Photo montage (De Atley Design)

Inside Bock Cover — Old, dry cave stream, Texas 
(G. Veni); Waterfall originating from fractures in 
the ceiling of o cave (G. Veni)

Back Cover — Clouds forming in large room of the 
Chiquibul Cave System, Belize (G. Veni); Cove 
pointing, Lascaux, France; Karst spring, Val 
Verde County, Texos (G. Veni); Cone karst in 
Guotemola (G. Veni)
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GEOSCIENCES

for Ike Future

The AGI Foundation was estoblished more than a decade ago to assist Hie 
Institute in seeking funding and partnerships with foundations, corporations, 
other organizations, and individuals that share our commitment to create 
innovative Earth-science programs of benefit to all citizens. AGI's programs 
— focusing on education, worldwide information systems, government 
affairs, environmental awareness and other issues — offer new opportuni

ties for geoscientists, enhance research capabilities of professional Barth 
scientists, and develop innovative education tools to expand the Earth- 
science knowledge base of all Americans, not just those who will choose 

geoscience as a career.
AGI's "popular" Environmental Awareness publications provide a 

balanced review and discussion of key environmental geoscience concerns. 
The colorful booklets and posters present accurate environmental geo

science information in an easy-to-digest format. AGI produces the Series 
with Foundation support — and in cooperation with its member societies 
and others — to raise public understanding of society's complex interaction 
with the Earth. In addition to groundwater, soils, metal mining, and karst, 
the Series will cover environmental geoscience concerns related to water, 
minerals, petroleum, global change, mapping, and other important topics.

The /Vnerican Geological Institute gratefully acknowledges the 
generous contributions the following companies have made to the AGI 
Foundation in support of AGI's environmental and Earth science education 

programs.

Anadarko Petroleum Corporation 
Atlantic Richfield Company 
Baker Hughes Foundation 
Barrett Resources Corporation 
BP Amoco PLC 
Conoco Inc.

Consolidated Natural Gas 
Company Foundation 

Diamond Offshore Company 
EEX Corporation 
Exxon Education Foundation 
Global Marine, Inc.

Halliburton Foundation, Inc. 
Kerr-McGee Foundation 

Corporation

Mobil Oil Foundation 
Occidental Oil & Gas 

Charitable Foundation 
Parker Drilling Company 
Phillips Petroleum Company 
Santa Fe Snyder Corporotion 
Schlumberger Foundation, Inc. 
Shell Oil Company Foundation 
Southwestern Energy 

Production Company 
Texaco Foundation 
Texas Crude Energy, Inc. 
Unocal Corporation 
Vulcan Materials Company
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LIVING 

WITH KARST
A - r£jgi|0 hounaattcn

Nearly 25% of the world's population lives in karst 

areas — landscapes that are characterized by sinkholes, 

caves, and underground drainage. Living With Karst, the 

4'^* booklet in the AGI Environmental Awareness Series, 

vividly illustrates what karst is and why these resource- 

rich areas are important. The booklet also discusses 

karet-related environmental and engineering concerns, 

guidelines for living with karst, and sources of additional 
information.

Produced by the American Geological Institute in 

cooperation with the National Speleological Society, 

American Cave Conversation Association, Illinois Basin 

consortium. National Park Sen/ice, U.S. Bureau of Land 

Management, USDA Forest Service, U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service, and the U.S. Geological Sun/ey.

ISBN 0-922152-58-6 Recycled Poper

American

Geological Institute

4220 King Street 
Alexandria, VA 22302 
(703) 379-2480 
www.agiweb.org

National Speleological 
Society

2813 Cave Avenue 
Huntsville, AL 35810 
(256) 852-1300 

www.caves.org
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